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Mr. Joel Lamb passed to the higher life
July 8, 1898, after a lingering illness of nearly two years, at the age of 03 years, 11
months and 11 days. Mr. Lamb was a native of Lineolnville and spent the most of
his life in that town working as a wheelwright and millman until he was obliged to
give up the work on account of failing
health. He spent the years of '56 and ’58 in
Minneapolis, Minn., where he worked at
house-joinery while that city was in its infancy. The next three years he gave to
carriage w ork in Camden and Union and was
then associated with Spencer Mero of Camden in carriage manufacture for about two
years, since which time he has lived in his
native town as before stated. Mr. Lamb
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There were several other floral pieces, but
the writer was unable to obtain the names of
the donors. The bereaved husband has the
sympathy of the entire community.
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scrupulous and pains-taking workman,
ami was respected by his neighbors as an
honest aud upright man in all liis business
relations. He leaves a wife, one sou, Mr.
Eugene Lamb, two daughters, Mrs. Annie
Mullin and Miss Edua Lamb of Lineolnville,
two brothers, Mr. J. W. Lamb of Hartford,
Ct., and Mr. J. T. Lamb of Lineolnville, and
two sisters, Mrs. Lucy Fernald of Liucolnville and Mrs. Nellie Clark of Searsmont, besides many nieces aud nephews to mourn
their loss. The luneral took place at his
late residence Sunday afternoon, July loth,
Rev. L. I). Evans of Camden officiating.
There was a profusion of beautiful tlowers.
was a
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The soldiers’ Benefit Concert.

Dancla, and in an encore was even more
pleasing. Her childish appearance and talent were alike charming. Miss McKeen is
stranger iu Belfast, but has been studying her art since her last appearance here
and is now very accurate and proficient as
an accompanist.
Her Belfast friends were
delighted to hear her again. Mr. Chamberlain, who is a vocaHst of note iu Waltham,
Mass., won deserved praise iu his base solo
and responded very happily to au urgent
not

delightful concert, was the
verdict of all who heard it. lludyard Kipfing’s Recessional was finely rendered by

Rebecca C. Thomas died at her home
Miller street Monday morning after a long
PAGE 7.
illness. She had not been in robust health
Vm*,. .M'aido County Crop
for several years, but attended to her usual
:•
Year Kansas M'it and
mu
duties until last April. She attended church
Hospital..News Notes.
the last time on Easter Sunday, and was
confined to her bed about eight weeks.
Obituary.
Deceased was a daughter of the late Robert
1
’etungill died very sudden- aud Christiana Hasson of Camden, ami was
iv evening
at her home on
married in early life to William F. Thomas
i ugh she had been subject
of Morrill. In 1874 they came to Belfast
f- r several years, she. had
and have since lived here. She was do-o-aith and no thought was
mestic in her tastes, and her home and the
er or her frieuds that the
comfort and liappiuess of its inmates were
Thursday, after tea, she was uppermost in her thoughts. Duty was her
and a physician was | chief aim, she was evt-r ready to do her full
I
.1 less than an hour after j share whenever and wherever
duty called.
cased was born in Islesboro
She was a inembe rof the Universalist church
child
of the late Cap!. ; aud of the societies connected with its work.
gest
Caroline Parker.
In 1874
j Her generous heart aud willing hands,
Pettingill, then of Brewer, coupled with a pleasant, and genial mauner,

marriage they

God of our fathers, known of "IdLord of our far Hung battle-line—
Beneath Whose aw.ill Hand we hold
Dominion over palm aud.piue—
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget—lest we forget !*
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won
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her

host of

a

friends,who

warm

sincere-

Her husband survives
a
large acquaintance anil her, together with one brother, Albert W.
gh--st esteem and a flection i Hasson of Nortbport, and two sisters. Mrs
-n•
life she was all that a
Heleu F. Meservey of Belfast and Mrs.
g wife aud mother could be.
Carrie E. Heal of Camden. The funeral
was obliging and social, j was held at her late home
yesterday after'a
her, whether intimately noon, Rev. Chas. H. Wells officiating. The
rtained for her feelings of interment will be in Camden.
'muni and four children are
the ioss of that
truest
Rev. Myra Kiugsbury died at lier home in
.ids—a loving and devoted
Sheshequin, Ra., July lltli, after a long and
Tin,: 'iuldren are Arthur very painful illness. A postal card from her
a A
and Parker, the latter
mother says that she passed away peacefulveil months
old. Of her
ly and quietly. The funeral services were
: four, one sister, Mrs. B. F. ! held at her late home
July 14tli, conducted
ins. She was a member of
j by her friend, Rev. Emma £. Bailey. Miss
L” itff, 1 0. (,)- F. The
Kingsbury left many sincere friends in BelSaturday afternoon at her j fast, who deeply mourn the taking away of
was a large attendance,
such an earnest Christian. She will live long
rs from the various inusi111 the memory of those who knew and loved
f the city, her sisters of
her.
The aged parents, left desolate iu the
her husband's associates
home in which she was the life and mainmill, and the many friends stay, have the deepest sympathy of many in
hildren. Hev.C.H Wells ti.'.s city. Her oft repeated references to
mother and home while here leads to the
er and made comforting
appropriate hymns were belief that it must have been a sad parting
when she knew that she must leave the
'"ini If. c»uimby and Miss
parin.
ents it seemed a pleasure to care for and
The family and friends
ikeii wholly by surprise by i comfort.
We hope in our next, issue to give
1

mourn

loss.

their
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an account

ap-

neighbors and

earnest

kimhiess in many ways,
ue'j* and sympathy extend*

of the life

of this

talented and

woman.
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The tumult and the shouting dies—
The captains and the kings depart
Still stands Thine ancient .-aon.ice,
An humble and a contrite heart.
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forger -lest we forget!

trying hours are highly apfamily. Following are the
Bank of dowers with the

-•

family;

from the

pillow
"Ige basket of dowers from
basket
from
mill;
Kilgore
till from Miss Colburn, Miss
C'limby and Miss Fauuce;
rs. Edmund Wilson, basket
a

Wilson; wreath from Mrs.
basket- from Mrs. Freeman M
Mrs. Spencer W. Math-

A.

Miss

m
-.

F. O.

Myra Duttie: sweet
Critchett; pinks from

basket ami pinks from
rady ; cut towers from Mrs.
Bessie Marlen, Mrs. C. H.
.uir, Mrs. James F. Feruald,
•B Know 1 ton, Mrs. George S.
:en Fletcher, Mrs. John A.
Bratt:

i

several years he worked iu the

Belfast, and has
ami

carried

-"'th after

a

her

Her age was 41 years, 4
The greater part of her
:n the town of Waldo.
Her
on won for her many friends,
■st
affectionate and dutiful
true
and loving wife, who
ne into the heart of her bus*
was
an
honored member of
m
feel
grange, which will
f their must worthy Sister,
mourn her loss, a husband,
•mb, to whom she had been
years. He is a prominent
town of Waldo, being at
Board of Selectmen. She
father and mother, Mr. and
Cross, ouc sister, Mrs. Abbie
i two brothers, Nathaniel and
".
ill of Waldo. The funeral
r home July 21st at three P.
<ys.
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of Morrill

more

cou-

fitting, testi-

been given of the high
Mrs. Whitcomb was held
gathering which assembled
»n.
The floral tributes were
s
and beautiful. The grange
eery pretty pillow with the

uave

ly
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there
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ed,
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lh

was a

wreath of flow*

Mrs Parker, a bouquet of pinks,
<tud Seldou Whitcomb of Waterof lilies and bouquet of sweet
r"aes, from Mrs. Roscoe Smith;
•'
«es from Mrs. N. 8immons and
“raley; crescent of pansies from

^Jackson; bouquet
j,,^ dgett; roses, Mrs. E. Harmon;
from

petunias, from

Mrs.

Mrs. Clarence
daisies and roses from
^ y f Kl8ters; basket of flowers and
lilies from Mrs. John Rowe;
!tii.
bju" iD<1 bouquet of roses, Miss Thersa
,0ll(iuet from Mrs. R. Whitcomb.

Itj.
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1

luets of

farm

young man owned
iu Montville. His

1895, when his brother Daniel was called
Meriau White died iu August, 189»>,
away.
and Elien Thompson June, 1898. The funeral
will he held this, Thursday, afternoon at 2
o’clock.

For heathen heart that puts her tmst
In reeking tube and ir >n shard—
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
And guarding calls not Thee to guard—
For frantic boast and foolish word,
Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord : Amen.
Following was the program
Stars and Stripes Forever,
Sousa
Overture, Masanello,
Auber
Belfast Band.
Phantom Choi us from La Sonnambula,
Be,fast Festival Chorus.
Duo, The Sailor Sighs
Baife
Mr. Parker and Mr. Page.
Piano Solo, Theme and Variations,
Mt mllessohn Op. s2
Mi>s Hill.-.
riiaraphrase on Melody in F.
Uubenstein
Belfast Baud.
Heading, Selected.
Miss Littlefield.
Violin Solo, Valse.
Dancla
Miss Alice P eliardsou.
Duo, Drift Mv Bark,
-Mrs. Frost and Mrs. Pitcher.
Hur raiian Mazurka.
Gaune
Belfast Band.
Ba-s Solo, Selected,
Mr. Chamberlain.
De lvoven
Kipling's Recessional
Belfast Festival Choi us.
America,
Audience is requested to rise and join in siugiug.

Accompanists,
Miss Faunce, Miss McKeen, .Miss HiPs.
Industries.

Local
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Since The Journal’s article describing the
Belfast Farms Creamery was printed a level
driveway has been built to the rear of the

was

a

hall last

social

dance

neat
J.
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urn.
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to
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Jones of Hampden Centre last
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Mr. Linekin has
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a
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number of

Thorndike, Tuesday,

Harvest Grange, Waldo, has adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas The Great Master above in His
divine wisdom lias seen tit to pluck another
link from the fraternal chain that binds us
together by removing from our midst our
true and much beloved sister, Ella Cross
Whitcomb.
Resolved, That though her pleasant countenance can greet us no more at our meetings that her memory will long be cherished
by the members of Silver Harvest Grange.
While we bow with submission to His will
we would not forget those whose hearts are
saddeued by this great bereavement.
Resolved, That in the death of our sister
Silver

the order has lost a true friend, the husband
a kind and affectionate wife ami
although
she will meet no more with us here we will
ever hold her in loving memory.
Oue less at home, One more in heaven.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days and that a copy of these resolutions be entered on our records and one be
presented to her husband, also a copy sent to
the local papers for publication.
Phebe H. Whitcomb,
Com.

Gkorgie Wentworth,
Jennie Wentworth,

Mrs. Elizabeth

Gay

|> on
) Res.

of South

China is visiting in town.Mrs. M. E. Luce
and daughter Bertha of Merrimac, Mass.,
are visiting in Waldo ami Brooks.E. L.
Harding has gone to Belfast to work in the
hardware store of J. W. Jones.Chas.
Howard and family of Mass, were in town
over Sunday visiting Mrs. Howard’s
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Cummings. They went to
Appleton Monday to visit Mr. Howard’s
relatives-Haying is nearly over. The crop
will be a little below last year’s crop in

sloop

Ileene of

owner,

was

in

Islesboro, Capt. Jason
port Tuesday, cruising.

O. Roberts is building a 12 1-2
boat at his house ou Bridge street.

Freeman

foot
with

Aug ititl).

Waldo.

The steam yacht Caprice with a Bangor
party on board was in port Monday.

Ladd,

meet

nights at the Cove, for at the
Camden street and Beech Hill
lamp post has been placed, ami on

more

junction

Sprague’s.

avenue a

she

years, but up to the week
down she hail been as well

was

usual.

as

beautiful

was

and

to the

a

thy of every resident at the Cove.
NORTH I'ORT CA'll* OROUND AND VICINITY.

Flood ami grandson have returned to
their home in Wate.rville.
Mrs.

Tin FuirtieM delegation here numbers 25,
and they occupy three cottages.
(i. F. Dauforth of

Bangor

opened his

has

livery and food stable for the

season.

The Crawford family of Belfast had a picnic on the North Shore one day last week.
has a grocery
Perkins, w:
northern entrance to the grounds,

E.

reports business good.
Viualhavon

Hon. and Mrs. F. S. Walls of

arrived last week and
for the

are

at their

cottage

season.

L. L. Gehtner of Belfast is having his cot
tage painted and otherw se renovated, in
readiness for occupation the coming month.
Ti

e

with

a

yacht

Annie E.

Spencer

party of Bangor young

Sunday. They
down the bay of a week or
was

here

of

Bueksport

men

are on

aboard,
a

cruise

more.

Hen S. S. Brown and Architect A. (r.
Bowie went to Northport Saturday night.
Mr. Brown has owned a lot there for a year
or more and Mr. Bowie will build a cottage
on it at once.
Their trip was to locate the
same and settle definitely on the plans to he
followed in the building. [Waterville Mail.

row

Webster has sold his row boat Undine to
to Dr. Atwood for a tender for the
June,
formerly the Swallow.
The Bangor steam yacht Rex broke some
of her machinery while out ,u the bay Saturday and was towed to Bangor by the
steamer Laurena.

whom stepped here, while the destination of
was Camden.
The Castiue,

the excursion

from Belfast for

Castiue, lauded several here,
for the Castiue trip. The
M. & M
with the Sous of Veterans from
Belfast, left a few here, and continued on to
The Laurena made her regular
Camden.
and took

trips to and from Belfast, bringing a goodly
number each time.
In addition to these
there were many buckboards from Belfast,
Saturday Cove and other points, and a large
number of visitors

Coombs of

V.nalliaven

BelFriday
sloop Sigdrifa. He
a
new
20-foot;
brought
knockabout, which he
lately built, for sale. He is accompanied by
Mrs. Coombs.
last

to

came

in his

J. Starrett, Chas. M. Craig, Robert
French and Walter Vaughn cruised down
F.

bay last week in sloop Jeunette. Owing
fogs and lack of wind tney only reached

the
to

Stoningtou.
Transfers
The

following

in

Keal

Estate.

transfers in real

estate

were

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending July 27, 1898. Belfast Savings Bank, to Sarah P. Twiss, Frankfort ; land and buildings iu Stockton Springs.
David Nash, Morrill, to Edward E. Nash et
al., do.; land and buildings in Morrill. Edward E. Nash, Morrill, to Orrin D. Nash,
do.; land in Monroe. Orrin D. Nash to Edward E. Nash ; land and

buildings

in Mor-

by private carriages. The

Winterport

Band gave a concert of sacred
and patriotic airs in the afternoon, and the
steamers left for their respective destinations
u

the early evening.

Arrangements for tlie Summer School for
Sunday school teachers, to be conducted by
ttie Maine State Sunday School Association*
are now completed. Special rates have been
arranged with the railway and steamboat
lines. The exercises promise to be of great
interest. Already a large number of people
are

Roy

fast

on some

The

at

Northport

summer

and others

arriving daily.

school wiil begin its sessions

Saturday, July 30. Special services will
be held on Sunday, the 31st, and the regular
studies of the school will begin on Monday
morning at 0.30 All Sunday school and day
school teachers are invited to attend. All
mothers and guardians of children, who can
do so, should attend the afternoon studies
of “Child Life,” which will be led by Prof.
St. John of the Bible Normal College,
Springfield, Mass. There is no charge for
tuition and the rates of traveling and board
are su< h as to attract all who want a
pleasant and healthful vacation combined with
real helpfulness in the spiritual life and
methods of work. Tiles’ am boat fare from
Portland and return is §2.0'), Bangor and return §1. ).
The railroad fare from Augusta and return is §2 70, Brunswick and
turn §4 < ), Portland and return §5.20, Lewiston and return §3.70, Waterville and return
§2 25, and other places in proportion. Write
at once to the Gen. Secretary, Mr. Geo. H.
on

Archibald Northport Camp Ground, Maine,
for full trave'mg directions .and rates of
board.

TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson of
Bangor will
cupy their cottage for a month.

oc-

next

There will be

no

young peo-

bacli.
The services for the coming week at the
Baptist church will be as usual. This
evening, prayer and conference meeting;
Friday evening, Teachers’ meeting; Sunday
morning preaching service and Sunday

school, Sunday evening the prayer meeting.
Boys and girls will be welcomed cordially
the Junior Christian Endeavor meeting
held at 3.15 p. m. Sunday.
7.30

this, Thursday, evening there
will be the usual prayer meeting at the
North Church, topic, “The Biblical TeachLuke 15:3-10; John
ing about Heaven;”
14:1-4; Rev. 21. The Sunday servi -e will be
as follows:
Preaching at 10.45 a. m. by
Rev. C. G. McCully of Calais; Sunday

1
■

at 12 m.; Consecration
meeting o? the
E. society at (5.15 p. m.; topic, “True
Friendship;” Prov. 18:24; Mark 5:15-10;
John 15:1215. At 7.15 p. m. Rev. C. G.

Miss Mary E. Smalley
Monday for a short visit.

The Sixth Maine Veterau Association are
to hold their ISt-h annual reunion in Rockland on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, August 2:1, 24 and 2." prox. One fare
the round trip on boats and trains. Those
wishing to engage rooms or desiring information, may communicate with Mr. Horace
S Hobbs, Rockland, who is making the local arrangements. Col. Charles A. Clark of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the president of the association, will he present.
The Seventh Maine Regiment Association
will hold their annual reunion beginning on
Monday. August -,2d, to eonUuue through
the week. The business meeting will be
belli on Wednesday, the 24th at 10 20.
The
reunion will he held at Camp Connor, their
comfortable and pleasant headquarters situated on West Point, Long Island, Portland

harbor.

The

II. Graves
Bar Harbor.

at

for the

cure

of the

a

sanitarium

in

alcohol and drug

a blessing which will be appreciated by thousands who have become enslaved
by the use of stimulants or narcotics. The
sanitarium is excellently planned and ar-

habits is

ranged,

and is maintained

by a local
which Hon. Joseph F. Snow

corpora-

tion of
is president.
It is located at ldo State street, and
the work is under the direction of Dr. N.
A. Springer, wliosp skill lias produced the
method of cure employed there. Tliis
method is claimed to be superior to all
others, inasmuch as it effects a cure by removing the cause of the desire for liquor or
drugs, an l leaving the patient in a perfectly
healthy condition at the end of the treatment.

Bust of the late James G.

Blaine.

A bust of tlie late James G. Blaiue has
been placed in the rotunda of the Capitol at
Augusta, by the courtesy of Prof. G. Trentanove, the great Italian sculptor whose
statute of Pierre Marquette, which provoked such luiversal and favorable comment,
stands in the old Representative hall in the
Capitol at Washington. This bust of Mr.
Blaine is regarded as one of Prof.
Treutanove's greatest works, anil lias been
placed here in order that the citizens of
Maine may see how successful he lias been
placing in marble Maine’s greatest statesman.

[Kennebec Journal.
The Maine

are

Chautauqua.

Mrs. John W.

\

Mrs. H. A. Perkins and
\

‘He, Mass.,

Miss Thomas of Boston visited Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Tibbetts last week.

fast.

Ida B. Carter
sited relatives in
Lewiston the tirst of the week.

Mass.,

Howard weut to Boston last Friday
few days on business.

for

a

Mrs. C ara Cottrell arrived home Monday
from a short visit in Islesboro.

are

visiting

Mrs.

Mulkolland and daughter of Ba\
visited friends n Belfast the
past week.

City, Mich.,
Dr.

F.

Kuowltun

A.

Bridgewater, Mass.,

Samuel A. Haraden of Che1sea,
Mass.,
friends in Belfast the past week.

visited

Miss Anna Redman arrived from
Presque
Isle last Thursday ~fter a year s absence.
Mrs. Cole and two children of
Montreal,
Canada, are visiting Mrs. C. B. Hazeitiue.
Mrs. Charles Crawford and daughter Edna
of New York are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. E. H. Dunbar and

Eddie of Plyvisiting relatives in Bel-

are

son

Mrs. Chas. A. Wiggin of Stratton. N. H
Monday to visit her son, George C.
Lane.
Mrs. Otis G, Bowen and children of Brunswick, Me., visited relatives in Belfast last
week.

Healey of Thomaston returned
home Monday from a visit to her son, W. II
Healey.
Buxton, Jr., au.1 wife of Boston
Friday to visit Dr. ami Mrs. 1).

X. B.
rived

ar-

!>.

and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and daughEleanor are stopping at the hotel at
North pert. Camp Grouud.
Mr.

ter

Chas H. Maxtield went to Fairfield yesterday and returned with his daughter Mamie,
who has been visiting there.
Grade Darby of Searsport visited at
Lord's the first of the week, and
went to Brooksville Tuesday.
Miss

Capt.

N. S.

Mrs. Edward Lyon of

spending

Bangor, who
Islesboro, was
John H. Burke Tuesday.

the

is

at

summer

guest of Mrs.

a

Miss H. H. Baldwin, who has been nursing
H. H. Smalley, returned home to Bangor

yesterday.

Mr.

Smalley

is

mm

h better

Lucas of Mauslieid, Mass., returned home Tuesday. She came to attend
the funeral of her sister-in-law, Mrs. rinrlotte Rankin.
Rev.

II.

Oscar

Reynolds moved Ids family M mday
Camden, where he lias emph yment with

Knowlton Bros.
Mrs. I. M. Cottrell and child->f Lacmo.i.
H arrived last Thursday to visit rela-

N.

Belfast.

tives in

Mi's. Joseph L. Fernald returned home
to Portland Monday from a visit of two
weeks in Belfast.
Miss

Alice M. Sawyer of Portland

ed loan*

Saturday
Henry F. Lord.

Mrs.

from

a

return-

\usit with Mr. and

M. A.

Charles A. Arnold and s<-a Charlie,
Miss J. S. Prescott are stme mg it N y
Piper's, East Belfast.
Mrs.

and

Mrs A. S. Money ami hiidreu returned
home Monday from Milo Junction, where
they visited her sister.

Mrs. Robert Waterman and two grandchildren are visiting in Camden. Mr. W.
spent Sunday with them.
Chas. H. Howard, wife and children of
Chicopee, Mass., visited friends m Belfast
Waldo the past week.

Warner Butler and bride of New? try port,
arrived last Thursday and are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Wiley.

Fred M. Bailey left
Saturday for Forest
City. On his return lie will bring a bride,
formerly Miss Bene White.
F.

Prescott of

Boston

left

for

home Monday morning, after a short visit to
Farrow of East Belmont.

Mrs. H. P.

M illiam C. Crawford and bride arrived
last Thursday from Boston to spend a
portion of their honeymoon in Belfast.
Mrs. Miles Luce and
daughter arrived
from Massachusetts Friday to
spend a few
weeks with friends in Belfast and Waldo.

,•

"U"i

Walter H

West lias

not

materially .-hanged during the past week,
lb- failed soinew hat from last Friday to Monday, but si ii. .- tb it ’mu there are s e n* signs
o', improvement.
Mrs. W lifer Roberts of Mu

Mr. and

he-,

st »
ter, Me., arrived
B.’s parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Wm. .1
B.wn
Miss Bessie Brown, Mrs. K. s s;-tm\ wl
has
been visiting her, returned with them.
Messrs. W. F.

Ah
Bean, W. A. Finn
and George A iiuni p ■!. v.-

Gilmore

ner

to Gamdeii

Monday

uni rim:

Thomaston. where tn -v h i
i'he s
returning in the afterie •••?».

trie to

i

m

p

■

trip

i!v*

>

t1

u.s

Nathan T. Swan
t It tug-r \\ i:n An
ves
gusta Sun.lay, visiting friends md re
Mr. Sw m is a conduct
Aroostook railroad and
h
an;
-m
eoml’ietors, if not the "ide--. m rn- State
having Served AT y-ars on tin- -am 1 -ad
Augusta Journal.
■'

Mr.* and Mrs. l-.'dw
ton

They

have

Ground.

eottage

a

Mrs.

I'en-ie T. 1
It

ii

T.

visiting fri.-mis

are

>yer of this

■

th

mty

s

N

t*

Thompson

f Clin

■

n

ami
Miss

w t-

11y.
1

f
report.-d that Hugh I). M -I.- an
Belfast, is to be the Denn-'-ratio
eh. la't
torn
lore.unity attorney in the indug
Mr. MeLellaii fook p • rr in the 1 -t -am.-I
Its P
paign in Waldo, being .m urn- h
the Hon. IP }•’ Hanson, w h
turned Iron
sarsaparilla to fret- silver w -p .-har.n t -rist
Mr. Me I..-Han is a v-ry might,
energy.
gentleman, who was giaduate.l from CoIb\
;s

*•

the class of '•.»*>.
e w an
While in
--gprominent football player ind
gem-ra
H n
males.
Hi- ;.h
W
H M.-Leilan, is
law
m.
no of
vers in M aine.
; Waterville Man.
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favorite among his
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Family

Tlit* Clements reunion wi! he held it, tin
i 1 a 11, Monroe village, Thursday, Aug
ISth. If tlie morning is rainy until eight
o’clock the reunion w 1. he postpcuifd to the
next fair day.
1 he second reunion of the Moody fimih
will occur Aug. loth at. N»*l
burn railroad,
station, Winslow's Mills. If stormy, next

day. Write for circular
Moody, N<>rth Noblehoro.

fair

assembly of the Maine ChauAaron Bradshaw of Dorchester, Mass., retauqua Union at Fryeburg, together with a
school of methods, will be opened to-day, ; turned with Dexter T.
Guptill from the regto
continue
to
J
1th.The
manJuly 28th,
Aug.
imental reunion of the Eleventh Massachuagers, Rev. E. H. Abbott and Rev. G. D. j
Lindsay, have provided a program which setts in Boston.

includes lectures by Hamilton W. Maine,
Mrs. William Hyams of New \ rk, wli..
Robert A. Woods, Dr. Nathaniel Butler, H. !
V. Abbott, Rev. Lyman Abbott, I). D., and
lias been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
others. Concerts introducing well-known Arnold
Harris, left Saturday morning for
singers of New England, assisted by popular
addresses by members of women’s clubs, the White Mountains.
and a recognition service of the Chautauqua
William Gilbertson and family have rereaders are among the special days.
turned from Concord, N. 11., where
they
lived the past seven years and moved into
Three Months of War.
their house on Union street.
Friday, April 22—The war began.
Mrs. L. L. Robbins went to Unity MonSunday, May 1—Spain’s Asiatic squadron
destroyed.
day to visit her daughter, Mrs. F. W. Chase.
Sunday, July 15—Spain’s Cape Verde fleet Mr. and Mrs. Chase will spend a part of
destroyed.
Sunday, July 17—American army enters their vacation in Belfast.
Santiago.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quimby and their
This is a large record in a small space.
It indicates that Friday is an evil day for guests occupied the Pottle cottage at the
and
that
for
both
sides
Spain,
Sunday hardly Battery last week, and are spending this
has been a day of rest. But “the better the
week at Rocky Point, Pitcher’s Pond.
day the better the deed!”
Globe.
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen is spending the
in East Belfast. Miss Florida B.
MdKeen and Mr. Chamberlain of Waltham,
Mass., spent the past two weeks with Mrs.
McKeen.

summer

wife

of

Clifton

Springs, N. Y., are visiting friends in Belfast. They will leave on their return home
this, Thursday, afternoon by steamer City
of Bangor.

to Hollis (i.

fifth annual reunion of the Burkett
held Friday, Aug. J'_\ ls*KS, at.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Orhcton,
The

are

The annual

Reunions.

town

Fred Avery and children of Exter,
Me.., returned home Monday from a visit to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. I). MoCrillis.
Mrs.

and

os,

Mrs. Charlotte Stinson Huwt
been the guest of her s ster. Mrs. I*. S.
Staples, the past tv..' w.•••:<-, w. 1 return
liotne to B->st. ui u -.lay.

family

Fish

,!

m-:.

oo

the city Monday and Tuesday,
Gee. E. Brackett.

Lauren went to Waterville last
Thursday to visit her daughter, Miss Lizzie
Brown, who was ill with sciatic rheumatism.
Mrs. Jane

Rev. R. D.

<»tk

a

Mass.,

J.

Stevens of

V.

made this

Pattershal! arrived home last
Thursday after visiting her sister in Old
Town several weeks.

Miss

K.

Counselor of Maine (i.1 T

Tiie eondit

Frank*: and daughter I .:
u
Boston are visiting Mrs. F. s sister. Mrs.
Fred Tiunn.
Mrs.

and

FairtieM spent
im:ly, who have

Alfred Blaekstoue and Ernest Libby of
are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Jones.

Flanders.

Mrs.

J

his f

Mrs. I. W

arrived

to

Malden.
James F.

Churchill.

George Telfer of Waltham, Mass.,
ing his aur.t, Mrs. David H. Libby.

Miss Florence Smalley of Chelsea.
Mass.,
arrived Saturday to visit relatives.
Lewis Ordway of Providence, R. I., is visiting his mother and sisters in this citv.

f

guests of Mr. and Mrs.

are

Sunday in Belfast with
been visiting here.

is visit-

of Somer-

sou

relatives in Bel

Reuben Nutt and child

Mrs.

Ella Cobb of Boston arrived Saturday to visit Miss Leola Whitmore.
Mrs.

return-

Lena Leavitt left Tuesday for a visit
Boston, Mass., and Putnam, Conn
Mrs. Frank E. Knight of
Rockland is
siting friends in Belfast and vi.unity.

Miss

W. R.

Jones ami children
a visit in Portland.

Miss

spending

Carrie Seekins is in Frankfort visiting her uncle, Edwin Curtis.

Mr. and Mrs. P.

ed Tuesday from
m

Mr. and Mrs. A

the week

Sarah Crockett of Portland is visitS. Staples.

Mrs.

Portland

Miss Lena
French returned In nu
to
Thomaston Monday from a visit to hm aunt,
Miss Sarah R Gardner.

Bangor Sanitarium.

establishment of

The

Bangor

went to

Mrs. L. A.

James Marr, China, to C. W. Hussey,
Mrs. Mary Herriman of Montville has
Waterville; land in Palermo. Samuel Foss opened her cottage for the season.
3d, Southboro, Mass., to Irvin L. Gibbs,
Mrs. J. P. Stearns of Old Town, owner of
Brooks; land in Brooks (2 deeds.) Isaac
Leathers, Brooks, to Roscoe E. Webber, do.; Harmony cottage,has arrived for the season,
[Boston
land and buildings in Brooks. George L. accompanied by her father, Mr. Nealey.
Closson, Searsport, to Evelyn A. White, do.;
A party of ten
Secret
Societies.
from
Pittsfield
arpeople
quantity,
land and buildings in Searsport.
rived on the grounds
Tuesday and are occuPhoenix Lodge, F. and A. M., holds its
pying the Smiley and Plummer cottages.
Mrs.
W.
S.
Mr.
Belmont.
and Mrs. N. B. Allenwood
Richardson and daughters,
the Monday on or before the full
meetings
About
were in Belfast Sunday and called on Mr.
is
now
and
every
cottage
occupied
Carrie S. and Alice K. of Newark, N. J.,
the remainder will be
and Mrs. James L. Jones.. YV. S. Morse is in
by the time camp- moon; consequently it will have two meetCamden at work in H. M. Bean’s shipyard. are visiting Mrs. R.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. meeting begins. All indications point to a ings in
August, as the moon fulls on the 1st
successful season.
....The rainy weather the past week made John Jones.
and 30th days.
the crops grow in tine shape, but it was very
Garland
of
George
Old Town has opened
For a perfect complexion and a clear, the
poor
bay weather.“Remember the
Beach
Cosmo Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
Maine.” We did; and we think the Spani- healthy skin, use Cosmo Buttebmilk Soap. Mrs. A. F. cottage and has the company of
Marsh and two children, Everett the skin soft, white and healthy. Sold by
ards will.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
8. and Vera
of
that
A. A. Howes & Co.
L.,
city.
rill.

S. Bartlett of Boston visited relatives
Belfast the past week.

mouth, Mass.,

days.

William Taylor of Fairfield visited friends
here tht first of the week.

S.

fast.

The reunion of the Sixteenth Maine Regiment is to be held in Newport Aug.
and 10.
A reunion of the 11th Maine Veteran association will be held at Gardiner, Maine,
Wednesday and Thursday, August 10th anil
11th.
A business meeting will be held at 10
o’clock a. m. Wednesday with social sessions
afternoon and evening. Thursday there will
be an excursion to Augusta or Togas. The
rsual reduction will be made on railroad
fares.
The thirty-lirst annual reunion of the surWvors of tin* Fifth Maine Regiment will be
held at Memorial hall, Peaks Island. Wednesday and Thursday, August 10th and 11th.
Arrangements have been made for a good
time tliis year, and it is hoped that every
survivor of the Fifth Maine, with their families, as well as the widows and orphans of
deceased comrades, will make an extra effort to be present this year throughout both

Mrs. Hannah Thorndike went to Bangor
to visit friends.

Jacob G. Cook, Esq., of Boston arrived in
Belfast yesterday to visit friends.

C.

Regimental Reunions.

business trip

a

Mrs. F. L. Paysou of Lisbon Falls is visit
in Belfast.

school

McCuUy will speck especially to the young
people on the theme “How to be strong.”
All are cordially invited.

on

ing

at

At

G. G. Winslow is
Hancock county.

Rev.
in

Daniel H. Lane of Boston arrived Tuesto visit relatives.

day

Miss

ple’s meeting. At the morning service the
choir will sing “Deus Miserateur,” by Molitieaux, aud “Father of Mercies,” by Bauiu-

It is

pathetic and
greater profoundness
solemnity
of the occasion. There was a large attenddance of friends and neighbors to pay
their last respects to one they had known so
well. Tin* family keenly feel the departure
of their loved one, and in this, their time of
bereavement, they have the sincere sympaBelfast

usual.

school at 12.

believed she sustained a partial shock of
paralysis which affected her brain, as she
The
was conscious only at brief intervals.
funeral services were at her late residence
Thursday afternoon, July 21st. Rev. G. E.
Tufts of Belfast officiated and paid a merited tribute to the worth and character of the
deceased
The singing by a quartette from
lent

as

in

was

the city Tuesday.

yesterday

Stevens went to Bangor Tuesshort visit.

in

every

Services at the Universalist church

taken

a

Stetson of Bangor

Col. Isaiah Iv.

visiting

is

Mrs. Wm.

day for

lurther

Sunday will be as follows: Holy communion
at 10 o'clock, followed by the
regular morning worship with sermon at 10 45. Sunday

its top
largo, new globe lamp casts its rt
fulgent rays upon all who pass that way, and
even r >on those who seek the stillness of
the night upon the northern side of the ver-

Miss May Berry of Rockland
Miss Ella Twombly.

ing relatives

dark

of

Last Sunday brought the largest number
keeping of of visitors we have had here for some time.
which he is very successful. Sending bees
The steamer Salacia brought over 300 from
away is a new industry for this section
up-river ports, including tlie Winterport
Hutchins Bros, shipped
to Bucksport Band. The Catherine from
Bangor and river
Tuesday a handsome monument of new de- ports had on board about 175, a number of

improved

Seas ide

Thursday evening.

Waldo Pomona Grange
Hillside

at

No

Mrs.

are at

Herbert Morey went to Biddeford Monday
business.

Rev. S. M. Wales of St. George will hold
meetings at the Peoples’ Mission until
notice

PERSONAL.

on

services

building

from Main street, saving the sharp
bill -f the approach from Front street.
Mark Wood & Sou are making a handsome variegated marble monument for the
late Samuel S. Tievett of
Prospect. It
stands S feet high and is surmounted by

Exalt

Mass.,

store at the

White are having a large sale
for their bottled goods and find it difficult
to keep up with their orders.
Their new
ginger ale is meeting with great favor.

Mayo

Subject,

Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Blood and son of
Lynn, Mass., and Mrs. F. J. Keene, Miss
Alice, sous James, Robert and Henry, and
Mr. Harry Fit 'bminons of Jamaica Plain,

1 )riuk water.

Chester

Concerning

The

News ot the Oranges.

loch
i

If, drunk with sight of power, we loose
Wild tongues that have not Thee in awe—
Such boasting as the Gentiles use
Or lesser breeds without the LawLord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget -lest we forget'

(>:15.

at

Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings. There will
be services Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
Services In the
Methodist Episcopal
church July 51st will be as follows: Sermon
by the Pastor at 10.45 a. m. ; Sunday
school at 12 m; Junior League at 4.30;
Song, League aud Prayer services, at 7.15,
Leader, Miss Ethel Frost. Topic, “The
Temple of the Body.” 1 Cor. 3:10-23. Other

Wednesday forenoon, July 20th, Miss Ella
Whitney, aged 2S years, the youngest daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. W. A. Whitney of Boston .who reside here summers, passed peacefully away after an illness of a week. Miss
Whitney had been in poor health for several

ber

Grange
home
short illness bf
at

a

a

in

—

wife, formerly Mercy White of Montville,
died eight years ago. He leaves one son,
Chas. F. Thompson of Belfast, and one sign for T. H. Sherman and Daniel Caste.’lo.
daughter, Mrs. Emma F. Foster of Mont- They are now at work on a drapery lrn
ville. He was the youngest of his father's monument 10 feet high for Homer Brothers
family, but one of whom remains, Mrs. of Bucksport. This firm is working a f ill
Sally White of I’nity The tirst death iu crew on full time.
the family after the mother was in SeptemYachts and Boats.

There

Whitcomb died

on

since

shipyards

from Boston

enjoying his two weeks’ vacation to the best
of his ability.
j
Mrs. Eva Fernald of Somerville, Mass., is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

anda of Elm cottage for a quiet tete-a-tete_
That’s ali right, and when the three other
lights are ready everybody will most sweetly smile their congratulations upon those
who provided them.

Far-called our navies melt away—
On dune amt headlands sinks the tire—
Lo, all out pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and T'vrt
Judge of the Nations, s pa/re ‘us y<t,
Lest we forget—lest we forget

a

Joshua Thompson died at his home iu
Montville July 20, at the age of 72 years
and 2 months.
He was born in Bristol and
moved to Montville when a young man. For

most

Festival chorus.

the

on

.-•'■r

A

F. E. Crowley of Augusta spent Sunday
in Belfast.

The pastorate of Rev. C. H. Wells of the
Universalist church closes with next Suuday aud there will be no services during August, the regular vacation mouth.

Herrick’s.
home

PERSONAL.

Rev. C. G. McCully of Calais preached in
the North church last Sunday morning in
exchange with the pastor. In the evening
he lectured on “Hawaii,”

week with her aunt, Mrs. Rose Snow.
Dr. ami Mrs. Steele, Mr. ami Mrs. Norman
M bite of Brookline, Mass., are at Mrs. R. T.
at

The Churches.

Christ. Matt. 21: 1-11.

a

Sumner Pendleton is

~lwmERX)7

The consecratiou meeting of the Baptist
Christian Endeavor Society will be held next

Sunday evening

a

encore.

PAGE t).

ic.-gret.-" Register of Peep
the Shadows .poems:-. .Pitts-

NEWS.

NORTHPORT

Through the instrumentality of some of
Mrs. L. J. Hall of Boston is at Elm cottage.
our patriotic ladies a large and
appreciative
Mr. J. T. Jones of Philadelphia is at Mrs.
audience was given a delightful and classical musical entertainment in the Opera Ruby Drinkwater's.
House last Monday evening and a large sum
Mrs. Annie Donovan and son of Lynn,
was realized for the volunteer aid associaMass., are visiting Mrs. Frank Herrick.
tion. With the exception of Misses Alice
Mrs. Alta Tufts and daughter of Malden,
Richardson, Florida B. McKeen, and Mr.
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Flora Brohan.
Chamberlain of Waltham, Mass., the proMiss Carrie Smith of Rockland is spending
gram was by borne talent. Belfast should
be, and is, very proud of its tine band, and
local artists and strangers in the audience
enjoyed and praised without stint their efforts.
Misses Hills and Littlefield were
warmly received and applauded. Miss
Alice Richardson, the child violinist, captured everybody with her solo, Yalse by

1898^
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T0-___BELFAST,

will he

Itockland.

All

members

and

onnc<

tions

invited to attend. If the weather should
prove unfavorable, it will be held the first
L.
fair day. Annie
Burkett, secretary.,
Union, Me.
The

family

ninth annual reunion of the II
will

he

held

Wednesday.

Aug.

it.

h

I

l.S‘»s, at the old homestead of Abei Ha'
near Centre M.uitville, Me
wb:
is
irnon by his third son, Theophilus S. Hut it
now in his SDt,h year
He asks n:e r,* st it be
'•
aL who have any 11:i». Ii in them to om.1

he

welcome t.0 all

the

beans

b

ground that they an e it, and if
anything more to bring it with

ike !

n

riie\
then

Judson Hatch, Sec'y., Whet lock, Yr
dress until the reunion, Centre Mot
Ale.

pers

-,,v

Wedding Hells.
Kimkali.-Simmons. July IS, at. 12 o’clock
noon, Lura Evans, youngest ilaughter of the
late George M. Simmons of Stockton Springs,
was united in marriage to Mr. Walter Francis Kimball of Boston. Only the relatives
and intimate friends of the contracting
parties were present. The bride entered
the room on the arm of her mother, Mrs.
Roxcena Simmons, and was attended by
four maids, Misses Lillian and Mabel Simmond, sisters of the bride, and Miss Clara
Ames of Stockton and Miss Edyth Waterman of Boston.
William Rowe Butterfield
of Boston attended the groom as best man.
The ceremony, which was most simple and
impressive, was performed by Rev. C. H.
Wells of Belfast. A reception and breakfast followed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball will make their Lome in Boston,
where Mr. Kimball is located as the New
England representative of a well known
lubricant company.

With Our Nova Scotia Cousins.

which

Miss

Alice

Chipman

part of Evangeline and

11.

lady

In former days the steamers conveying
passengers aeross the Ray of Fuudy were

attendants

were

took

Y«nr
cad Acfee ?

Hftoes

day.

your nerves weak?
Can't you sleep well? Pain
in your back? Lack energy?

Appetite poor?

bad?
These

Boils
are

Digestion
pimples?
signs of

or
sure

poisoning.

under cultivation, raise all of their fruit,

vegetables, etc., and on the whole it is
like a regular town. They were making
some
nice Sunday suits in the tailor’s
shop which they intend to take to the
State Fair. The goods is a pretty gray

From what poisons?
From poisons that are always found in constipated
bowels.
If the contents of the
bowels are not removed from
the body each day, as nature
intended, these poisonous
substances are sure to be
absorbed into the blood, always causing suffering and

It is our desire that our
interesting
people should he better understood, and our
country better known by our kinsman of the
one.

frequently

causing

color and of

severe

on

our

hi

to

!;

worthy oi'
was

t! ees

i

generally cultivated,

!

:■

t::

<

i

ei-uld be reached by

n

'1 here

as v.

:•

believe^the;. !.::%•
api'le-LiaV. ul \ a'by.
varies

<*t

the

eiuirse a>

unfavai]able.

.til

aitho ;di the crop
.-eason is favorable

Annapolis K *yal we
It it the train and wen- driven to the Queen
dinner
It •> ;S pleasant and
lift' i
nieciy a]ipuinted house and an excellent

.>i

meai

1(
11.
1“.
l:..

iuteiesting to
which the two waiter

Jt

was

14.
lb.
10.

a'th.e deft way in
set veil at least 40 hungry
With but little assistance they

in

:.• s‘u,y tisli. roasts,
dess.it. and. Hu ne had to wait an

i'.h"il\
oc:

Tlieie

due lime.
sion. >neh

in

noise

vv..s m
none

or

un-

They daily insure an easy
and natural movement of
the bowels.
You will find thatthe use of

a

waiter

After dinner the parly went out. for a
see something of Annapolis Jtoyal,

continent, the site of the

ci\limed government in America, the
scene o: the liist blood spilt between
England and Fiance, amid the forests of the
lust

New \\
and

iid, and of the fort so often taken
ken, and still ofteni-i beseiged.”

re';

lleic

still to be

are

the old tortress.

the remains of

>ceu

The arched entrance to

the inn*

fort, the quaint old English b;oill after the capture <-f the fortiii in the French, and the magazine,

ks.

nu

ies.-.

1

stiii }.reserved.
The driver of the
cairuigc which * -nveyed a dozen or more

aie

of

party

<*ur

humed.
should
gan

was

not

When it

wa>

cint. out

by saying,

place-

of
a

fact evident at

a

was
ol

der of

.i!

interest lie beschool house,”
His next essay

glance.

a

wooden church of the
ehiteeture of day-before-yester-

point

to

specially well insuggested that he

“That's

to

a

dav and say. “There's where the evangelists go to church.” A lady on a rear seat
understood him to say “There’s where

Evangeline

went

to

church,”

and

she

called out to her husband to get a snap
shot at the edifice.
He was out in the
dusty road with his camera before the
mistake

was

discovered. One of the ladies

who dearly loves a joke
in her enquiries about

finally

the driver

was so

persistent

Evangeline,

that

burst out with the

re-

mark, “There aiut no Evangeline lives
here;” and then relapsed into silence for
the remainder of the ride.
mere

are

itw

on

puices

of such li stoiic interest

ims couiiueni

Annapolis Royold Port Royal,

as

al, and the literature of

history and romance, is voluminous.
Rui all the visitors saw of the town of to-

in

glimpses of tree emwellings as they drove up and
down a dusty road, to be finally landed at
U:e railway station.
As we happened to
iay

w as

occasional

bowered

embaik

the strawberry train we had a
g1 "d opportunity to view the country between Annapolis and Kentville, but finalon

ly arrived

at the latter place, where we
found most comfortable quarters in The
Aberdeen Hotel. The stop here was made
at the request of the Kentville Board of

Trade, and the program included a reception in the evening. After an excellent
suppei a small party accompanied Mayor
Rockwell

on a

walk to

some

high ground

in rear of the town, the view from which
amply repaid for the climb. In descend-

right which
took us through the grounds and garden
of M. G. DeWolf, Esq., that gentleman

ing

a

turn

was

made to the

acting as escort and pointing out the rare
trees, shrubs and flowers adorning his

charming
walk to

A few continued the
noble elms near the bank

domain.

see some

of the stream which

supplies

Kentville

with water. The trees are nearly
level with the stream, and absorbing

on

a

more

moisture than they need it trickles down
from a cleft in the trunks. It may be said
here that Kentville has many noble elms,
and its

shady

streets remind

us

and State,
A

new

of

our

own

Church street.
Some of the party attended a lawn
party given in aid of the Y. M. C. A., at

and is in the centre of

grand.

There

1n.»\ The Journal

published

the many friends of her mother in
V\ a'ido county and elsewhere will be

that

of fifteen years lias it
many officials. Federal
to be chosen as this fall.

pretty,

uated

building of importance
the Tabernacle, which is

ALSO A SHALL LOT

was

si

on

town

budding

are

piv sold at ki;<>m

and such nice chairs.

Lord.

1

hey

The

sift the less vuu
There is no economy in
using a coal stove in su:um r, no
matter how careful you ure
A
modern

Now

any

It

attended by all the Christian ministers
of < Jregon and a great many people from
all over tin* state.
It is a large building,
is

room

I had

a

small

many tramping feet. The
arranged and there w as

prettily

at each

room

corner

ing for committee rooms.
pulpit was a blackboard

of the

build-,

Back of the
which

on

It

seen.

was

all the world and preach the gospel to
“Turner
every creature,” Mark 10-15.
memorial 1801.”
The gold letters over

background were very pretty,
large that they could be dis-

were so

tinctly

seen

quite

at

a

distance.

again resumed our journey. Soon the snow-covered peaks of
Mt. Hood and Mt. Jefferson could be
clearly seen. The former situated iu
Dinner

ver we

*

scenery,

covered

with

celled

in grandness by

STOVE GASOLINE

to the hotel and retired.

ing

we

went

the

to

we

Saturday
dock

went

the

Salem for the

I

large

!

FORM KliLY MU*. \V.

I’.

CLARK

makes

most
water

feet from the water.

dizzy

one

flowing

so

to

It al-

look down at the

j
j

in

1847.

the

Oregon

Xow
a

our

road

distance, but

at

bath

room

State Reform School

is

large with

a

in

baths are conducted by means of the
shower bath system. We visited two class
The boys looked very bright, anrooms.
swered the questions readily, and appearmakes very fine

butter.

The

dairy

It is in two

Furnish

Flu* »\v-Ynrl

Work

31

L

'"••‘inlall

2

to 2.

Class Conventions.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress
upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original
As
the
remedy.
genuine Syrup m Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of $
the Company
to

Republican voters of the rej r*‘-ont.»ri\>•
composed of the towns of Uneolnville.
Northport. Searsnmut, Held mt and I-ie~i,.,r,■ m,
notified To meet at the Town Hall in Islesboro.
Sat urcay. July 30th. at 7 oY’.o.'k r.
t h«
purpose oj nuiuina inn a eandiilate h
l.'epre-rd
tati\e to the Legislature ami transaei -in-ii other
business as mav properly eoiue bef.ue said nu- t
L. N*. (tILKl'.Y.
ins.
(>. T. SO >T !’.
K. A. KAMI.-.
F. S. KRLI l.K.
Republican Town Committee.
Islesboro, duly It'. 1898.

The Republican voters .*1 the representative
class composed of the towns of Burnham. Troy
Unity, Knox. Thorndike, and .Jackson are notified
to meet by delegates in convention at .Johnson s
Hall in Thorndike, on the 3d day of August, 1,838,
at 3 o’clock i*. >i., to nominate a candidate for
Representative to the Legislature and to transact
such other business as may come before said convention. Basis of representation same as for
county convention.
F. N. YOSE, Secretary.
Thorndike, July 20, 1838.

TTci»YiTNDlCYCLERS
All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
or other animals or riding bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast.' The laws in relation to these offences will be rigidlv enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.

Belfast, July 13,1838.—tf23
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WE REPAIR
WATCHES,

WE SELL

CLOCKS,
JEWELRY,
SPECTAC; £S.
********
..

The
class

only

\
I

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR $2,00

NEW

YORK. N.

V.

HOOD’S PILLS
III*, Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
to
operate. 25c.
Easy to take, easy
cure Liver

H. J. LOCKE & S

ASS.

others hours
i»v appointment only.
October. 1897 1\4V

is due not

!
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B

Niewbur.v Street,

Hours, 32

length
was

.•

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street

up

stone floor. The

ed to know their lessons well.

by a special method.
plasters used.
(ientlemen treated Mondays,
mplements disinfected after each patron
35 HIGH STL I FT. BELFAST.
3iu21

BOSTON,

nam-

was

VV

treated

No. ‘441>

ed the “Herron hills” iu honor of an old
settler who lives near by and who came to

Oregon

L
|

No

perpetual

are

E(
...

The Nose and Throat.

constantly flowing-in
known as the “Herron spring”

grade for quite

HAS RETl'RNED FR01 BOSTON.
Feet

GEO, F, EAMES, M.D.,D.D,S,

and

It is
and the hills which surround it

a ill all
mport ail I war nr\v» of Hie il a I ♦Hi?
«l i.*«|ia I h«*s up 11 > I In- lumr ni p u I ■!
a I
11.
arrl'ul altiuilinn will In- "iu-n In 1 inn ami
1 >mil\
\| arKi-t
m u
ill
i!
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rr-poiiilema
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£jjT

swiftly beneath.

Mt. Jefferson is in Crook county.
We came to a nice mountain spring,
where there was a large watering trough,

out.

Con
>l «•< tal
flic Front

steamers.

the water for The boats to pass under.
The bridge at Albany from the middle is

ninety

!»y

RviHi-ont
Sp«*«'ial

Manufact liver of and dealer in

The large steel bridges at Salem, and
also at Albany, are built very high from

about

NEWSPAPI S
Furnish* <1

Mrs. E. A. Rhoades

between Portland and
ocean

FAMILY

|

places

Willamette river

NATIONAL

?

morn- ;

where

IN THE CREA

„

If your dealer lines not eell Vapor Stovpe
and stove Gasoline, write to the Standard
Oil Company, New York City.

others in I

many

various States.
After leaving the State House

suow.

with the water

*

Reliable War b

is the most economical fuel you
cau
burn, because there is no
waste to it.
It is the cleanest fuel
you can burn because there are no
ashes. Therefore no dust or dirt.
If you want to know what real
comfort is, get a Vapor Stove.

in

Waco county and is the loftiest summit
iu Oregon, a volcanic cone 11,225 feet in
height. It is celebrated for its beautiful
and is

lou pn

'

COLBURN,I

house.

beau-

most

was

being

and

»

ter.
It makes no dirt, v* always
ready, and never over-heats the

drawn, with crayon pencils, a map of < >re- “Gypsy” was anchored. There, with many j
Hair Groods.
gon, and above the map was printed the ; sad good byes to the dear ones who were j
words, ‘‘Oregon for Christ.” The out- to leavens, we hurriedly crossedthe gangMail orders receive prompt attention.
side dimensions of the room were 100 by way and watched the boat as it slowly
Oil ire 4'»tt Mam St., up stairs;
;hn21*
The
150 feet.
1’. O. Box 131*.
building is painted white went around the bend in the liver. The
LOCK LA NO. Ml.
on the outside and over the main entr nee
Gypsy is only a small river boat, the
is inscribed in gold letters: “Go ye into water
too shallow in
in the

the white

at,

,

will reduce your fuel bill, lessen
labor. You ran do anything
oil a Vapor Stove that
you cau do
on any other stove, and do it bet-

length, of flowered cream
silk with wide stripes of pale blue satin.
I cannot describe its beauty and do it justice. I thought the Senate chamber grand,

eighteen feet
1

so

■

vour

we

but there are such crowds that the doors
have to be closed many times.
A gentleman kindly unlocked the Tabernacle for! as I never had seen one
before, and could
us and we entered.
The aisles were cov- j not comprehend its magnificence, alered with nice clean saw-dust, to deaden
though the Oregon State f 'aj itol is exwere

!

•

W. T.

life sketch.

was a

tifully furnished. Such elegant chairs,
The curtains were
paper, curtains, etc.

seats

LADIES’ and GENTS'
BICYLE BOOTS

longer you

save.

richly trained and be-

were

painting

place,

the sound of

hi

In die senate

will go to the “private reception parlor,” which I admired more than

usually

x»*v

t

marble.

a

was donated by a gentleman
named Turner. The Christians hold their
annual camp-meeting in June at this

lasts two weeks.

_

MEN’S FINE CALF LOW SHOES

••House of

side each

tion, and

and it

OF

block which is

a

and representative rooms were life-size
paintings of all the ex-Govern< rs of Oregon, with a portrait of our present Hov.

we

the outskiils of the small, but
of Turner.
It was erected
for the benefit of the Christian denomina-

so

nandsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.

“

room,
Representatives,” private secretary rooms, and a
number l have forgotten the names of.
They were beautiful! Such elegant carpets
and furnishings, paper of the loveliest

hear from her again we give
pleased
her description of a trip in the fall of 1807
to

was

Good Style Congress Boots,
Kid Oxford Ties,

“

a gray stone and the
the main entrance on

to

Senate”

By the re-arrangement of terms under mitted between 8 and 10 a. m. and 2 and
the State Constitution of 1894 New' York 4
p. m., except Saturdays and Sundays.”
is for the first time to elect a full board
of State officers at the same time with the We were then shown to the parlor, the
governor and lieutenant governor. These officers’ dining rooms, cook room, and the
officers will be a secretary of state, comp- chapel, which I admired very much, it
troller, treasurer, attorney general and was so neat and cool lookiug. The decoState engineer and surveyor. Both senators and assemblymen, 50 of the former rations were very tastefully arranged. 1
and 150 of the latter, are also to be elected thought it the nicest room among the
besides several justices of the Supreme three
large buildings. They have prayer
Court.
meetings
Thursday evening and services
The 8tli of November will therefore be
a most
important day in political history Sunday morning and evening in the chapel.
in State and nation. In both State and
The officers in attendance, with the boys,
nation present conditions favor Republiattend the camp meeting at Tinner every
can victories all
along the. line. But it summer.
They also attend the State Fair
behooves the party not to be too confident
of success or to indulge in reckless acts en- at Salem.
The boys looked very nice
dangering even the biggest majorities.
marching, dressed in their uniforms. The

the

Kid Strap Sandals,
Kid Button or Lace Boots,
Men's Good Style l.ace Boots,

extract from a letter written by Edna
Smith, aged thirteen years, a nieee of not go to the dome, as it was late. I would
Mrs. S. J. Stevens ol Troy, in which she like to see this
grand building by daylight,
described her journey from Dakota to < >re
when 1 can go to the dome on the elevagon, where she is now living.
Knowing tor. We were shown into the ‘‘House of

House of Representatives is to be
Legislatures are to be chosen

as

“

defect in the electric lights
that evening and we saw only eight rooms.
We could look from the hall down into
rooms below oi
up to the dome, but did

from Scio to Salem.

an

passed

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

Ladles’ Kid Opera Slippers,
“
Kid Oxford Ties,

It is b nil! of

either side of the

In July,

• • •

surrounded by a pretty green lawn.
We
next went to the State Capitol, which was

steps leading

Journey

W. T. COLBURN S.

*

a

hill not far

lirst to the Court House, which is a very
large, neat building. It is painted white

Lowell. Mass.

A

from

saw

from the dock, The Wilson.
After resting awhile we had tea and
then started to view the city.
We went

Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, sight. It is situated on a hill live milts
Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, from Salem, with the much traveled road
Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hamp- on
one side and the railroad on the other.
shire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Having reached the school we spent an
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Washington hour looking through its various rooms.
and West Virginia.
lu most of these
Over the patent gate was a large inscripStates
other State officers,
including
tion which read, “O. S. R. S., visitors adjudges, are to be chosen.

well

we
on a

California secured their tickets.
We then went to the hotel, two blocks

Write the Daetor.

Ex-

which will Mil thirty vacancies to occur
March in the United Mates Senate.
! Til re i' « f these thirty Senators, however,
| have already been chosen—McCumas,
f from Maryland: Hanna, from Ohio, and
Aldrich, from Rhode Island, all RepubliIn Oiegnh, too, a legislature lias
cans.
[ already b on elected which will send a
Republican to tlm Senate.
The other Senators whoso terms will
! expin March-}, 1 MiO, are White of Cali! forma; Hawley >*t Connecticut, Gray of
I Delaware: Pasco of Florida,
Thnie of
i B
’.ana, Hale of Maine, Lodge of Massa< i
-etim Burrows of Mu
lligan, Davis of
: Mmm-sota. Money of
Mississippi, C'ockf .mil ot Missouri, Mantle of
Montana, VIa v
Stew art ot Nevada,
>
i11 of New Jersey, Murphy of New
V
k. Roach of North Dakota, Quay of
Pennsylvania, Bate of Tennessee, Mills
f Texas, Cannon of Utah, Proctor of
Vermont, Daniel of Virginia, Wilson of
Washington, Faulkner of West Virginia,
Mitchell of Wisconsin and Clark of WyIt is difficult to see where in
oming.
this list there will be the loss of a single
Republican Senator, unless the Populists
should
be strong
enough to elect
straight-out Populists in Montana. Utah,
aud
On
the
Wyoming
Washington.
other hand, it is reasonably certain thata Republican will succeed a
Democrat inCalifornia. Indiana, New Jersey, New
York and Wisconsin, while we have hopes
in Delaware, North Dakota and Nebraska.
A Republican majority in the new Senate over Democrats, I\>pulists, Silver Republicans and Independents is therefore
almost assured.
In no less than thirty-one States Governors are to be elected this year,
a coincidence of expirations truly remarkable,
of those whose terms expire this year
ten are Democrats, sixteen (counting the
nondescript Pingree) Republicans, three
Populists and two Democrat-Populist
r usiomsis.
in one Mate, Oregon,
a
liepublican Governor lias already been
elected. Alabama will vote on August 1
for a governor and all State officers.
So
will Arkansas on September 5th, both
States of course, electing solid Democratic
tickets.
Vermont w ill elect a Republican
governor and a full State ticket on September f>, and Maine will do the same on
September 12. On October 5, Geo gia
will elect a successor to Gov. Atkinson.
The States which will elect governors on
| November 8 are California, Colorado,

As

institutions, which

distance, they being

going to

Hir Medical Peparnm nt has one
ol tlie tn"- t eminent physician* in
Tell the doctor
tie I'nited States.
just h w you are suffering. ^ -u
‘will receive 'he best medical advice
without cost. Address.
PH. J. V. AVER.

period
are

AT..

•..

city.
reaching Salem we went lirst to
the dock where there were several boats
at anchor, and the party with us who were

with the pills will hasten
It cleanses the
recovery.
blood from all impurities and
is a great tonic to the nerves.

next

a place nearly :;0U ye-ais old. “the scene of
the seennd; European settlement on North
Ani iiiau soil, of the first giant of land
vast

a

happened that

State

short

kind,
aud

Low Prices ^Summer Shots

On

Elections.

Not, .says the New York Mail

the

the school for the blind aud school
for the deaf mutes. The State peniteutary
and the State insane asylum are in the

darsapla

elected.

diive to

made in this

Fall

and

Philadelphia.

Boston*

were

Ayer’s

e

The first
press, in

confu-

pretentious places

attends the serving of dinner with
at every table.

The

dormitories

two

Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
St. Louis.
New York.
Chicago.

The Gentians are very aggressive at Manila: they are surveying the Luzon coast
in both directions, landing supplies and
fraternizing with the Spaniards.

diph-

of

case

1

to d<> her cleaning. If her hand is rough, wrinkled and shn
it shows she is still using the old soap and soda combin
Why don't you use Gold
Dust Washing Powder ?

from the institution 1 have tried to describe. The buildings looked nice. They

from >cio to the capital of Oregon.

people.
helped
vegetables

giiis

a

is

WASHhl'
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UUJl POWDER.

reached Salem, which is only live
miles distant.
We passed near several

.-

At

served.

was

v

We

us.

yens" ill this

:

•••

7

•e

showing

ti.es

wt le

;

:;•«•

were

limb stood out dis-

ea«

ihi

c

i,i.

in. and the trees

li a

tl

The

was

If it

soon

i’res. Maim- Press Association
Solo. “Mr Johnson turn me loose,"
Dr. P. C. W< o.hvorth
F Rorkwtil, Mayor
t
Addre».
Mr. N<
“I
k again"
Chorus
“Miinstioi D. light."
Me.ilev,
AtldreVs. M. N Ri h.
tine State P. of 1'.
Sec;
“On the hanks of the Wabash"
So';.',
Mr. Pvke
Address. M. G DfejVMfe,
(.“ urman 'Dm CM Coiuimtt.ee
So,,,. “My C■■•! P»
Mr.Ly-ms
Loiy
Address. C W. lb aibins.
the Pn-s.- Com.
Chairman
(Quartette, Ha. k ‘mid tiu Clover and
M'S-;-.
tiecon,
Lyons, Hiltz,
poshi'i* anc N.-ai y
Atldres-. Judge Ci: janan.
Tourist Committee
Address- Press.
H. (, Harris and H P. Borden
Mr. Lyons
“Ma Sm-.Sol...
God Save ti e Quern

v.iiit-tyol crops—corn, beans,

v

);!:••

•h

j

there

as

shop were nice, and they seemed to
be busy everywhere.
After leaving tiie Reform School we

I

The ground

note.

hospital

theria.

!

re

hundred and fifteen boys

one

Yi0(s*

A woman’s hand tells the tale !
and white it shows she uses her lw
smooth
uses
save her hands—that she

routes for this service.
First Assistant Postmaster
General
Heath is endeavoring as far as possible to
distribute the additional appropriation
authorized by Congress among those
states and territories where the existing
facilities for the distributing of the mails
by free delivery are the poorest.

barber

Cork.’* who gave selections of their musi''it
11"V\
H\t.U
Ut-g.lLJ
The program
cal songs, quartettes, etc.
|
Themselves an< 1 were to be seen on either
! following Mr. Nixon’s address was as
;iini all along the line until Windsoi was
follow*:
leached. Tlie greatei ]>art of the trees.
i
Chores, ‘In the ebening by tie moon1. 'Wt'vn. are back of the railroad on each
iigbf
j
Rcp.y 1" address, T M. S. lluoter,
cbe valley.
Two things about tin*
i' :

I

POWDER.

FORTUNE

Dakoto, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
and Colorado,
laying out additional

S.”

in attendance. Oregon has no reform
school for girls, but has appealed to the
Legislature for one. We could not visit

m

arrival

1

but

K.

S.

make things to sell, as the inmates
of many of our reform schools do, there

the

and we made our way up the incline and
iM.ardcd tin- r am aw bring us nn the wharf,

numerous.

“O.

t

cann

scenery

low water

was

with the initials

being only
"

made

The buttons cost $47 per gross. The boys
do all kinds of fancy work, etc.
They

cure.

m

the linest material,

nicely anil trimmed in large brass

very
tons

disease.
There is a common sense

by the genius of your immortal Longfellow.
In a word, we wish you to take us as we
are, and report of us exactly as you find us:
and we ti ist that yoi will carry away with
and wl n h t ok u< to the Digby station. you nothing hut pleasant reminiscences of
laud of
\onr \ ivit t.i lventville ami the
Here we boa; rn ;!;<■ train for Annapolis. Evangeline, ami a settled determination to
earliest
convenient
visit
at
the
iiows the si.oiv oi the Basin, repeat the
The io..b
! opportunity.
and there on wooden
classing inlets her
The musical part of the program, which
bjklges, ami ahording many delightful was
highly appreciated by the visitors and
views, despite the muddy shores exposed
voted equal to the work of professionals,
In the low tide.
Fish weirs occupied
was
by a local amateur organization
cry available place and 11 sis houses were
i known as “The Bredderu ob de Burnt
It

WASHING

IS

parent, additional rural service was started from Branford, Guilford, and Milford, 1
Conn.; Moorestown and Riverton, X. ,J.;
Antwerp, Highland, Philadelphia and j
Watertown, X. Y.; Marietta and Poland.
Ohio; Muncie, Iud.: Rogersville, Morris- j
town and Atoka, Tenu.; Brattleboro, Vt., I
and Athol, Mass.
One hundred and fifty-seven petitions
from :’»r> states and territories are on iilc. I
asking extensions of the service to as j
many towns, and special agents of the
department are now in the field in Xew
York, Xew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont, Xorth

ed the same as in any of our cities.
In
the shoe shop were very small boys at
work. They make all of their clothing,
shoes, caps, etc. They have lots of land

Are

on 111•' tlood tide, landed her passengers
and freight, and went out on the top of I
the tide. \\ lieu the railway was extended great republic.
We have, therefore, made arrangements
to Annapolis landings were made there
which, weather permitting, will enable you
under similar conditions, the boat some- to see something of our charming town and
We
of the beautiful adjacent
country.
A Belfast man
times laving over a tide.
cherish the hope that when you return to
who visited Annapolis a number of years your homes you will be able to tell your
people that you found their Nova Scotian
ago, found the morning after his arrival kindred to be a happy, contented, industrithat lie had left his umbrella on the boat ous, and prosperous people, and that if, untheir noses are blue it is not on
and went down to the wharf to get it. He fortunately.
account either of the coldness of their hearts,
saw nothing of the steamer until lie reachthe sterility of their lands, or the cheerleaswill be
ed the end of the pier, when he found ness of their climate. We think you
also able to tell them that we possess a
himseli looking down her funnel. All this beautiful, fertile, and well-cultivated counwith lovely and picturesque
is changed now-a-days, and the Prince try, replete
scenery, ami interesting by reasou of historcomes
on
time.
and
schedule
Rupert
ical and traditional associations. We wish
goes
When the tide is high passengers are land- your people to get into the habit of visiting
us, and we think you will be able to assure
ed on the top of the wharf: at half tide, them that
they cannot more profitably nor
more enjoyably spend a holiday or vacation
incline
unoi
on
an
watei.
land
:w
they
than with their Blueuose cousins amid the
dei the wharf, and which* is also used by 1 romantic
which lias heeu hallowed

teams.

DUST

GOLD

rolls,

were

peasant girls, and about 1* o’clock all had
assembled in the spacious parlors of the
dej>endent upon the tides, and their hours
Aberdeen* for the reception tendered by
of arrival and departure varied from day
the Board of Trade and citizens of KeutlJef<»re the Windsor and Annapoto day.
First on the program was an adlis railway (now called the Dominion-At- ville.
lantic! was lmilt, the steamer Kmperor, dress of welcome from Mr. C. S. Nixon,
and latei the Kin press, carried passengers | President of the Board of Trade, who
from >i. John t■ Winds n, then the ter- spoke as follow s:
<:■ 'itfl
<■/ III! M"iu<J I’l'l
minus oi
Wiudrailway Io n; Halifax
It. is nr, pleasing duty on behalf of tiie
is on the Avon ri\ei, which at low j lventville Board of Trade, to tender you a
soi
We hope
tide mo.;itis :io more water than our own 'nearly welcome to our town.
\our visit, although it, is limited in point of
j
J’assagassnwaukeag. The boat came in time, will nevertheless he an agreeable and
i

We
Rural Free Delivery.
as is tlie Oregon custom.
shown the electric plant which lights
The extension of the rural free delivery
all the rooms and the large steam engine
postal service authorized by the last ConWhich heats the building. In the large gress is being pushed forward as rapidly
brick oven thev bake 85 loaves of bread as circumstances will permit. Soon after
the intention of Congress was made apThe meat market lookevery other
lb.

the

of the young
dressed as French
ten

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 60c. and SI.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for|sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38
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Belfast

Livery

Co

BELFAST, MAINE.

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON
PROPRIETORS

"“THAIS and TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIP!

■

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport.
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE.
Representing

Over

Twenty

Million Assets.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSl R -lv
lySTEA/VI BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ^ Security |Bonds forCashtr
ors, Administrators and Trutsees. | Correspondence solicited. ! Real estate bought

!'
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find it hard to
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the Mexican Gulf
n
>ea, can present such
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why. for example,
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be

can

so

Havana on the north,
where more than
v fail to take into
■

almost

is

crescent
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what is going to
develop in a halfnourished. Diie-poi**oned constitution.
If
[ a man as soon as he feels that he is r.ot get| ting the forceful sitvngth and energy out
of liis food that In- ought to. will begin taking Dr. Pierce's addon Medical Discovery,
he will soon put himself in the position
where he can do a man’s work easily and
^
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cheerfully.
Hi- appetite

will K sharpened; his liver
invigorated; hi- dig*, -turn strengthened; an
dge put on his whole nutritive organism.
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invite consumption
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and pr-sound ,-tudv
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The narrow, crooked streets are mostly
unpaved, and the low houses of antiquated

architecture

are

shabby

in the

ex-

treme.

There are several old churches, a number of convents, a theatre, a bull-ring and
for
a group of more modern buildings

government offices; but
are

on

the

inclined to think that its

whole, you
high sound-

ing title,—Santa Maria del Puerto Principe—is rather a misfit, being too large

place.
Immediately

for

the

west of Nuevitas
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the

on

Winterport.

postal.

Maine Men

Principe, capital of the

province of the same name, is in the
heart of the cattle field,—one of the rich-

j
!

better sport.
Our guides
were very genial and competent men, and
so strong a friendship did we form with
them that they came from Carletou to
have

Her Life
Saved.

j
j
I

A Vermont

!

Yarmouth with
tance of

in the War.

C.
M.
Condon, formerly of South
Brooksville, sailed from San Fraucisco,
June 27, for Manila, as a member of Battery G, Third California Artillery.
Frank E. Rouse, a native of Rockland,
is a member of the 71st New York Regiment, which has been in the hottest of
the fighting before Santiago.
William Getchell and William Staples
of South Bluehill, have enlisted in the
navy, making three from that town who
have volunteered to light the Spaniards.
Nobleboro has sent six men to the
Spanish war. Frank Ripley has gone into
the navy as blacksmith, Walter Harris as
barber, Clarence Pinkham as carpenter.
Carl Jones and brother and Will Irish
have gone into the army.
Herbert Sidelinger of Damariscotta, is also an enlisted
soldier in the 1st Maine.
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Buy,
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uaker Oats
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their teams,

a

dis-

minds with the

new

visited

we

mill at Ashland, Me.,
recently, and which

from its double band-saws <30
loads of lumber per week.

We

out

saw

single

with her

ox

teams, and noted

a

bag

of grain and numerous bundles placidly
urging her ox homeward from the market.

woman

The emigration of young people from
the Province to the States is large. Carleton is a small town of probably less than

2,000 population, yet there are 05 persons from that town in the single
city of
Haverhill.
It was during our absence in
the woods that Lieut. Hobson and liis
comrades sunk the Merrimac, and we came
out to find the whole world talking about
it.
Frank A. Gilmore.

case

Not many months ago Mrs, G. W. Palmer,
of Jonesville, Vu, was apparently on the edge
of the grave.
For months and months doctors had been
treating her for stomach and bowel troubles which had seriously undermined her
health.
Instead of improving, however, she became worse.
Her life was in danger.
Finally a doctor advised her to use Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
To-day M.rs. Palmer owes her life to
the use of these pills.
This marvelous restoration to health is
another proof of the efficiency of this worldrenowned remedy.
In telling the story of her life Mrs. Palmer
said:
“Two years ago I was afflicted with
stomach and bowel trouble. My case puzzled the doctors.
“After months and months of treatment,
instead of being with better health, I was
much worse.
“I subsisted only on the lightest kind of
diet. My stomach would not retain solid
food.
“The pain in my stomach and bowels
was so intense that I cannot describe it.
“I consulted other doctors but none of
them could properly difgnose my case.
“I continued to grow worse. I lost 48
pounds, my nerves were completely shattered, and I was very weak.
“Fortunately in September Dr. C. W.
Jacobs, a well known practitioner of Richmond called and advised me to take Dr.

Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People, at
they had wonderfully helped the wife of
Rev. S. P. Perry, of Richmond.
“He recommended the pills so highly
that 1 really had faith in them.
“I began to use the pill*, and from the
first my stomach began to feel better.
The first effect of the pills was the restoration of my appetite, and the quieting
of my shattered nervous system.
“My food did not distress me. 1 began
to regain my lost strength, and in one month
after commencing to take the pills I was able
to do my housework.
“I have gained 30 pounds and to-day
am in good health.
For the past five months in addition to
doing my usual household duties, I have
also cooked for nine persons.
“I owe my life to Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills for Pale People, for I am sure I never
would have been well again if I had not
taken them.
I have recommended them
to several persons and would
urge all suffering people to give these pills a trial.
“I will be glad to answer any questions,
by mail or to have any one call, for further details."
To add weight to her words Mrs. Palmet
made affidavit before Notary Public Heary
Gillett.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pill* for Pale People
contain all those elements that purify, vitalize, and enrich the bloc d. and in this way
restore health. Physicians prescribe, druggists recommend, and people everywhere
use these pills.

LEADERS IN LOW PRICES.
jWe

The

Raspberry

Solid Oak Table
shown bjr this picture.
oak, finely finished, and
them for onh O EZ

as

He sure to get

in the beginning of a day of
and the overseer Tweedy,
says Mary Tracy Earle in the August Atlantic, had made the rounds of the raspberry field with a water-bucket aud a dippei. He passed over a little rise of ground
and found himself near a girl who had I
fairly buried her head in the waving |
branches of a tall raspberry bush, aud was
searching for the great, red, perfect berries which grow beneath the leaves.
“Fine warm day,” he said, setting
down the bucket and taking off his hat to
wipe his forehead. The girl did not seem
to hear, so he stood still a moment, looking a: her. Her skirt was soaked to the
waist with the heavy dew which still
shimmered on the leaves and berries, her
sleeves were wet to the shoulders and
clung about her strong round arms, and
even the ruffle of her sunbonnet was limp
from brushing against the vines.
It was
very early still in spite of the heat. The
sun was low in the east, and its light fell
in an almost level flood of gold across the
tops of the vines, which were all staked
and trained high, so that the field looked
like a vineyard. Far away toward the
horizon, the morning shadows were still
lurking between the wild blue hills. It
seemed a pity that the girl should be
soaked with dew and have her head buried
in a raspberry bush. Tweedy tried a new
Took out you pick them berries
tone.
clean, Cynthy Fence,” he said.
She straightened herself, and pushed
her bonnet back from a calm-looking face
j
with moist cuils flattened against the
“’Pears to me, when I stand
empes.
on my haid in a
bush, it's a sign I’m
searchiu' pretty close for ’em,” she ans veretl, freeing the curls with a motion of
her hand.
Tweedy lifted the dripping dipper out
of the bucket and held it toward her.
“I
knowed you wouldn’t stop workin’ long
to
take
a
drink
I
faulted*
’less’n
enough
yore work,” be said. “It ain’t my place,
as boss, to make a fuss about
anybody’s ;
doin’ too much, blit jus’ countin’ myself
as Abe
Twiddy, I cain’t sence why you
drive yourself so hard. If you want to
show that you can pick two boxes to Buck
Anderson’s one, you done that long ago.”
Relief In Six flours.
Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately. If you warn*
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
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predisposed to Scrofula can
healthy and vigorous. This
taint in the blood naturally drifts into
Consumption. Being such adeep-seated
blood disease, Swift’s Specific is the
only known cure for Scrofula, because
it is the only remedy which can reach

at
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R.H. COOMBS & SON. 70 & 72 Main St.
Maine Central R. R.

the disease.
Scrofula appeared on the head of my li*tle
oid. >hortly
prandcliiM when only 18 in nit
after breaking out it spread rnpitlly a 1!
her body. The seabson the sons would pee]
ojT on 'he slightest touch, and the odor that

TIM E-TAIJLE.
Oil and after June 27, 1 SUs t rams connect um at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains for
ami from Bangor. Waterville. Pm", hum ami 1’ys

Biosphere of the room
sickening and unbearable.

ton

The disease next attacked
the eyes, and we feared she
would lose her sight. Eminent physicians from the
surrounding country were
consulted, but could do
nothing to relieve the little innocent, and gave it s
as their opinion that the
case was hopeless and im--4
n> >;i
ini' cnilU S cyesigllt.
It W.IS
then that wo decided t«> try* Swift's Specllic
That modicine -if once made a speedy and complete cure. siii' is now a voting lady, and bus
never bad a sign of the disease to return.
Mrs. Ruth Bkrkf.i.ey.
Saiirfa. Ivan.
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is the only remedy equal to such deepseated diseases; it goes down to the
Very foundation and forces out every
taint. It is purely vegetable, and is
the only blood remedy guaranteed to
contain no mercury, potash or other
mineral substance whatever.
Books mailed free by Swift Specific
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for sale l»y L. N\ Gf<>io;k,
GKO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Hoorn by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 16, ISOS.
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Consumption.

Scrofula is

It is
we

ooc,

Pickers.

fainting heat,

wish to call attention to the

in

Any

she

R. H COOMBS & SON

and is beyond the reach of the average
blood medicine. Swift’s Specific

Haverhill, Mass., July 12, 1S98.

It

very ill with a complipuzzled the doctors. Ap-

was

of diseases;
parently she was on the edge of the grave; that
lives to-day is due to a remarkable circumstance.
her

Scrofula to

never

25 miles.

The whole civilization of the Province
is plainly behind that of the United States.
We noted the old-fashioned “up and
down” saw mill and compared it iu our

car

woman

cation

nevei seen

turns

—

Puerto

m PILLS

glows
with its beauty. If her system needs the
cleansing action of a laxative remedy, she
uses the gentle and pleasant Syi.rp of F.gs
made by the California Fig Syrup Co. only.

The thirteenth annual reunion of the
the Discoverer named it Puerto Principe,
Twenty-sixth Maine Begimeut.il Association
will be held at Winterport Wednesnot
(Principal Port)
dreaming that
17. 1898.
Those who wish
there were several grander ones along day, August
to remain all night can be provided with
the coasts of Cuba.
He set up a cross free entertainment
by notifying O. C.
upon the neighboring height in token Clift'ord, Wi aterport.
Meeting caiieu to orcier in **ranu Army
of
and
in
1513
possession,
Diego
Hall at 10 a. m. for business meeting.
founded
a
and
Yalezquez landed
Every comrade should be present at roll
town, which he named Santa Maria— call at 11 o’clock, as
arrangements for
where Xuevitas now stands, the sad look- dinner will be made then.
The Relief
will give an excellent entertaining port at the extreme southern end of Corps
ment in the afternoon including an adthe immense sheet of water. Afterwards,
dress of welcome by Miss May Lesau
some
local
to
the
of
calenand response by Mrs. F. L. Palmer.
owing
ravages
ture, the Spaniards moved on, to the In- Campfire in the evening.
The following railroads and steamboats
ilian village Caonao, and later to Gamawill sell one fare tickets for the round
now
Puerto
45
inmiles
guey,
Principe,
trip as quoted below: Boston A Bangor
land.
The original Santa Maria however,
steamers for all landings on the bay and
river sell tickets Aug. 10th and 17th, to
was never quite deserted, though in course
return IStb or 19th, but no discount from
of time it took on several aliases, and is
Boston.
Bangor it Bar Harbor seil ticknow known as San Fernando de Nuevitas.
ets Kith or 17th, return 18th or 19th.
Seen from afar, its white-walled houses Maine Central R. R. sell tickets Kith or
shining in the sun against the gentle slope 17th, good to return 18th or 19th. Ban& Aroostook R. R. sell tickets to Banof a palm-crowned hill, it looks like the gor
gor 10th or 17th, return 18tli or 19th.
city of a dream. But like others in Comrades on the Maine Central buy your
neglected Cuba, ’Tis distance lends en- tickets to Bucksport Centre and cross the
to Winterport.
The steamer Uaschantment,” and a nearer view discloses ferry
tine will leave Whitmore’s wharf. Camtilth
and
Its
poverty.
abounding
popula- den, at 0.30 a. m,; Northport, 7.30; Beltion numbers perhaps 0,000 and its only fast, Lewis’ wharf, 8; Searsport, 8.30;
importance is in the port of entry for Bucksport, 9.30, for Winterport, and return after evening
Fare for
meeting.
Puerto Principe and the place of shipround trip 50 cents, except from Bucksment for large quantities of hides, sugar
port, which will be 25 cents.
and molasses. A 45-mile railway connects
Auy member knowing the death of a
the two places—when roving bands of I comrade since the last reunion please
send name and date of death to secretar y
patriots do not tear it up, as they have
a

Tiver

which

which

years.

|

|

CARTERS

■PlTTLE

plenty of

exercise in the open air. Her form
with health and and her fa. e blooms

of its features, its high mountains, which
reminded him of Sicily, its fertile valleys

Joseph and Mary found refuge.
os
However, the Cubans are so hospitably
the grassy plains beyond inclined that they never allow a friend to
any cattle, and usually put up at a public house, and even
Oibara bay for the tak- strangers may be sure of entertainment.

s

|

clearness

speaking of this place, Irving says that

i’.u in Havana, if you
!:••;. will be as high as done

t;

the

long sweeping plains, watered by
-it, three months ago, noble rivers; its stately forests and bold
hungry and discourag- promontories and stretching headlands,
cmwii-ai-the-heel.

.\

I

Northern eyes have seldom seen, with the
wonderful blue of the sky, the brightness
of the verdure, the purity of the atmos-

phere,

yellow !

they

standard of Castile ami Arragon floating:
over an ash-heap, than have the island
given over to independence. Americans
were frequently
insulted here, and at
times the consulate barely escaped mobBut
all
this
is changed now.
The
bing.
flower of many Sagua families are in the
insurgent army, and if loyalists remain
they have the good sense to keep quiet.
Fanxir Bun.ham Waiid.

<

against the “patriots”

Fleets.

SICK HEADACHE

of business.
These things
are
bad enough

Gibara is
Mai si. at the Eastern
mdulating shore line,

people

h u s 11 i n g men who
have no place and no
use for him.
A man
who has biliotts turns
and tired feelings and

frequent “off-days”
might as well go out

ships
only JO

and several to

ns.

^

y

so

The Work of Our

In the civil war the ships devised
by
Americans revolutionized the navies of
the world.
At the present moment all
navy departments are studying the extraordinary features of the battle between
the fleets oil Santiago. On one side four
heavy armored cruisers were smashed up
with a loss of hundreds, and on the other
not a ship washarmed, while the
casualty
list was one killed, two wounded.
This
is war with terrible slaughter for one
combatant
and
practical immunity for the
with salt from its primitive salt-works.
other.
If this condition was permanent
A few of the islets have an excellent
there would be no more war.
But the
anchorage, while others are surrounded
Spanish were not aware that their navy
was impotent.
When their tieetat Manila
by inaccessible reefs. Xothiug more
was destroyed
they claimed that it was
delightful can be imagined than a cruise
unarmed and outclassed.
But at Santiago
Xot a ripple disturbs
among them.
Positively on red by these
they had four of the linest armored cruisthe mirror-like surface
Little Pills.
of
the sea,
ers extant.
Their belt of steel was twice
thick as that of the Brooklyn, a ship
and
through the crystal water the
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, as
that punished them terribly, without
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perbottom, with furrows made by currents
injury to herself, though the Spanish tire
on the sand, can be
distinctly seen. Look- fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiwas concentrated upon
her.
Even the
Bad
Coated
ness,
Taste
in
the
over
the
the
boat
little Gloucester, which was in the thick
Mouth,
seems to be
Tongue
ing
bows,
Tain
of
in
the
the
LIVER.
the
TORPID
tight, escaped
Side,
slightest damage.
They
suspended, as by magic, above the pelluThe speed of the Oregon and the Brooklyn
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
cid liuid, the sea-garden below illdtninatthe escape of the Colon, and so
prevented
ed by sunbeams in prismatic colors. And
Small Pill.
Small Dose
the victory was rendered complete.
In looking over the results of this batthe living creatures in the vast gardens_
Small Price.
tle, the Spanish must be amazed to lind
the couchs with their cleft-openings upthat they used their splendid implements
wards, extending long feelers to catch the
with so little effect in a battle lasting
Fishing in Nova Scotia.
over two hours.
Such intense humiliapassing prey; fish of various forms and
To the Editor of Tin: Journal: It tion is new to the
Spanish navy, even
colors, startled by the boat from their rehas recently been my uood fortune to though its modern record is one of conpose among tufts of weeds; and someA tinuous defeat. At Santiago Cervera, a
visit Nova Scotia on a brief outing.
times an overgrown turtle, aroused from
life-long sailor, was crusbingly beaten
party of six Haverhill men. representing without
his napping, paddling away amid a
The
getting in a counter blow.
milky the lire
shoe inference is natural that Watson would
business,
grocery
department,
cloud of coral sand.
There are star-fish,
Bossmash
tin*
left
Camara
in
and
the
same
ministry,
up
manner,
too, a foot iu diameter, lying motionless manufacturing
The iron and it is quite reasonable to suppose that
ton for Yarmouth May 01st.
on the
the Spanish Admiral would not venture
bottom; sponges with concave tops, !
Yarmouth is a first class boat to
like big bowls; coral in globe-like forms. steamship
fight in the light of what is now known
i notice of the remarkable
and the service s unsurpassed,
efficiency of the Ameriwith myriad branches and their world of
can
After two such disasters as
of
that our government lias talked
navy.
buying
zoophytes, interspersed amid a thousand
at
those
Manila
and
Santiago the proper
her.
At Yarmouth we noted the narrow
marine growths standing erect on the
course is to study causes and keep out of
harbor entrance and winding channel,
ocean floor.
What is called the Boca
range. The prestige of victory is with the
which, as at Belfast, leaves one half the Americans. They know what they can do
(mouth) de Sagua is four leagues distant
harbor a desohre flat at low water. We with their ponderous ships and big guns,
from the real mouth of the river, strewn
well as with the lighter weapons of
visited a fish etuing establishment where as
thick with islets.
warfare.
On some of them are
Spain has nothing left with
fish are packed for shipment to the West which to face us on the
fishermen’s huts, with their nets
ocean, and the
drying Indies, South America and Europe. The ! acknowledgment of the fact
is wise.
ou long poles in the-sun and their boats
.\aval departments abroad are askingwith
houses
attractive
some
hue
has
city
at anchor near the beach.
The channel
how the Americans accomplished this
gardens and lawns, and especially notice- wonderful exploit. An
answer to the
through the shoal water is intricate and able are the
of buckthorn which
hedges
question is of supreme importance to
marked by stakes, the most important of
are trimmed in many odd shapes.
them.
has
shown
that a nation
Spain
the latter surmounted with a broken botFrom Y ai mouth we went by the Do- may own line, modern, armored ships
tle or a fluttering rag tied to it.
be
and
yet
utterly helpless on the ocean.
Finally minion railway to Brazil lake, a small
The Spanish sailors were not lacking in
the “Boca” proper is reached, amid a
station twelve miles oat. There we took courage.
The Spanish guns were almost
dense mangrove swamp; a dangerous bar
teams to Carletou, a village six miles inequal in calibre to the American. Where
is passed and you emerge into what seems
was
the all-important difference?
land.
From this place we drove fifteen then,
a continuous
cane-field, far as the eye can miles into the forest to the head of a Every naval publication will try to clear
the matter.
It is admitted that the
with the narrow river
see,
running water course of lakes and streams. Here up
American crews are superior in intellithrough.
we took the boats and came down a torgence and energy. Their training has
isagua is the best place 1 know of in tuous course of
miles to Carle- been far more thorough. They handle the
twenty-five
which to study the prospects of Cuba. It
mechanism of an armored war-ship to
tou.
Our route lay through the forest
better advantage. Their tactics are more
has a prosperous past, a depressed preswhere we saw traces of bear and moose. direct and
aggressive. Fighting is their
and
unbounded
ent,
possibilities for the Strange to say there are no deer in Nova trade, and they never shirk it. One of
future.
Before the war, >agua, with its
the
of an American cruiser has
captains
due
It is presumably
to lack of
Scotia.
hung up on his ship a motto that the best
20,000 inhabitants, was called the most suitable food. The
government has im- way to escape the enemy’s fire is to
give
progressive town on the island. Its streets
ported a few deer and is making an at- him two shots for one. The projectiles
are wider and better paved, its buildings
hurled
upon Cervera were a blinding
tempt to stock the country.
storm.
fresher, and there is less the air of decay
Every shot was aimed by skilled
The trout fishing, for which we came,
hands. The result was a certainty. To
than in other Cuban cities.
was excellent.
The lish would bite a fly reach the
American level other navies
Most of the sugar raised in i?anta Clara
about half the time.
They did not run must produce crews of equal character,
province was export' <1 from the port at
skill and vigor, and ships equally good.
very large, but many one and one-half
the mouth of the river, 12 miles distant.
Louis tllobe-Democrat.
lish were caught. Our largest one [St
pound
Time was, not so long ago, when this was
three pounds and measured
weighed
the stronghold of ulna-loyal bpanish sentitwenty inches in length. We caught no
ment—when its citizens declared that
lish in the lakes, but in the swift water I
would rather see the red and

j

|

is stoned
of all his
chances in
life by the
crowd of y

Journal.J
continuing our

Ues of Cuba, about
northwesterly from

<

begin—570 of them, by actual count,
stretching all the way between Nuevitas and Havana.
Uniformly long and
their glistening silver sands
narrow,
fringed with cocoa-palms and mangrove
bushes, they are of all sizes, from a few
yards to miles iu extent. The largest is
Cayo liomano—a second “Long Island”
containing 172 square miles,but as yet unoccupied and entirely unused. Cayo del
Sal, the next in size, supplies half Cuba
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Commencing: June 24, 1B08, steamers (I’< nob- No one at all interested sln-Mhl he u ;h.m:
Ho not delay t fail to take .oh..mage m tins
amt City of Bangor will leave Belfast, alter- i
remarkably liberal oiler, which wc make for a
: nately
limited time only, by -pedal ,irr.iiu inert with
For Boston, via Northport, Camden and Bock
“A COMFORT AFTER SHAVING.” j
r.
other
tlays except the publishers. Remember, wc semi both papers
[ land, Mondays at 3.00
m.,
Sundays at 5*00 i*. m.
a lull year, including book, at the very low price
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily
FOR THE
of
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, ThursAddress all orders to
“A NECESSITY.” days and Sundays at about 7 45 a. m.
Tv
RETURNING:
Recommended by physicians for sore
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
From Boston, daily except Sumlay at 5.00 r. m.
and tender feet, prickly heat, excesFrom Rockland, via Camden and Northport.
etc.
BELFAST, MAINE.
sive perspiration,
daily except Monday at 5.00 a. si.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12 00 noon, other days, except Sundays, at 2.00 r. m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Su.pt., Boston.
BWWWWBb ■ ^
Mechanical. 1 lulusWILLIAM H. HILL, Gen'l Manager, Boston.
TRY THE NF:\V
trial and Tectmi-

FOR GENTLEMEN,
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scot

BABY,

Price 15c.

Siberian Face Powder
For Beautifying the Complexion,

Only

25c.

BEST EVER KNOWN.

h7h7lamson7
Licensed Auctioneer.
p. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE

.d

Discounts
cal Hooks.
Free.

Catalogue and Discount Sheet
WILIJaM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.

TO LET.
formerly occupied
Apply to

The store in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.

•

C. O. POOR

conscience by consenting to start after
dark. When asked for a drop of whiskey

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
11 BLISHFD EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub, Oo.
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measure
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a
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Once

taken it will

be

never

Miss Eilna
of

North

leasee. Jt will pass tore\erinto the hands
of the United States aud there never has

11live

Waid

received

written

note

a

Prof. J. 1'. Ordway Pres, ot Toulaine UniMrs Ordway, Principal of the
lu-ii.ical department of the University at
New Orleans, have apartments at Mr. s. A.
Stevens’.

in

very burned, yet she took time to dictate
the following note to her stenographer:

don,

FK!

MV

1

as

Cuba.
am

for

our

sick and wounded

The Republicans of Searsport, Stockton
Springs, Prospect and Swanville are notilied
meet at Porter school house, Searsport,
on t riday, Aug. 5th, at J 30 P. M. to nominate a candidate lor the State Legislature.
According to the arrangement of the decade

Begging your kindly wishes
very truly yours,

i; is the turn

Fannie B. Ward.

"Washington,
We

are

I).

cently

the Bluenoses,” rereferred to in The Journal in con-

Among

nection with the visit of the Maine Press
Association to Halifax.

The book

published by Derby A Jackson,
3 Sub, but was

w

ritten

years before, appearing
Knickerbocker Magazine.

one

New' York,

serially
A reperusal

en was

in the
<»f

pages proves that memory was not at
fault as to its charm of s:yle, and it is no
less interesting than when read some forty
Indeed, the Look lias enduryears ago.
While the personal experiof the author give piquancy to the
volume it also contains much of histori-

ing qualities.

ences

ethnological interest, while the
pora charm

are

The
grace not since equalled.
negroes, taken from this country to Nova
Scotia by the British in the war of 1812,
are cleverly portrayed, the waiter showing

and

of the negro character; and his visit to the Chezzetecook settlement and his sketches of these descendants of the Acadians are most interesting.

ready appreciation

Through the book runs a vein of history
which tells all that is essential of the various sieges of Louisburg and of Port
Royal, the expulsion of the Acadians, and
of the romantic career of Madame De La
Tour.

ple

are

The traits and habits of the peofrankly contrasted with those of

own people, but the author appears
to have been unfortunate in his encounters with Scotchmen and: never loses an opportunity to impale them on the point of

our

his sharp pen. His description of the
Scotch inn-keeper in Cape Breton is most
amusing. He was a God-fearing man and
would not carry passengers to Sidney on
Sunday, but finally compromized with his

Op.htaky. Died iu Searsport, July 20th,
C. Bowen, aged 09 years. Mr. Bowhorn in Prospect Aug. 25, 1829, and
was the son of the late Asa and Martha
Bowen.
He married Lueretia M. Collins,
April 1850, by whom h had one son, Elroy
K
who with his mother and a step daughter, Angie
Bray, survive, and to them
was
granted the privilege to minister
to the husband and
father iu a long ami
painful illness, which lie bore with patient resignation.
Mr. Bowen followed the
sea in his early life, and was a hard and energetic worker, always ambitious to accomplish anything he undertook. He enlisted
Aug. 17, 180:’., iu Co. K, of t.be 20th Maine
ltegt. and made just as good soldier as he
had been sailor. He was foremost in the
ranks of his regiment at the charge, at Irish
Bend and one of the last to leave the field.
By the exposure and hardships incident to
the long campaign in the swamps of Louisana he was stricken with malaria, and for a
time his life was despaired of, but a strong
constitution brought him through, though
the remainder of his life was thereby rendered a struggle against disease from which
he finally died. Mr. Bowen united with the
society of the Church of God about twelve
years ago. He was a member of Freeman
McGilvery Post, G. A. R., and an enthusiastic member of his regimental association, always attending at the reunions of the veterans when his health would permit.
His
funeral took place Thursday afternoon from
his late residence and was attended by numbers of his comrades. The services were
conducted by Rev. H. W. Norton_Died in
Searsport, July 24th, of neuralgia of the
heart, Lizzie E., wife of Capt. Charles A.
Colcord, aged 47 years, 8 months and 12
days. Mrs. Colcord was the daughter of
Mr. George W. Bacon and was born in

Joseph

if not two

scenic attractions of Nova Scotia
trayed in indelible colors and with

the

was

its

am

name

N. C. Shute conveyed the following party
to Belfast on the buckboard Monday evening to attend the benefit concert for the
sick and wounded soldiers:
Mrs. E. L.
Leib, M s. A. J. Nickerson, Mrs. A. T.
Whittier, Miss O. J. Lawrence, Mrs. A. N.
Carver, Miss Ada E. Ridley, Miss Jane Fit/.
Turner, Miss Jessie Nickerson, F. R.
Sweetser and A. F. Sweetser.

indebted to Hon. Joseph Wiluse of a copy of “Acadia,

Month

Swanville to

candidate.

C., July 22,1898.
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Silks, Rilii

Laces, &c.,

LININGS, CURTAIN MUSLINS, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR

flansfield,

»

.,

Stockton Springs.
Harry Winslow of
Quincy, Mass., returned home Saturday

after a few weeks visit in the family of Capt.
Thomas Clifford-Miss Edith Waterman
of Dexter, Mrs. Moody of Malden, Mass,,
and Mr. William Butterfield of Boston are
the guests of Mrs. Roxena Simmons....
James Griffin of North Adams, Mass.,| is
spending his vacation with his mother, Mrs.
Anne Griffin-Harry Park is home for an
indefinite time owing to ill health-Mrs.
Lewis Barrett of Boston is
visiting her

|

Sylvau

street.

Wisdom lias been on the inMr. Arthur
crease with us the past week.
of
Wisdom
Somerville, Mass., arrived in
town the first of last week, and last Saturday his sisters, Hattie and Bessie, arrived.
They have spent several summers here and
it is a kind of wisdom much sought after by

the young people of this town-Mrs. Chadwick and daughter Grace, Miss Spear and
Miss Mugridge of Rockland, are at the Sanford House, and Miss Essie Sanborn of Belfast is at J. O Johnson’s-T. W. Pitcher
of Belfast was iu town Saturday and Sunday_The tannery started up with a full
crew Monday-The people of the village
enjoyed a rare treat Sunday evening at the
church. The lecture of Miss Davey on
Russia was
exceedingly tine. She* was
dressed in the costume of a Russian peasant
After the lecand the effect was pleasing.
ture a chorus of sixteen voices, Miss La
Fetra of New York, soloist and conductor,
sang the first part of Mendelsshou’s oratorio
Athalie. It was big music for so small a
place and the music loving people were de-

lighted with it-The New England Home
will present at Hall St. George Friday evening a play entitled a New EngCo.

Home. The company is composed of
fourteen persons and the play is said to be
something like Jed Prouty. Come and see
land

it_The people of the village are fitting up
a fine little park on the shore of the lake,
one and a half miles from the village, to be
called Beaulieu Park in honor of Mr. Joseph
Beaulieu, who owns the land on which it is

located.
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Tim Freight Cir uiar "f Blown
Filluts.
New York, reports for the month
iS: (
The less favorable condiending July '.Lb
tion of the freight market abroad is iulluem
increased
iug
offerings of long voyage tonnage from foreign owners, and the market
here has a decidedly easier tendency in
Medium to large vessels with
consequence.
general cargo arc available at. 17,17 t. to
Sydney and Melbourne, and 'JlaiM 1-J cents
has been accepted for case ob in wood and
iron tonnage respectively to Shanghai Hates
for ease, oil to other China and far Eastern
ports arc quoted nominal ly as before, 'hough
shippers are unwilling to entertain odors of
Barrel petonnage upon the basis asked
troleum tonnage ;s in very Limited re piest,

New York.

Newport News, July

2

Sld. sc’n W.n

b

Boston.

Downes,
Savannah, July 24. CM, *rh Susan N
Pickering, Boston ; sld. seh O v -• T Whittier,
Portland.
Carrabelle, Fla, July 2-. Ar, s.-li Sal lie
I’On, West, Grenada.
Bath, July 25
Ar, seh Humarock, Yew/ie,
Jacksonville.
FouiaoN

fours

Halifax, N S, July 21, Cld. sell S M Bird,
Merrill, Baddeck, to load for C S.
Hiogo. June 14. In port, ship May Flint,
for New York.
Buenos Ayres, June In
Sld, bark Mabel
I Meyers. Meyers, for the roads for orders
(supposed for Barbadoes).
Pernambuco, July 22. Ar, bark Puritan,
Amsbury, from Portland, Ore, for oueeustown (putin to land an injured seaman).
Kingsport, N S, July is Ar, bark Skoda,
Mobile.
MAI. INK MI SC K L LA N Y

Spoken. Ship Tillle E Starhin-k, Curt is.
from I’li 1 iadelphia fur Portland, O, July 13,
lat ."m ,37 X, Ion .30 P' \V.
Halifax, July 2
Xo omprounse yet has
been effected in the case of Dominion Atlantic Railway Co against bark Alice Reed. The
owners of latter offers to settle for >1.3<>, but
the railway company demanded > '.;12.3, instead of the first claim of ss.i 10.
Capt Coombs, for many years m command
of the schooner Spartan, plying between
coal ports and Boston, has been transferred
to the schooner Yale, commanded by
Capt
Etheridge, who died at sea recently whiie
his vessel was on a passage from Baltiimue
to Boston. Capt Thomas lies succeeded
('apt Coombs in the Spartan.
The three-masted schooner Helena, Capt
Nhckersou, Port Johnson for Bangui, with
coal for F H Xohle, was reported July 20th
to have gone ashore on Seal ledge, near
Spruce head. Helena is 101 tons net, and
was built at Bucksport in Ry.'A
She is owned by F W Ayer A: Co of Bangor.
Both
vessel and cargo are insured, the latter m
Union IusuranceCo of Bangor. The Helena
was gotten off and towed to Bangor 2-d.
Bath, Me, July 20. The large ship Erskme M Phelps was launched from the yard
of her builders, Arthur Sewall & Co. at .3
The dimensions of the ship are as fo*p m.
lows: Length over all, .">•><) feet, length of
hull ol2 feet, breadth -14 feet 2 im lies, depth
2.3 feet 0 inches, gross tonnage OOOO, carrying
capacity 4.000 tons. The ship has four steel
■

•.
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Liberty.

cmpi,

Along!

j

engaged
Omaha and lias been very successful... .At
the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Camden Woolen Mills, held last week,
the following board of directors was chosen
Dr. A. F. Miller, J. H. Norwood, W. R.
Gill, J. H. Montgomery, W. P. Gould, H. M.
Pierce and W. G. Alden. Mr. Montgomery
was elected president, and W. R. Gill, clerk.
-A large shipmeut of anchors from Wm.
G. Alden’s works was seut to New York
Thursday on steamer Salacia.

r'

Him

Seaks.mont
lb v. W. C. Baker and wife
have gone to Massachusetts to visit relatives
and friends for several weeks.
Rev. A. F.
i>
Chase, 1
president of the Maine
and
Female
ml lege,
Wesieyau Seminary
Kent’s Hill, has >> -, a visiting friends in
lie
town,
occupied the pulpit of the M. E.
church Sunday evening_Mr. C. Waiter
Boor of Augusta visited J. W. Farrar last
week... Misses Louise and Mabel Fowler < f
Bangor are visiting Mr. M. A. Fowler....
Mrs. Amanda T. Muzzy visited relatives in
Bangor last week-Miss Erie Berry is at
l ome from Massachusetts fora few weeks..
Mrs. Julia A. Laughton of Winslow is at J.
W. Farrar's.... Elmer Cushman broke his
arm
while wrestling last week.Miss
Maude A. Feader of Lewiston is visiting
her aunt. Mrs. H. E Holmes... The Republicans will hold a caucus, t" elect delegates
to the county conveutiou, at D. B. Cobb <N'
Son’s store next Saturday evening at 7 p. m.
..G. F. Campbell was awarded the contract to build the road recently laid out by
the selectmen-C. H. Burgess has |been
awarded the contract to repair the school
house at Magog.

..-■Mr. II. J Stevens of Bangor, who has
been passing a week at the Mineral Spring
Farm, returned to his home July 2oth. His
wife and daughter will remain another
week.... Master Charles Stevens, who has
been at V X. Higgins’ for the past two weeks,
went to Pitts field last Mt.nday to visit Ins
M iss Carrie A
friend, Ralph Hazeltine.
Ferguson is visiting friends in Freedom and
l nity.... Mr. Joseph Gordon made a trip U
Belfast and Temple Heights last Saturday
He sold his
Morrill. Prof. Chase, President of Kent’s | with new potatoes and butter.
potatoes for >1 per bushel.The many
Hill Seminary, called on pupils in town last
week. Sunday he officiated at the church, ( friends of Mrs. Clifton Hunt will be sorry to
giving us a good sermon from the text, “For j bear that she is not improving in health as
God so loved the world,” etc. It was an- ! fast as could be wished.... Mr. and Mrs.
nounced that Kev. H. W. Abbott of Liberty i Frank Triekey of Bangor and Mrs. Bell
Webb of Monroe visited Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
would preach here next Sunday.
Stevens last Friday.... Mr. V. X Higgm*
Gilbert Ellis and children of Massachusetts
was in Belfast Wednesday on business....
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Alvesta Hatch_
Thomas Connell lias been at work in Water- Miss Julia Day of Brooks lias been passing a week with her sister, Mrs. Minnie
ed le the past week
Mrs. Lizzie Cook has
been quite poorly the past two weeks ..Levi Gross.... Mr. J. S Cilley was thrown from
Rogers ami Marion Brown of Belfast were his mowing machine last week and quite
badly hurt. ...Mr. Frank Hobbs of Bangor
at church here last Sunday-Caucus Satcalled on Mr. Ross C. Higgins last week....
urday night at the Grange Hall.
The beautiful showers of the past few days
Troy. The farmers are well along in their are just what was needed for the
haying. Some have finished, getting the.!: mowed fields, and wells and brooks were get
bay in splendid condition owing to the dry ting very low.
weather. Other crops are needing rain, alMonroe. Mr and Mrs. Jere Jenkins and
though the fewr showers that we have had daughter from Massachusetts arrived at his
have done untold good....Mrs. B. F. HardEdwin Jenkins’, last week for a
brother’s,
ing’s dower garden begins to put on its visit.. Dr.
Mayo and her mother, Mrs. Mabright array. She has one white petunia tilda Mayo, are
in town from Philadelphia,
with 09 buds and blossoms which resemble
ami are visiting at R. W. Mayo’s_The
very much a white rose. She has two hun- church sociable met last
week with Mrs. D.
dred hills of dahlias of every size and color.
A. Nye and Mrs. Frauk Nye.
The receipts
-Mr. Edward Wakefield of Portland and
were §7.
The
next meeting will be with
Mrs.Pheuia Noyes of Gardiner are the guests
Mrs.
Franklin Chase, Aug. -1th_Mrs.
of Mrs. T. W. Hawes-Mr. and Mrs. John
Barker Piper still remains sick.
Her siste-r,
Emerson of Hampden were the guests reMiss Anna L. Wildes from Belfast, is with
of
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding_
cently
Eva Brackett is visiting her
her-Miss
Miss Minnie Hillman and Miss Veuie MyMrs. Nathan Stearns.... The Monroe
rick have returned from Pittsfield, where sister,
and Centre Sunday school will have
they attended the teacher’s summer school. avillage
union picnic at Swan Lake soon....Mrs.
-Rev. Mr. Wood preached a stirring serPutnam lias been poorly the past few
Fred
mon on last Sunday.
He is liked much and
weeks. She is under the treatment of Dr.
his audience seems tube increasing... .The
Holt.John
formerly of this
Gospel temperance service under the aus- town but later Grover,
of Marlboro, Mass., has enpices of the W. C. T. Lb was well attended, listed in the Sixth Massachusetts
Reg’t. and
and pronounced a good meeting.
has gone to Porto Rico.
Mr. Grover has
Cam nix. The many friends of Hon. Jo- been a member of the Massachusetts militia
He was born in
years.
seph H. Martin of Minneapolis, formerly of for the past two
Me., where his father still lives.
Camden, are pleased to hear of the honor be- Glenburu,
M.
....E.
Billings Post and Relief Corps
stowed upon hm from the 41 si Minnesota
Senatorial district.
Mr. Martin has beeu will meet the 1st Wednesday evening in
nominated for State Senator by the Demo- August. The meetings have been postponed
cratic convention. Mr. Martin is now visit- through haying.... Miss Minnie Mayo and
Miss Caroline Robinson of Portland and
ing in this vicinity, and has wired the chairMiss Mabel White are visiting Miss Louise
man of the convention that lie cannot possiMrs. Melvin Moore, Mrs. George
bly accept the nomination.... Mr. and Mrs. Mayo... and
Miss Louise Cordarh.• of East
David Talbot of Omaha. Nebraska, are visit- Barker
Boston
are
visiting Mrs. Fred Moore.
ing in Rockport. Mr. Talbot is a native of
Ladies'
Union
The
Sewing Circle met with
Rockport, and went West several years ago, Mrs. C. C.
Moody, Tuesday, July 2»>.
where Vie is
in the ice business at

yoilr

Help

ntam

Frye school bouse next Sun- I
at ii :;0 p. m-Miss Elizabeth lingers, I
who has been v:sit:ng her aunt, Mrs. O. L. !
Bartlett, returned to Boston by Monday’s
boat.... Harry LeMan s comp .ay will present the drama, The Homestead, at the,
G range hall this, Thursday, evening.... Mr
.Joshua Thompson continues to fail gradual- 1
ly and at this writing is quite low. ..Miss
Madge Thompson visited friends and rela- I
fives in Liberty last week.

^

FRED A. JOHNSON.

day

grandmother, Mrs. Lewis Mudgett... .Mr
of Somerville, Mass., is a guest |of
Springfield, Mass. She formed the acquaint- Morgan
Miss
Emily Overlook.Miss Faustina
ance of Capt. Colcord v. bile a teacher of
Ward well of Camden is visiting Mr. ami
music at the Bucksport Seminary, and their
Mrs. John Lancaster_Mrs. Wilbur Grant
marriage was the result. She became a mem- and
daughter of Kingman are visiting Mrs.
ber of the Methodist Episcopal church in
Orilla
Jennie Bragg and son
Searsport, June 21, 1891, by letter. Always Lester Libby....M
of West Brookfield, Mass., arrived
deeply interested in all departments of j
V.
I.
S. sociable at Denschurch work she believed in paying as the Sunday-The
Lord prospered, and consequently was ever low Hall last Thursday evening was a success
and financially. The proceeds
ready to help with her means every worthy will socially
be used in building a new sidewalk on
cause.
a sweet voice she was a

Having
great help in the social and public

a

newly

to

boys

j

at this time

..Mrs,!

Steamer Castine has been chartered and
will make an excursion to Wiuterport Aug.
17tb, to attend the reuuion of the ‘iiith Me.
Members and
Regimental Association.
their friends are eligible to go. The steamer will leave Searsport about b o’clock a, m.

the way to join Miss Barton,
the Red Cross Work and do

n

can

1

AN

am on

to assist
hat I

NOS OF THi:

KeBUBLH

Mrs. James G. Pendleton gave a young
peoples’ party in honor of her nephew,
Ralph Whittier, last Thursday evening.
The guests had the pleasure of witnessing
the opening of a night blooming cereus.

JOURNAL: Before this meets your eyes I shall be
(Y,
—sailing to Santiagaiu on the way
ago, by the irsr steamer (of the Ward Line)
to make tl e passage siace our victory at
(hat poit. There wiil be a break of a week
or two in 1117 letters to The Republican Journal, who h the iudulgent readers who have
followed u e so long and far will surely parTo

!

I

Edwin Griffin took a
trip t<> Kane’s pond Monday and returned
with nearly ouO tine pond lilies, which they
very kindly distributed among their young
lady friends.

York harbor July 2dd, just before
Her departure was
-aidtig tui Cuba.

Monroe
Mr. W.

H. T. Scribner were in
last Sunday visiting his
L. Scribner.

bought

New York, July 18.
Ar, schs Norombega,
*
own
*
Armstrong, Norfolk for Bridgeport; Methebesec, Snow, Virginia; Addie E Snow,
Brown. Black Island; Gladys, Smith, Bangor; .Etna, Chipmau, do; Levi Hart, Pendleton, do; sld, sch Gen Adelbert Ames,
Bath; 11), ar, schs George Gurney, Nightingale, Lester A Lewis and Isaac Oberton,
,
Bangor; 20, sld, schs Puritan, New Bedford ;
Charles E Raymond, Perth Amboy for Salem ; Susie P Oliver, do, for Bangor; Fannie
Flint, Amboy for Bucksport ; Maud Briggs,
Port Reading for Bangor; 21, ar, sch Henry
Clausen, Jr, Carrabelle, Fla; R F Hart",
ALSO A NEW LINE OF
South Gardiuer; Flora Condon, Sellers, Baugor; sld, brig Havilah, Savannah; 22, passed Hell Gate, schs Willie L Newton, Perth
Amboy for Boston; Paul Seavey, Eddyville
for Boston; 28, passed Hell Gate, schs Hattie H Barbour, Jersey City for Bucksport
(and anchored in Flushing Bay); George B
Ferguson, Roudout for Portland; Emma S
Briggs, Perth Amboy for Boston; 24, ar at
City Island sch Annie R. Lewis, Bangor; ar
schs Lizzie Lane, Bangor; Norombega, New
Haven.
Boston, July 18. Ar, sch Win Butnam,
Bangor; 20, ar, schs ,T Manchester Haynes,
Mathews,Baltimore; Meuewa, Kendall, New
York; 21. ar, sch Joel F Sheppard, Carter,
Norfolk, Va; sld, sch Cora Dunn, Kennebec
and Baltimore; cld, sch Leauder V Beebe,
Daniels, do for do; 24, ar, sch Mary Farrow,
Morissey, Wiuterport ; Emma W. Duy,
*************
Crockett, Belfast; sld, sch Odell, Winter- |
cld.
sch
Sea
Bird, Rolerson, Promised
port;
Land, L I
Philadelphia. July 18. Ar, sch Win Iv i
Park, Bangor; 28, ar, sch R F Pettigrew, I
Morse, Kennebec.
Baltimore, July 10. Ar. sch Star of tinMasonk I
Successor to A. P.
Sea. Hopkins, Charleston ; 2!, cld, ship Shenandoah, Starkey, San Franusoo; J4, sld, s<
Katherine D. Perry. Gariield, Bangor.
Portland, July 10. Ar, sch Charlotte '1'
in i-ts, finely finished eabins ami all modern
Sibley, Coombs, Philadelphia: cld, sch ILo
vemeiits. She will he ready in one
tie C Luce, Heal, Rockport and Suffolk, Va.
ami Pacific
month
enter the Atlanta
28, cld, sch Charlotte T Siblev, St Summs,
trad.
Ga.
t'apt Hubert J Graham, formerly
petite ('■"
niimander of the William F Babcock,
nangor,
my lb. Ski, sell .Josie Ho-w
Ulmer, Boston; 20, sld, sell Kit Cars •>i\ K-Ti- wil. be ■■mmaml.erof the lien ship.
A cablegram was received
Bath. July J.7.
dal 1, N Y ; 23, at, selis Abraham Kiel: nds>n,
Jersey City: Helena, Port Reading (was by Arthur Sewali N: Co to-day from Yalpa“
ra -o,
stating that the ship Kenilworth,
ashore mi Seal Ledge:) shl, barge Forest
New
to
ho
Halo
ml
from
Hawaii,
island,
sell
Belle, Weed, Philadelphia;
Lillian, Grindie, Host m : 21. ar. seh Kabboni, Lord, Plkia- York, bad been burned. The cable stated
That ('apt. James G Baker, first ofiicer Piper
delphia: 2<k sld, seh Webster Barnard, .V,r
Where the demon whe
nane-d Hobson, bad lost their
an 1 a boy
shall, Boston.
be overcome by the Stwas
laden with
The Kenilworth
Perth Amboj. July lb. Sld, schs Susm }’ lives
She was a four masted ship, bu ilit at
and tlie appetite petir
sugar.
Oliver, Bangor; Charles E Raymond, Sa
p,.rt, Glasgow in 1>s7 : registered ‘J.17b tons,
Port Reading, July IK.
Sem! tor pamphle
L>
Chi, seh Mai d
Jl
1
."l.l
feet
beam
and
was
feet
'.00,_
long,
Briggs. Bangor.
pi vino fui| pari n-i;ffiet
deep,
Ar.
s
Me.
sell
Jan
Saco,
A Pa
July Is,
;
lars. Address
Chauikhs.
q ,s
Ship Luzon, f>d,ooo eases oil
sous, Philadelphia.
llan^tn- sanitarium
1 * ts, Sept Oct.
to Shanghai,
New York
Norfolk, .July 2b. Chi, sel Young Bn
* Out pan\
"o.ooo cases, same Slop.
Sa- b.ein.
Bark
ers, Snow, Boston.
11'!.
B Hyde. N. w York to S in P'rauris- o,
Coi
Bridgeport, Ct, July 2‘k Ar, s- 1, N
genera; urge, berthed Aug. Slap John >!<•Jiega, Armstrong, Norfolk.
I b.nahl, down to V-w Y-u k, ^l'-.r.oo Sept.
h <b- rGap-' Henry, July 21. Passed in,
Shij-.H Vigilant and Susquehana, Norfoik to
gia Giikey, Giikey, Ivennebee i
VY
t
.Man:.a, c- e, > 7. Seh. S G H iskell, (previton.
ous
) I’oitland to i’aysandu, .umber, pt
M
Washington, D C, July 21. (
Sob
Star of the Sea, Tampa to Wilmington
S
gie
Hart, Farrow, Portsen mi j y n
.aAlexandria, phosphate rock, p t Seh I
ar, sell Georgia Giikey, Bangor. 2'. ar.
1:
K Stetson, Perth Amboy t< Bucksport. iron,
S*-;.: *il propo-al„ eu ho
Yale, Coombs, Ivennebee.
to N. v\Bk Etuel. Id-sari.'
York. stiiietini? m.o\it-'' ami ;.I.i:>—
Brunswick, July 22. Sld. s, k Wm 11 Sum- 'Ll',7
Belfast
ill la..mi
Scl.
hr who wood, "-' 71.) Coal freights
ner, Pendleton, Boston: 2k ar, s-u. F .-a
Star of the Sea. Ba'timore to Port Tampa, ers of Bi iiast. until Mommy
Rogers, Darien: sld, seh I.://.- B W:1
t..
>1 Sell
Faunm Flint, Perth An n >
Krovineetown.
lies* rihet 1 sewe vs a ml a I! m
Bm ksj.ort. 7ii cents Sell Herbert. E, PhilEd wan; H
lunch 411 them us m.tv he It
Kernaudina, July 22 Ar.
Blak
mitree
adelphia to S:mo, 77 cents and towage.
K^y W«*st : hi, sel; .res'*: i, na, De*

sen,

IP J-ert Nichols and

New

as

j

Montvii.i.i;.
Miss Nellie Tliomp- !
lHoRNDiKE. Miss Millett of the Gordon
tin* Evangelist, a former well-known i
school Boston, Mass., will give a
resident of this town, will assist in the reg- Training
Free Lecture ai. the Centre Church Saturday
uiar services conducted by Kev
A. I >. Tin- j
both. Subject, “Life in Inuia."
July
evening,
bodeau at the

Nickels ami Miss i.ouise Bines

!

from Mrs

boa if', the steamei

uu

(

were

vers itand

Wc

new

day.

ly.”

1

Hai.lpalk. Rev. S. H Burton and Mr.
Joshua Parsons of South Jefferson were in
town last week...
Mrs. Nellie
Nichols
an\l two children of Lowell, Mass., arrived last Saturday and will spend a few weeks j
with her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. W.
E.
Poland-B. E. Rowe lias left C. A. Gilehrests and returned to Brooks to board_
It is expected Rev. I). Brackett will preach
here next Sunday... .The long needed rain
come last week and all crops have taken a

Be\. B. G. Harbntt and J. M. McDougai
attended the ordination services ot Charles j
Petrie Marshall of Hover, N. II., a graduate
of the Bangor Seminary, at Frankfort Tues-

been any other thought
Its possession
will go to*ward, making
ip the heavy exuse of war to the United states.
Our
bag ad. boat ovei the island permanent-

cal

Portland

Mrs.

COUNTY

at home t.<> their friends on
Tuesday evening from 7 to ho. The evenwas
ing
very pleasantly enjoyed with whist.

re-

P. Fletcher of North Monroe v. ,»s
last week the guest of your corre-

and

brother,

James N Fowler of Rock port and Mrs.
Ellen Wales of
Eynn were in town last
week to attend the funeral of their sister.
Mrs. Lovinia B. Whitcomb.

will be kept by the United States.
That is settled and has been the plan from

a

Mr.

Mrs. Charles Shiite of Melrose, Mass., who
has been spending a mouth in Bueksport.
was in town a few days this week, the guest
of Mrs. Emma D. Coicurd.

i:ico

many

JVLANSFlRi

at almost

price, including

...

W. <J. Mathews with his niece. Miss Mari"U Lamb, were in Brooks last week
visiting
his brother, W. L Mathews.

Mrs. Julia Nichols has presented us with
of an apple tree
a curiosity in tlie shape
twig bearing a half grown apple and several
well formed blossoms.

The following authoratative announcemade tiom Washington: ‘’Porto

the first.

Town

and

ment is

211

in

Mrs. Helen E. Crary arrived by steamer
Thursday, accompanied by Mrs. Hairimple
daughter aud Master Janwm.

ticket in the field

as

bought

can be

stock

AMERICAN PORTS.

South Montyille. Mrs. Edward Leigkr
and family of Brighton, Mass., are visiting
her parents, Mr and Mrs. J. Q. Adams

spondent.

Capt. Israel Closson ieit schooner Georg*
Gurney at New York, and will take command of schooner E. L. Warren.

nd m.-aiis disustei to credit, public aud
fatal blow to all honest
pi:\:ue, ami
business.

or

A. Iv

Tin* tenuis eutirt has been repaired aud
h- se tit siring membership this season wdl
please confer witli Mr. Harbntt

nuing
i«
the coming election. A telegram from
31:
Tie inas K. Bayard was read, in

in

e

■

ability

w

Squai

young lathes luive i.,-.• ji
Pii! in the Carver held in

mu

basket

M 1. I’atk has been plaeetl in eomi»:u! 1
sh
Age nor, loading at New Y-ck
for S.m Fraiu :seo.

mnnittfce of Gold Democrats met in
ortland .) ui> -1st to consider the advisA

Field at .-coni pained her
Ginn To Boston last week.

Cap-

The military expedition
Miles lias made a successful

Americans

i.

at the Park, but not
last year.

That is left of the A. P.

Bucksport.

Mrs. George Holmes returned to her home
in New York last week.... (.'has. Folsom of
Clinton, Me., spent a few days with C. S.
Adams.. ..Mrs
Eliza Dennis of Salem,
Mass., visited Mrs \Y. B. Morse last Sunday. ...Miss Inez Peavey left last week for
Fort Fairfield, where she will spend a few
weeks visiting her parents.
Her sister
Gertie will return with her and enter tinNormal school at CdStiue_Mrs. Sarah
NORTH SKAUSFOItT ITEMS.
Bryant and Miss Bertha Adams visited in
Miss Myra T. Scribner is in Belfast v sit- Camden <.ue day last week.... Eddie Moore
a pickerel in True’s pond iast week
caughting relatives
that weighed o b-4 lbs.Farmers who laFred A. Mathew* was at iioiue from Pros- gan haying the t>st of July are delighted to
think they got through before dog days.
A
pcct Sunday
bountiful e p >11 bus 'mm n secured in line conJohn Hutchins is in the employ of
Mauley ; dition. .I. S tnd C. I; Bartlett haw gone
Ellis in Monroe.
to
Montville u
cut their bay.B. F.
Mrs. Hannah C’iiley has returned to her Knowles hts tut tl
hay on Mrs. Sarah
Knowium’s plan*
..Mr. W. L. Bennett has
home m Brooks.

f BrunsCap;, and Mrs. William
will .-p.-nd :i.<-remainder ot the
wick, Ga
in town.

Cnit

the island • »i Porto Jiico after
'..ii-iing
ski: .ni.sh w'th the Spanish troops, in
no

her

Sargent anti wife «d Norway, Me.,
visiting Mr. Sargent's brothers in town

playing

on

which

entertained

sun liit-v

gg.v-

war

»o n.

Coleont

afternoon whist Saturday.

Miss Eva Bui w -M, who is in t!.<
‘-mploy
the West,-Ml I'u on Telegraph Co
at
Manelc-ster, Ct is the guest of Mrs. Fanny
Ford Palmer.

>

under

B.
in

•f

::lrig to peace: but it is regarden at \\ ■11i11gfi i: as merely a “iVelit v
will keep right on
ei," an-! l
with the

a

flipper

|

pia-VIOils conflict.

made overtures to this

o

by

F. E
PaCet-mu left Saturday to resume
ii> position >u on- of the pile* beats in Boston harbor,

h.

jinii.eiit

Mailt!

Miss Grace E.
friend Miss Edith

reps in this e •v.ntiy are in tine
an*! the business situation is

As tor the wa», more has been ae*
ii tlii*
months than in the

.siting

Mrs. Arnos P. Carver and son of Brooklyn are the guests of Mrs. J. C. Nickels.
JMis.s

••!!.

iis!

\

M. la Blanchard of New York is
t Mrs James G. Pendleton.

friend." wit!

inspection.

<i.

a

is

Lewiston

Miss E!va Coombs went to Boston
steamer City of Baugor last week.

:uti igt and Guantanamo the
navy was laigei Gian had been
1111!
Tin surrender grows a pun

•’*.<1 it

of

Miss Annie Chase of Baugor is
her nicer, Miss Annie E. Stevens.

>) anish
if]

church feel that one ot ther strongest
and best members has gone. The day she
died she was with her husband in the church
and Sunday school
services, and was preparing to go to the evening service when
taken ill.
Her husband, father and two
sisters—Mrs. Houghton of Red Oak, Iowa,
and Mrs Martin of Bridgeport, Ct., survive.
Her funeral took place Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. II. W, Norton
conducting the services.
Mrs. Lavinia B. Whitcomb died July 20th,
7i>
aged years and J months. She was boru
in Bmspect now Searsport
April 28, 1822 ami
was the
daughter «>f the late Capt. John and
Mary (Carver) Fowler, one of a family of
seven children, live of whom survive: John
C. F.'WFt of Bridgeport, Conn.. James N. «»f
Rock port, Me., Charles F. of Searsport, Albert C. >f Denver, Col., Mrs. Ellen Wales of
Lynn,.Mass. The oldest hr .ther, Isaac, died
in California many years ago. She married
Ebenezer Whitcomb in 1841. He became
maj >r of the 4th Me. Regiment and died in
O' )ber, ls<;:;, from a wound received at the
bade <<f Gettysburg. Two sons survived
Ilia —Frank K., who is in business in SearsPort, and who, with lus family, has been the
mainstay and comfort of iis mother iu her
lining days, and John F., who was lost
at sea about
Mrs. Wliittwenty years ago
'•omh l>uiIt a fine residence on W ater street
;n 187
where she has.since resided and from
whirl the funeral took place
Saturday afternoon, t he services being conducted by Rev.
R. L Harbutt.

('apt A. M.Ross^ias taken command of
schooner Gladys for a short trip.

4
3

are
v

returned from

Fred Fuller returned July 20th
Provinces, where he has been canJ. C. Colburn has relobsters_Mrs.
ning
turned to Auburn-The ladies’ sewing
circle held a lawn party on the grounds of
George Mosher, July 21st. Ice eream and
cake were sold and about $10 realized,
which will be given to the minister-Mrs.
Harrison Chase and daughter and two
grandchildren of Brockton, Mass., are in
town visiting friends.... Mrs. Perley Rayuolds has been quite sick-Mrs. Nellie
Huzzey, formerly <»f this place, but now of
California, was the guest of Miss Mary Fogg
last week.... Mrs.
G. Clough spent last
week at Windermere Park.... Mrs. J. W.
Harmon and daughter Gertie of Old Town
are stopping
at Windermere Park....Mr.
Fred Corn forth
was
presented with his
fourth girl July lNth.... Mrs. H. H. Grant is
in very poor health-Miss Helen Thomas
returned from Waterville Saturday night.
....There are quite a number of visitors at

*

SAILED.

Schs Sarau L Davis, Pattersliall,
Buck’s harbor for New York; Emma \V
Day, Crockett, Boston; Lillian, Norwood,

Unity.
from the

The

Mary Nichols made a short visit to
in Belfast last week.

Miss

friends

3
3

!i be Ml session at
oil
he d .> of the c*l»nedemia
am: delegates
:;\ | ve-ei.t the same,

A

'I’•“tit

Ellen A. Mosman
her native place.

Miss

•.

-St- ;
: 111. C.-II

m

Impure blood

spent Sunday with

Mrs. Ellen M. Sweeney
visit to Boston last week.

41 MS.4
2
5 Wald
>•
(? Wintf
9

11Tft- w
*•'. !. cli

i«

And all forms of

her vacation in town.

::
4
Springs..
.; Swam die.'
3 Thorndike
3
3
4 'I
>v

Montvi!ic.

Catarrh, scrofula,

Emmie Whittum of Augusta is spending

a

k..

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,

vaca-

Eugene Porter returned to Worcester by
Saturday.

Mrs. James P. Butman
her husband in Boston.

Sarsaparilla

nervousness,

steamer

■

...

Hood’s

Cures

few' weeks.

a

nerves.

week

tion in Peer Isle.

for the purpose of nominating candidates to be
suppoi ed at the election in September next, for
the fallowing offices, viz: Senator, Sherill. Register of Leeds. Clerk of Courts, County Attorney,
County Treasurer ami < 'ounty <’ominissioner. Also
to cliooa
(, ;,111y committee and transact
any
other business which may properly come before
the convention
L.icli ei-\ and town will he entitled to one delegate, and one additional delegare for every forty
votes, or tor a fraction «d
twenty-five thereof,
cast he the Republican candidate for Governor
1i j.,.!; this lia.-i- the f-*'d >wing allotment
has been made:
...

a

Ed. Eaton of Boston is spending his

10 A. M.,

Belfast.La Morrill
Helm-i
Northport.
':*r. •-«*-.
4 La ;ern.•
Co chat:
.4 Lrosj-eet...
Frankioii..
.4 Searsmor.t..
Id c(>d* n
:: Sea rs]- t.

Nickels is spending

A.

Sch Fanny and Edith, Ryder,

22.

July 21.

the

power

ANYTHING

ARRIVED.

July

Boston.

-The thunder shower which visited us on
morning of July 21st was the nrst rain
we had had to
lay the dust since June 21st.
-Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goldsmith of !
Salem, Mass., and Mrs. F. E. Nickerson and 1
daughter Ruth of Everett, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Chase-Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Nickerson and two children of Portland
are the guests of his mother, Mrs. Abigail
Nickerson_Mrs. Fred Miller and daughter
Edith of Chelsea, Mass., arrived Saturday
night-Mrs. M. M. Nickerson of Whitman,
Mass., is visiting friends in town-Dr. and
Mrs. S. W. Johnson of Belfast, with other
friends, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Thompson at Cliff cottage last week. Mr.
and Mrs. Thompson returned to Belfast
Mondav morning_Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Osgood have sold out their goods and returned to Bangor.

Sarsaparilla,

giving it

Pure,

LOCALS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

Swanville. Col. I. K. Stetson of Bangor
recently visited Hon. A. E. Nickerson.

The blood rich and

Miss Jane Fit/ Turner is at Mrs. Leib’s

The Republicans of Waldo County are requested to send delegates to meet in convention at the
Court House in Belfast, on
at

Lucy

Belfast.

in

Republican County Convention.

i*

lie

C.

nerves

To feed the
Mrs.

K mi\.
Lii cit v
L:
Mo: me.

1>.

Washington,

SEARSPORT

OF AUGUSTA.

1

in

Hood’s
Because it makes

SHIP NEWS.

Miss Ora Mathews was at home from Camden a few days last week-Miss Lottie
Morse of Belmont is visiting at Mrs. Sarah
Lamb’s_m199 Qussie Mathews left Thursday for Camden, where she has employment
in the Bay View Hotel during the summer
season_Misses Hattie and Nina Clements
and Miss Lena Hall have returned to their
work in Waltham, Mass-Miss Lora Heal
of Belfast is visiting her grandfather, Mr.
Mr. Maxwell Stone of
Emery Parker.
Massachusetts arrived in town Sunday and
will spend his vacation at ,T. H. Fernald’s.

And makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is

died many years ago.

FOR MEMBER of CONGRESS,

i.

Blood feeds the

so

It may be of interest to add here
that Mr. Cozzens was a wine merchant in
New York, and during the war had a

OF HOULTON

—

a

dress.

LLEWELLYN POWERS

I

doubt

that the reader may see
how the Acadians look and their style of

FOR GOVERNOR,

Thursday, Aug. 4, 1898,

no

success

Everywhere. Nerves
Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing

portrait drawu from life; but all Scotchmen are not of this
type. Two portraits
are given,
from photographs, a mother

| BusS”laSa3er

TILSBUBY,

It is

for himself.

Centre Lincolnville. Mr. Frank Wiggin left Monday for Rhode Islaud, where he
has employment in the insane asylum-

nerves

Are needed for

he indignantly replied that lie did not
keep the article; but when the travellers
produced a bottle of brandy he was ready
with a corkscrew and poured a liberal
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Strong, steady
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OW

are

the chil-

dren this summer?

Are they doing
Do they
well?
get all the benefit they
should from their food?
Are their cheeks and lips
of good color? And are
they hearty and robust in
every way?
If not, then

fails

boys

to

J

**

It

Price

<

..

Art Needlewo
A eomplete steep
work, inrludtnu "«-iimwill In* on sale it he Wi
Camp <iround. A :_ u.
Mrs. .M. I,. HI m: \ N K
will e> Uldltet this s;llk has
Y ol‘k t lie | '.1ST f.l la!.!'.-,
latest me tine's
i-ml ?
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•»

'•

■

>

■.

Tin* hulldim: -nil laud. N.
km ’Wii as the -\ >;..-u
CKO. K.
,rrnu

or

d»i

s

»ti>

I• U:'

am*i;!:w>,
Street. im-
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1

DR. JOHNS
Opera

House
n

j"...,

CORRECTED WEEKLY
Produce Marke.

FOR

Current.
l’HE JOURNAL.

Price Paid Prod,

>

Apples, p bu. So u 1 Oo'Uay. p ton. Oil 00 a Os op
4 a 5'Hides. p tb.
dried, p It.,
7 a!)
1 150 a 1 m' Lunli. p Hi.
7a5
Beans, pea,
*•

1 50a

medium,

1 no Lutnb Skins.
f.o a75
o* >kMutton, p tb.
4
5
o
14a 1C. »).its. p fu;. .52 lb.
50 a • O
5ab Potatoes.
o
4Ma45 Hound Hog.
4«4
11 .Straw. p ton. 0 (Km 7 >s
loo. 12 Turkey. p It
ld« 1.4
50a 75jTal!o\v,
11-2a 7
14a 1 diVeal, p It
da 7
13 W ool, unwashed.
17
8 a lojWnod, hard. 3 50 a 5 00
13 a 15 Wood,Soft, 300a3 50

yel’weyse.l 75a2

Butter, p tb.
Beef, p lb,
Bariev, p t*u.
Clieese. p It..
Chicken, p tb,
CalfSkius.
Duck, p It.,
Eggs, p doz.
Fowl, p It.,
Geese, p It).

a

>

I

»*..

Seed,

5 1 -2
p It., Mai 2:Suc.u\ p It
S.' t. I I., |
.V1 75 a 2 OO'sweet I
'Salt:Wheat Meal. 3it3
■

.i,
it

'»
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M

WANT
Pupils

to attend I h-

culture

cal

last of

re

and

plot

duly
>IISS Id

Belfast.

July r*.

1 «bs.

GRASS FO!

a'j

>

\
1-2

rn

14‘h' 11s... 7 years old, at
riage horse. Apply
\\ II. \\ \ I
»’ < :> hiress. Helfas-

Pet nil Market.

Maciohilh Mak.siiai.1.. In Rockland, duly 23.
by Rev. li. W. Van Kirk. 8. Arthur Macomber ot
Rockland ami Ada E. Marshall ot Hamden.
Robbins-M i\f.k. In Belfast, duly 2*3. by Heo.
J. Hrotton, Es«p. Arthur R. Robbins ami Miss
Abbie J. Mixer, both of Belfast.

I) 1 Kl)

a

farm,

reasi liable
1 in le Ki\*.

j>ri-

-j

v

,M'
12 Clarem.

Bri<*k house. known

Congress

-i u-et

Belfast, .lime 1.

t VI C l
Noktiii'ORI.
are

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
of

m.

MAINE.
1 to 4 p
9treet.

Cast.nkk. In Waldoboro, July It*, Olive, widow
of Byron M.Castner.
In Hancock, July 0. Mrs. Virentha
Crabtree.
A. Crabtree, aged 02 years.5 mouths and 15 days.
Crockett. In Oeeauville, Stonington, July 13,
( apt. L. B. Crockett,aged 84 years and 0 months.
Higgins. In Eden. July 12, ZenasH. Higgins,
formerly of Rockland, aged 51 years, 1 month and
10 days.
Ludwig. In Pasadena. Calif., July 8, Helen
(Griffith), wife of Alvali W. Ludwig, formerly of
Waldoboro.
Pettixgill. In Belfast. June 21, Lizzie V. Pettiugill, aged 40 years and 2* months.
In Montville, July 20, Joshua
Thompson.
Thompson, aged 74 years ami 2 months.
Toothakkk. In Searsmont. July 25, Cora M..
daughter of Albert T. and Lizzie Toothaker, aged
15 years, 'd months ami 24 days.
TiiOMas. In Belfast, July 25, Rebecca (’.Thomas, aged 00 years and 8 months.
Thomas. In Rockland, July 18. Joe! Thomas, a
native of Lincolnville, ageil 75 years, 10 months.
Torrey. la Deer Isle, July 11, Mrs. Abigail
Torrey, aged 82 years.

lKis

>

s

lh

The

hereby requested

selioollioii.se on Thill la
o’clock p in. for the
delegates to attend the <
hohlen at Belfast on the
Per order of the
Rim i-.i
s

The Kepi;
W \i.t»o
quested to meet at s:a, *•
Saturday July doth.
delegates to attend tie

!

■

holde" in Belfast Aum
W aldo, July 2.‘*. lS'.'S
Morrill.

All Druggists, 50c. and $1.
SCOTT & Bovvne, Chemists, N Y

Telephone Connection.
Will be in Belfast every Tuesday frrn
Otti ce over J. W. Ferguson& Co., Main

s,

!ir< )at.
Belfast

31ARR1KI).

the
young body with
just the material
necessary for
growing bones
and nerves.

p.

"v

Special alienri'

In Deer 1st.-. .1.; 1
Rom..!
1, t. Mr. am! Mr*.
Cecr.r M. !'•(!■;,.. a la i, 1 n i.
! unt
In Hancock. ,Tu v 0, to Mi and Mrs.
hi or. Hcrtr.oie I'hoim..
Hiller M. Row. a lai
Mali-.. In Ellsworth, duly 17. 1" .Mr. ami Mrs
Cl.andlc II.lie. a. ^-.i
In Deer Isle, d iiy 2. to Mr. mil Mrs.
KoniilN
Win. A. K ii'liiii*. a son
Smith. In Bellnsr. duly 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
'Oil.
AiKiii Sinith,
Sol- n>v .I,, Belfast, duly 2«. D« .Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph 1*. Soutliworth. a daughter.

build

m.
to 8

1

e.

RORN

furnishes

Office hours until 9 a.
From 12.30 to 3and 7

r-

it-t-r. •_*
tot-mi
(•

Park street, (r
hole. Charles street, In
2od fee:
Main live t-.
12S(> I eet, 2 m dll. -Vs
M:
to Front, about 22o tcet. 1 c
Sewers to in- ta.ni jn
ol VVIn-ler
Parks. ■, hithe spot itf .itjims. m
hf
otli'-e.
Tlie "itv
film i! rest-: v
anv one
f the pn>p..sal' or t
CLAP!
Chairman I'ci
ju-_
Belfast, I'iiy Id 1 so

lwdo

It gives them more flesh
and better blood.
It is just so with the
baby also. A little Scott’s^
Emulsion, three or four
times a day, will make
the thin baby plump and

SEARSPORT,

j

Lard, p

and girls.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

r>!

eet. t I'om < i:

st

m <•
reet. t

in.ngs
as easier.

«•«•!

of the market is regarded
Lumber rates from the Provinces to the
Liver Plate have weakened a trifle, the latest
fixtures being at >1<) 50u-11 .50 from Dighy,
.Ns.. Alma Wharf to Buenos Ayres ami
Losario. Orders for Gulf 1*>ading are si arce,
and in the absence of business we quote
nominally >14a>14 25 to Montevideo and
n
There is no imi
Buenos Ayres
the demand for general cargo tonnage t"
Brazil or other south Amein ai; eouniries.
and with
vessels more liberally offered,
the tendency of rate is
m-cd.-red in si• ij*favor.
West India freights remain
l»ers'
quiet. Some few orders are "ib-red, with
ightly
shippers’ limits in most instam es
a
■-!' b
hurri! below last fixtures, but m
j caue season approaching caplam and mi tiismess
; ers are rather indifferent to the
submitted. The Government has de. lured
t
several ports in Eastein Cuba
pen
! commerce. Though tiie general impressem •that steamers will monopolize the bulk of
the freight that will be forwarded D the
| several destinations. Houle freight is offered
very sparingly. Tin* •■••astwi>e lumber trade
i eoriTinues extremely d ill, mi h rates low and
unsatisfactory. From Brunswn-k to New
York > 1.25 lias been ac 'epted. There is sou
improvement in the demand for colliers to
the East, but rates have eased "ft t>* the basis
of 40 cents to Boston.

I
11. ', .St

(prosperous.

about’

(north

■

give them

never

" Li a

nmiit

tendency

Clover

up delicate

11

Retail Price.

Scott’s Emulsion
It

*v

i*o«l ou
7aHL:me. p bhl.
Beef.corned, p It
4
Butter salt, 14 tt> bag, lSioat .Meal, p lb.
< orn, p bu.
5a 7
It..
48jOnions. p
Cracked Corn, p tm, 48;()il.kerosene,gal, 10« I
48.Polio, k.p lb.
4
Corn Meal, p bu,
15 Pork, p lb.
7«8
Cheese, p lb.
1.12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bid.
3
5«U U>e .Meal, p It.
Codfish, dry. p tb
i"1 Sliorts, p
iM)a!>5
wt,
Cranberries, p ijt,

of cod liver oil voitk hypo-

phosphites.

a: i'i

( char street, if
milnhole. < V-fn >r

The

j

Rep

quested to meet in an
Saturday. July d". is; *
gates to "attend the (-"la-

j

in Belfast. August 4th.
mittee to serve two year-*
RErim
Per order,

Montvh.le. The Rephereby tequested to m*
meeting house in said

1898. at (1 o'clock i\ m I
ing six delegates to ai no;
to be hohlen at Belfast
1898. Per order of the
Rei*i

]

inj

Sea nsmon r. The IhM
will meet at 1>. B. c-n.
moot
lllage. ou Satii’
r.M., to choose delegates
County County Couveir
gust 4, 1898.' Per order
Searsmont,

|
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for

ranging

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

excursion in the

an

playr

s

run

Methodist, Sunday

the

of

;lpe

The comrades of Sheridan F. Miller Com-

a

of base

game

and Berry as
DilwoiGi aud Will Jolmba*

Patterson
nst

will

open evenings
returned to the old
f closing at 0 o’clock in the
stores

were

but have

g,

Odd Fellows’ Building Association at
its annual meeting elected the
following
directors: J. F. Wilson, Goo. W. Burkett
James S. Harriman, R. F. Dunton, D. p.
Flanders, Ralph H. Howes, Fred V. Cottrell
Mr. Wilson was chosen President; L. T.
Shales, Treasurer; and James Pattee, Clerk.
The

appointments by Gov.
following Agent to prevent
Kuowlton, Be,f t; trial jus-

cut

v

h, Freedom.

..

twenty gentlemen spent
at
it Mr. C. O. Poor's cottage
-■cently. A fish chowder was
racial time enjoyed.
.bout

aud the

k

hotel was alive
The resort is hav-

new

Sunday.

,,iSt

The

boom.

.:«-*i

annual

August 5th

open

of the Cream Publishing Co.
Insolvency Court to is-

rs

A the

insolvency against that
hearing will be held in the

in

uit
a

WOYAL BAKINQ POWDER CO.,

NEW

The committee

YORK.

J.

■guiar term. August 10th.

regular meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
Post will be held Thursday evening, Aug. 4.
A

rd caught a turtle last week
x 11 inches on the top of the I
Joseph Williamson, Esq., has received a
: uches from the tip of his tail
large picture of the Bench and Bar of Maine,
The reptile was given to :
showing 117 leading members both of the
who has it in his aquarium.
present and early years. Most of the pic-

|

j

Wilson

had

evenings of
blossoming last week.
Wednesday and one Thursday.

tures

two

g eereus

North church Sunday school will
make its annual excursion to-morrow by
steamer Castine to Camden, leaving Lewis’
wharf at 8 o’clock. The fare will be 40 cts.
for adults and 20 cts. for children under 12
The

called iu to witness the openiveated to ice cream and cake.

I->

Phase lies

collection of

a

rare

ng them lib Spanish dollars
from 1777 t- lbeb.
Many of

1

ught tt Belfast by IPs father,
tliy Chase, when lie came to

1

granted

been

ave

as

years.

exhibition at his
store in Masonic Temple a six-incli shell
taken from the wreck of the Maine. It
is similar to that which wrought such havoc
on board the Winslow when Ensign Bagiev
and others were killed.
Fred A.

follows:!

i.vw F..

Clark, B fast, >15 to
M■•ere, Monroe. Ml! to Sl5;j

Carmel, i>17
rtl Troy. >10

to
to

Caucus.

(
|

Republicans

The

Court
evening, Aug. 1st, at 7.20
t delegates to the County
in

meet

e.

cam us

city of Belfast has had made to order
of the Finance Committee
what is called a coupon book. It makes a
complete record of the bonds issued by the
city, with their coupons, and is good for
thirty years, when the new issue of 4 per

j

the

at

cents will mature.

\

Baptist E\t

ideal

ver

July

Tig,

20th.

After the

and work, a musical proly rendered by Miss Walton

ess

i

d wit

ig.

I

he

.•quested to

1

present.

it

Stiles. A. A.

and the

damages caused
Railroad Co.

upon the

s

meeting

foe Raifoad Co. is to have the
Association
o1

to

the

remove

Mol.mNu.

rhe

n

is

the foundation stone.

g

The

rainy

fogwhitn prevailed the early
week cleared away Thursday,

day. Tuesday
drizzling rail)

line

us

there

as

w

a

Thursday morning

mpeined by heaty

•>

-.

we

meeting

and
a

tliun-

are

Monday

\t

City Council

i:::ield young people compriss
1 R. Brown. Mr. ana Mrs.
Miss Helen Rackliff, Mr. MyMiss Jennie Emery, Miss
Miss Kittie Kenriok went
Bark. Cnity on a tisliiug
Tiie party brought home
Tr per; h as a result of the day’s
of the company returned home
oil, while the rest remained to
n the pond m the evening,
very pleasant time. fWater!

s

ts of

George

E.

Pythias,

of

f the
term

work of
“We had but

term—George Bean,

g the

one

who

lie coast of Maine curing the

eating with

|

buried

us,

the

Knightly honors, and no
worthy of them. He
:hian Knight, always ready to
or more

summons to the bedside of a
stricken brother; to relieve the
mother in her nightly vigils
one, or to relieve the needy

j

s;less."
Nmtks.
at

_•

run

le

and

from Belfast

out.

The Silver

Camp Ground in her
The Penobscot remained
n.glit of duly 20th, on account
left next morning for Bos-

■

the

Bfston
iv

on

night.

her

return

at

tt

She arrived here

Bangor to return at 5.15
,.;o_The Deer Isle and
I>. Bennett,
ess says: "W.

-er

>>n

stmr.

Vinalhaven.

is

making daily trips
Bucksport. Capt. Ren-

M

and M.

en

and

and his boat is a
"dation to the up river travelgenial

man

Stouington in the morning,
Rockland for Camden and by
M. and M. reach any of the up0
The Boston & Bangor
'*gs
issued a neat card giving the
!5V
between all the points on their
t
!; e
fneght of steamer Penobscot
[.
"led 66 hales of leather scraps
"it, Sibley & Co., marked for
(il'
1
.The Castine had two ex>f Rockland the first of the
t„
to Stouington and WednesHead via Spruce Head Island,
’’tine's trip next Sunday will be
-wis' wharf at 10 o’clock for
n
1
*’amp Ground and Ryder’s Cove;
at Ryder’s thence around the
^
Gilkey’s Harbor and up to
"!'
Ground, arriving in season for the
1^,
uicert; and back to Belfast early
t,
Mive

>.

ii

—

1

••

■

,,

Evening.

W.

with corned and

dry

concrete

highways has employed
Ware, Mass., to do the

work

city this year. He
the walk between the
began Tuesday
Sa\lngs bank building on the Church street
side, around the corner and up Main street
to Waldo avenue, which will be laid new.
He will also put in thorough repair the
walks in front of the Hayford block. Mr.
Nelligan laid the new walks on Main and
Church streets last year.
for

the

dwellers

the

on

hand

hammer

which

the New

he

held

Swift

cucumbers,

was

& Paul’s.

in

n

New
lc<t

Mrs. R. H. Moodv have a garden
-t their house on Court street m
which sweet peas aud pansies predominate,
wlrie other flowers, shrubs and vegetables

Fred

;tl vertising
u

a

g1 1 >ds he is

drygoods business,

in the

c< minus

well selected

announced

Johnson has succeeded

A.

Mansihdd

mud he makes liw riist

>

As

nvKiui.sK.MK.vi>

week

A. L

Mr. and

A

ai;n<

uncement in

this week.

stock ol

new

our

addition
and standard
In

ring great bargains ui what
Mansiield stock, including
remnants
of dress goods, silks,
ribbons
ties, including every iuaginable shade. It. j
on es, etc.
Miss Hattie Furbish’ >s retained
takes money and time, but the result amply
as clerk... .See uot-iee of tax collector Sarrepays the lover of (lowers. They have fifty
House lor sale at 188 North High
varieties of sweet pees, treiiised on wire | gent....
street... .Chase & l>oak have a big stock of
netting i‘» and 8 feet wide, and 150 feet in
knives, razors, shears and scissors—
length supported by wooden frames. Mr. pocket
'pn. ,;ty of the best, prices right-Starrett,
Moody is veiy fond of flowers, while to
Main street, advertises
midsummer sale
Mrs. Moody, who is kept at home by ill
of shirt waists and wrappers at way down
health, they are a great source of enjoyment.
Summer skirts at 81.25.See
prices.
The Band Entertained. Rev. Fr. Ivealy
advt. of William A. Clark, manufacturer,
of St. Francis Catholic church called on one
Pliu-nix Row, Belfast. It tells how you may
of the managers of the Belfast Baud recent
get a pair of all wool pantaloons for 98
ly, and said that while he had greatly enjoy- cents-See addition to
advt. for proposals
ed their music he had never testifieri his
for sewers-Mrs. M. L. Burbank of Worappreciation and would be. pleased to entercester, Mass., will have an exhibition and
tain them at such time as they might select.
sale of art needle work and materials at the
It was decided to accept the invitation fur
Whitney cottage, Northport Camp Ground,
Friday night after the open air concert. So,
Aug. 2nd to Sept. :»d, and is prepared to give
after an unusually line concert with an uninstruction in tlie latest methods of emusually large attendance, the band boys
broidery. .Grcsson the Robt, ElweH fc'-m
wended their way to the residence of Father
at little River for sale.
Ivealy on Court street, where they were
Hello! The New England Telephone &
enwelcomed and most

are

given plenty

of attention.

plants aud nearly

174 pansy

warmly

as

They

have

many

varie-

hospitably

They

tertained.

where ice

were

cream

seate d

and

rake

on

the

were

verauda,

liberally

served, followed by cigar*, and their host
was entirely successful in making them feel
at home. The compliment paid them, and
the generous entertainment', are alike appreciated by the members of the band.
W. C
Lono Lost Diploma Recovered.

j

is

ieft

of

Telegraph

lit

the

Co. lias

put.

a new

kind oi instru-

Hotel and the ship
chandlery store of N. S. Lord «Nc Co., at the

ment

imo the Windsor

foot of

Main street.

It is

apparatus, and works

principle.
respectively, 5

slot

There

on

are

a

added at this seslater session will be held for a final
revision prior to election.
Augustine P.
Mansfield succeeds B. H. Conaut as a member of the Board. Mr. C. resigned when he
was appointed Deputy Collector of Customs.
but

sion.

no new names are

j

THIS

"

long

instance

the nickle-iu-thefive slots marked

cents, 10

cents, 25 cents, 50
cents ami 8'1
A person wishing to use the
long-distance telephone calls up the central,
learns the rate of toll, deposits the amount
iu the machine, and the connection is made.
A bell notifies the central of the amount

"

"

“

life,

OUR EXTIRE STOCK MARKED

*##*#***

GEO. W. BURKETT,
onn ffi i awc.’

—

The concert on Monday evening was most
successful financially. The proceeds were
between one hundred aud seventy-tive and
one hundred aud eighty dollars.
The ladies
in charge wish to tender their thauks to
Mrs. Da\ Id Pierce for the use of the Opera

house, to M'ss Burgess for printing, to Mr.
Shuman for mo\ lug the piano, to the Band,
Chorus, aud all others who gave the:r ser-

CUT OUT THIS ADVT.,
Present it with 98 cents and secure a pair of
Kien’s genuine Cheviot Sergeall wool Pantaloons, all
sizes,
about 300 pairs,

light

good

you

Pant

a

as

and

heavy weight,

ever

each customer to
hath with Cosmo Butteimilk Soap, exis soothing ami beneficial.
Sold by A. A. I [owes & Co.

a

A

quisitely scent-oil,

Prospect F: :kv.
Miss Elimra Ginn 01
ot Daumriscotta is \ siting rolativ
hen-..
Miss Alfreda Karri mail and Miss Ewiyn
Averv are
siring ivlativcs in Portland..
Miss Martha E. Karri man spent Sunday at
her old homo, returning to Bangor Monday
morning.. ('apt. W !L. Karri man and ('apt
L. H. Karrirnan went to Boston last Tuesday-Miss Faustina Harding :s on the
sick bst. She is attended by Dr. Erskiue ot
Lizzie
Frankfort... Miss
who
Wilson,
spent the last, week in Islesb.*ro, retm.led
F. G. Perkins of Buckhome Monday

is closed.

Chat.

picked

j

for Belfast.

bargain,

It's

a

your p<

at

means

COME TO-DAY.

INTERMEDIATE PROFITS.

WILLIAM

A.

Mrs.

from

Geo.

an

D.

apple

Mahoney recently
tree

on

the

night. Relief means comfort, perfect
happiness, ivth relief and cure are

near

Is a

band for everyone who uses Doan’s Ointment.
Everybody who tries it becomes an enthusiast and
at

a

father, the late James Albert Wilson, a
measured 8 inches in diameter,
-The Belfast jail has been without county prisoners three weeks —A hand-organ
duett is the latest innovation. A pair of
traveling together visited
week-Councilman J. W.
Burgess lost one of his pair of team horses
by inflammation of the bowels SaturdayJ. J. Mellen has closed his restaurant in the
Thompson building and moved to the Riggs
house on Cross street.... William H. McIntosh, formerly of the firm of Jackson &
McIntosh, will open a grocery and meat

organ grinders
this vicinity last
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Mr. Walter Coombs of 7<- Main street, says: “I
was
oil bled for seven or eight years with itching
pdes. I guess I used a hundred salves and oim
ments during that time, but 1 received little or no
benefit from »heui. A friend gave me a box of

SHEARS and SCISSORS

IIS 41L RIGHT,

Doan’s Ointment. He got it at Kilgore A Wilson's
Ding Store. 1 used the box and it cured me. Other
preparations gave me some rebel, but ir took

PRICES

early in September, probably in the
Thompson store on .Main street-George

store

Cottrell is to build a bouse on bis land
It will be occupied by bis
on Race street.
son Emery.... A new piazza has beeif built
on the front of the L. R. Palmer house on
High street_The rehearsal of the Festival
Chorus was postponed this week from Tuesday to Thursday evening, when Prof. Chap-
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Gloves,
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
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and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
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H. A. STARRETT, Main Street.
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Dwiglit P. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

At 188 north High street, 1 1-2 story house, L
and stable connected; cistern and well of good
water; 125 fruit trees, also small fruits; 2 hen
houses; 15 minutes walk to postoflice.

^•Veterinary

■

■■

BFCKSl'ORT, MAINE,

Rev. J. Frank

The Republican voters of the representative
class composed of the towns of Montville, Liberty, Palermo, Freedom, Waldo and Morrill are
notified to meet by delegates in convention at the
meeting-house in Centre Montville, on the 2d day
of August, 1898, at 2 o’clock v. >i., to nominate a
candidate for Representative to the Legislature,
and to transact such other business as may come
before said convention. Basis of representation
same as County Convention.
Per order of Class Committee.
Morrill, July 25, 1898.

Office and
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WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
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Belfast, July 28, 1898.- 4w30*
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This season’s goods. Correct styles. All other shirt waists and wrapWe also include in this sale all the
pers proportionately cheap.

now

Veterans

.c

vault

Shirt Waists, Laundered Collar at 33c.

the

oi

.WILL BE HELL A'l

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are (juick to
appreciate good taste. That's
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
Come in and

Anniversary

Charitable Association

I MUST SPRUCE UP.

Drug

Annual

Clough

1

$8

man

ducks that weighed 22 pounds.
tailed for 22 cents.

Second

If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER.

Men’s

W.

expects to be present....A working
train in charge of Conductor Buck is on
the branch taking up the side track at Sargent’s.P. S. Staples bought of Oliver
Anderson of East Belfast yesterday. 5 spring

300.

ARK

CHASE & DOAK, The Jewelers.

Doan's Ointment to cure me. I have heard of
quite a number of people here in tow n who were
benefited and cuied l>y using it. It certainly is a

Safe

style Wrappers, made this
prints at

stoch of the good

make life comfort able

for li uiself and family. Plenty of Belfast peoplewill endorse our claims lor it. Read what this

to

big

Our stock of.

Ditto RAZORS.

hind.

AT WAY DOWN PRICES.
Late

l)«k|>itrlmont
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DEPOSITS SOLICITED

blossom that

SLEEPER.

cure

Hats, Caps,

her

BELFAST

A POCKET

I

farm of

CLARK,

Small Space Compass.—
People Interested.

Midsummer Sale of

Waists^Wrappers

__

PHENIX ROW,

Manufacturer,

nice thing to he able to cai.y comfn. in
cket, to have it at home anil to take with

always has

limit

BUY OF THE MAKER AND SAVE

you to your da\v vocation. No one can he comfortable with any itebiness of the si.in. Irrit?
tiors of any nature, such as eczema, piles or like
troubles make you miserable all day long and restless

We must not

and therefore

I£<vtnil

a

as

Sale to continue until lot

single pair.

MR. JOHN W

Number F uited

Shirt

to select from,

bought for $2.00,

allow dealers to obtain this

contributions of money.

Belfast

BLOCK.

scenery and events

Indies not directly connected
with the conflict.

Comfort in

s

DOWX TO ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

in the West

ces or
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liev. Thomas E. Leyden of
give an exhibition of pictures by
means of moving pictures aud kaleidograph
in Belfast Opera House, Aug. 2d. The pictures are shown in life-like colors and motions, and include all principal events, personages, war vessels and places connected
with the present war with Spain. Also a

\

"

"

Views,

number of views of

j

500 yds. Strips! si! Fiore! Pine,
6c. per yfl.
600
All Wool Filled Cialliss oily 8c.
i
1000
Alss CM, worn 12m., ooly 6c.
i
600
Alsatia Mnliis
8c.
1000
BlacA Ground Fiprs! MOLLS10c.
150 flUinportsfl Hflkfs.,^—now 8c.

A

War

|

WEEK.

4

Boston will

>

hand, and this hit his right hand,
about one-half of the second finger
and thumb.... Eli Cook fell from a stage on
the bridge where he was at work trie ay,
but was pulled from bis mvoluntaiy bath
fe'oi'w workmen.
ISo damage was
by 1
done.

rear

at

time it

Ban;> Con< fkt. A u -ncert will be given
s<-li,>uil;ctise co-inmoii to-morrow, Friday,
eveuing at u*. lock, as follows.
Collins
March, Oriental America.
Overture, Pin-: and Peasant,
buppe
Se ctett from Lucia,
Douezetti
La Palomia,
Vadice
Sele< ti>*n Ir.mi Pinafore,
Sullivau
Lenz
fLpsy Serenade,
A marantbus,
Gilder
Waldieufel
Wait/, La Phis Belie,
Star Spangled Banner.

his left

the

sold Tuesday

<

crushing

in

This

portrait, of Nathaniel Wi'son. painted
by Ernest L. Ipsen of Boston from a
daguerreotype owned by Miss Annette W
Wl ite of Be'fast, and which was probably
taken about 1N4S or 1811*, has been hung in
the Belfast Free Library.
The painting
cost "_!()() and the frame So2, and they were
paid for from the accumulation for ten years
of lines fur delay in returning books.

Acc-dents. Road Commissioner W. A.
Mason narrowly escaped serious injury last
Thursday. He was at work on the piledriver at the bridge when the big hammer
came down unexpectedly.
The hammer
a

the market.

A

lustrations.

caught

off,

List of advertised letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending July
2bth.
Ladies- -Mrs. Carrie Heal, Mrs. J.
W. Scott, Mis E. M. Turner. Gentlemen—
Frank F. I’hinny, S. Rinville, Erastus
Yeatou.

England coast fifty years ago are graphically depicted and the volume is one of interest. The frontispiece is a portrait of the
author, and there are a number of full page
il

The Belfast Water Co. is extending its
down Bridge street from Green street
to the tenement house of Mrs. A. K. P.
Moore.
Sheritf Norton has again come to the
front with the first produce of its kind in
j

Capt. John P. Farrow’s new book, “The
Romantic Story of Da\ id Robertson, among
the Islands off and on the Coast of Maine,”
has been published and is on sale at the
bookstores. The principal characters in the
stoiy are drawn from life, and were personally known to the author. The manners
customs of

The Board of Registration is in session
daily, revising the voting lists for postiug.
Names are changed in the wards aud names
of persons dead or moved away are stricken

meu

maius

on

and

visiting

interested in base ball
are building seats at the ball ground.
The
seats will be the "bleacher” style, uncovered.
The young

on

of

Sunday

fish.

L»ay is at Sargent’s wharf, Boston, tak-

ing freight

11

left

sea-

Vmalliaven

of

Sewall of Bath, and Capt. Wilson is
resident of Prospect Ferry-Fred G. White
is loading the sch. Fannie & Edith with hay
for Boston_Sch. Gazelle brought a load of
lumber from Bangor last week for Cooper &
Co., and returned t<> Bangor Tuesday to
take sawdust to Rockland_Sch. Emma

with the Maine Central rail■•iose connections at Lewis’
t:ns, in

Daley

Nelligan

Mrs. Lottie Wiliams
Wiu. T. Howard.

of Boston is

Arthur

During the Methodist
North port August ‘22 20,

Castine will

than usual at this

P.
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GEO. W. GURKETT
°-EESS?SPECIAL BARGAINS]

Look Here,
BAND EXCURSION
Young Man I

.unary. Silver Cross Lodge of
dl charge of the remains, and
u

A.

A.

paint advertisements

The Baptist Y. P. S. C. E. will have a lawn
party at Mr. Loren Fletcher’s, Cedar Street,
Tuesday evening, August 2ud. There will be
music by a chorus aud other vocal and instru
mental music. Ice cream and cake will be
for sale. If Tuesday evening is unpleasant,
it will be postponed to Wednesday
evening.
Admission 15 cents.

Libby, Worshipful Master of Phu-nix Lodge
You may refer others to me.”
valuable remedy
she came in using both saii and steam.
of Masons of Belfast, lately received from a
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers or sent
Masonic
in
the
issued
mail
on
Sch. Sarah L. Davis lady
Shipping Items.
diploma
Virginia
receipt of price by Foster-Mil bum (Jo.*
by
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the I'niteu States.
sailed from Belfast last Thursday, Buck's by that lodge April 1'.*, 1859, to Silas M.
E.
of
C.
Boston
is
iu
Bailey
deposited.
Price §0 cents per box.
Harbor for New York with paving-Sch. Fuller, and which Mr. Fuller lost on a
town for the company and is inspecting the
Southern battle-field during the War of the
Emma \Y. Day sailed July 21st for Boston
whole local system and putting all instruThe diploma was found by a
with hay from A. M. Carter’s.. .Sch. Lillian Rebellion.
ments in order.
sailed July 21st after selling a portion of her Confederate soldier, a Mason, who kept it as
How’s This!
a memento.
After his death his daughter,
She went up river for
cargo of dry pollock.
TO
V'e offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
wrote to the Master of Phu-nix Lodge, aud
a market.... Capt. F. A. Gilmore, formerly
cast of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
and
in
Somes’
Sound
their
resulted
the
return
of this city, is now in charge of the barkencorrespondence
Catarrh Cure.
of the document to the lodge which issued
tine Lorenzo at Key West. This vessel is
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Southwest Harbor,
It
an American prize and was captured while
it, after being lost a third of a century.
Wt, the undersigned, have known F. ,T. Cheney
MOUNT DESERT,
trying to enter Havana with a cargo of dried will be forwarded to Mr. Fuller’s daughter for t ie past 15 years, and believe him perfectly
beef. The vessel was sold to Pa'.atka par- Hattie, who lives in West Somerville, Mass. honorable in all business transactions and finan
made by
Wednesday, Aug. 3,’98.
ties and Capt. Gilmore placed in command. The blue lodge diploma was signed by Geo. cially able to carry out any obligations
..ON..
S. Chase, Master; Otis B. Woods, Senior their firm.
As soon as the cargo is disposed of Capt. GilO.
Wholesale
Toledo.
West
Truax,
Druggists,
SEDGWICK.
8tmr.
Junior
H.
M.
Warden;
Stuart,
Warden;
more will sail the vessel to Jacksonville,
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drugthere to load lumber for New York....The Timothy Thorndike, Secretary. The Grand
This trip includes in a single day’s sail a view of
gists, Toledo, O.
the grandest and most beautiful poidon of the
three-masted schooner Tofa, Capt. Wilson, Lodge certificate bears the names of Josiah
Hall’s c atarrh Cure is taken internally, acting famous old Mt. Desert.
H. Drummond, Grand Master, aud Ira Berry, directlj upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
was the first vessel to clear for Santiago
Leave Levis "Wharf at 7 A. M.
She Secretary. Messrs. Chase and Drummond the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75c
since the U. S. army took possession.
Camp Gro imi at 7-30 A. M„
4w26
cleared from Philadelphia July 20th and are the only survivors of the officers.
Returning by moonlight.
jperbott’e. Sold by all Druggists.
sailed the next day with DOG tons of coal,
#51.00
FARE, (round trip)
valued at 81,738. The Tofa is owned by
Store.
On sale at Poor & Son’s

Philadelphia,
his lodge dur-

says:

scarcer

in

fortnight

Beads'. Past
Grininger of Red Cross

o

delightful trip.

Belfast last week in his sloop Bessie
May with a cargo of corned and dry fish.
He reports that mackerel had not put iu an
appearance at the Fox Islands except iu very
small numbers.
Augustine Colburn caught
a 5-pouud trout at Swau Lake SaturdayThe little fishing steamer Sadie cS: Emma
has been in port three times during the past

veiling. Aug. 1st,

<

reported
.Capt.

son..
wa't

of the

most

Clarence M. Knowlton went
Pond July 20th, and caught over
200 fish, mostly white perch. These lish,
while quite plentiful in the pond, have not
been caught in large numbers recently.... A
few mackerel have lately been taken in the
wens at North Haven, but all kinds of fish

predicted.

my

was a

Ftsh Facts.

and drizzling rein continued
ay, hut cleared away in the
thunder in the morning
l a continuance of the bad

_r

differ-

to Ti'.den

and

had

iu

CoL'UCTui; Tuckkk Killed. A car loaded with granite in train No. 40, going west,
broke down about a quarter* of a mile east of
Leeds Junction Friday afternoon and eight
or nine cars besides were thrown off the
track. Conductor James Tucker was killed,
Mr. Tucker
hut no others were injured.
was about 35 or 40 and lived in Waterville.
He leaves a widow and several small children Mr. Tucker was conductor of the mixed train on the Belfast branch at different
times and was generally liked.

years since the
ie-tra I

enjoyment

found

Rockport, Rockland and Tiiouncd'n as inclination or friends dictated. On the whole

i'f*.s to

iKt-n

parties

ent

Small ami F
award damages for the
Meeting House Association
Maine Central Railroad Co.
r decision,
awarding $750 in

S

was an

ways. Some remained in beautiful Camden, while others visited by the electrics in

The

Flora
be elected all

be

Friday

summer

various

with Miss

will

oiticeis

.\s

enjoyed.

social time

a

Last

ri:si«»x.

day and the Baptist excursion
party enjoyed a trip t" Camden on steamer
Castine. The run down was delightful and
the scenery of the hay was never seen to
better advantage. As is usual on picnics

Walton entertained Atuior
I\ Ju and S
at her home,

\

record will show
paid ami what

guard against
counterfeit coupons ami an invaluable index
to our outstanding indebtedness.
remain

Belfast

u

This

ouj'ons have been
unpaid, and will he a

just what

Aug. 4th ;
itt: a candidate for Represents
■^Lslature and to elect a City
"held

f

on

at the instance

original, widS. Steel, Camden, ><v

!

Johnson has

The

Mayo j
>11; Wesley
:

-st. >1J to
■

good.

are

who

have of late done so
in some instances without consulting the
owners of the premises.
One resident, in
clearing up his lawn left a large rock as a
part of the landscape. He came home from
down town one day recently just in time to
prevent a man from painting a medicine
advt. on the rock.

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

hold

artists

DIETSCHLER, Pembroke, N. Y.

SperdtCurb Treatment for Tortcbinq, Disfiotrieo Humors, with Loss of Hair. —warm baths
with Cpticitba Soap, gentle anointings with Ccticura,
and mild doseB of Q’Titpra Kbboi-y*wtSold throughout the world.
Cobp.. Boston.
How to Have Beautiful Hands," tree.

upon rocks and fences

Pure

carni

and

The

POWDER
Absolutely

to

The only prisoner in the Belfast jail was
put in there Tuesday evening by Deputy
Sheiiff McAllister, aud being committed on
an execution he is not on the
couuty’s ex.
pense. He is Isaiah Tuttle of Unity, aud was
committed on an execution from the Superior
Court of Kennebec County for $25 costs in a
divorce case.

water ran through the bandage on to the floor. I
went to a doctor for a year. I got Cuticuba Resolvent and Cuticuba Soap. The nails hardened
up,
off, and my hand9 are now cured.

peeled
CASPER

an

Sedgwick

steamer

on

One of the smartest showers of the season
struck here Tuesday between 12 and 1
o’clock. It lasted but a few minutes, but
over half an inch of water
fell, aud water
ran down the streets in torrents.

Mysore hanffs commenced with abnrnlng on my
fingers. Wh2n I rubbed them you could see little
white pimples, and I felt like twisting them out of
their socketB. 1 had high fever and cold chills,
nights I had to walk thefioor until I fell asleep.
My hands peeled like an onion, the finger nailsgot
loose, the water ran out, and there the burning fire
was. My hands puffed up worse than a toad, the

commissioner.

Saturdays.

excursion
Somes’
Sound and Southwest Harbor. Fare for the
round trip, SI. Tickets on sale at the drug
store of Poor & Son.

Aug. 3d

SORE,
HftJN-BS

The Waldo county Democratic convention
be held in Belfast next Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock to nominate
candidates
for sheriff, senator, clerk of courts, register
of deeds, county attorney, treasurer and

ill to b.

<

The Belfast Band will have

mand, U. V. U., will meet in Comrade Clifford’s rooms Monday evening, Aug. 1st.
’Ratio Locke, Joe Trussell and some other
boys were dying kites on the Allyn lot one
afternoon last week. They had a bob-tailed
and a long-tailed kite, and unlimited
string.

1*1.,

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery t

Residence and

PRESIDENT,

Office

o.

Hospital 17 Confess street.

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 2 L

FALL TERM OPENS AUGUST 20.
Gw20
Send fok Cat a log e.
-•-

Engine
FOB

and Boiler
SALE.

A six horse power engine and horizontal tubular
boiler, but little used, are tiered lor sale. For
further particulars apply at
BELFAST FARMS CREAMERY,
28tf

Common St., Belfast, Me.

j
«

Notice is hereby given that a discount of 4 per
cent, xvill be made on all taxe~ tor 1808 paid to
shall heat the Aiderme before August loth,
men’s Room in Memorial Building on and after
August 1st,

daily, until further notice, from 8.30

a. >i. to 12 m.,

and from 1.30

CHVS. H.
Belfast,

S

to 4 p. m.

A KG K N

July 28. 1898.-30tf

T, Collector.

HANNAH

MARY’S “REGRETS.”

Hannah Mary bent hastily over the flour
OF
but all through her simple preparations for supper her thoughts traveled
Menstruation, the balance wheel of
occasionally to the new hat and hovered
over it with pleased anticipation.
As she
woman's life, is also the bane of existmoved briskly from kitchen to pantry her
ence to
many because it means a time of
1
sweet, uutraine i voice ran in little musigreat suffering.
cal snatches over the anthem for Sunday
While no woman is entirely free from
morning, and if she fancied a deeper
periodical pain, it does not seem to have
voice tilling out chords and bearing her
ucvu napleasant company, it was a harmless
ture's plan Yw
dream and altogether maidenly.
that women
Mrs. Baxter was scornful of rehearsals,
her theory being that “if it was in you to
otherwise
\"
sing you’d sing same’s a bluebird or robin,
healthy
and if it was’t no amount of practicin’
should suffer
could put it in.”
But she secretly reso severely.
joiced in them, because Hauuali Mary
Lydia E. Pinksometimes brought home bits of news too
ham’s Vegesecular to be intruded upon Sunday, and
table Combecause her absence formed the excuse
for a weekly gossip with the neighbor
pound is (7^1
across the street.
She would be coming
the most
in presently, Hannah Mary thought, as
thorough
she lighted the lamp after supper.
Almale regula- I
mira would come with her, and the two
tor known to l
to
would
stroll
the
gills
away
meeting
medical scihouse, where John Stetson would he
cnee.
It relieves the condition that proon
the
to
them
escort
waiting
steps
through the dark eutn and up the nar- duces so much discomfort and robs menstrua! ion of its terrors.
Here is proof:
Would Almira wear
row, crooked stairs.
Dear Mrs. Pixkiiam:—IIow can L
her new hat and would John Stetson
think—
thank you enough for what you have
A sharp clash of the gate, a rattle of
done for me ? When I wrote to you I
the latch and Mrs.Baker came in, holding
was suffering untold
pain at time of
her green figured shawl about her sallow7
menstruation; was nervous, had headface and long chin.
ache all the time, no appetite, that tired
“Hannah Mary,” she began, abruptly.
feeling, and did not care for anything.
“1 c’m over to let you know A1 miry ain’t
I have taken three bottles of Lydia E.
goiu’ to choir practice! Sin- ain't feel in’
I’inkham’s Vegetable Compound, one
I sent wm-d to Elmer Sharp
very good.
of Wood Purifier, two boxes of Liver
to fetch his w ife or Doshy along to help
out”
Pills, and to-day I am a well person. I
“What ails Almiry?” said the old lady
would like to have those- who suffer
suspiciously.
Doshy Sharp can't sing’ know that I am one of the many who
more’n a crow.”
have been cured of female complaints
“1 don’t reely know.
She—she don’t
by our wonderful medicine and advice.
tell me—just says she ain’t goiu’ to-night
-Me- Jennie R. Miles. Leon, Wis.
nor to-morrow.
See here Hannah Mary
If you are suffering in this way, write
1 hate to
you go over and coax her up.
as Miss Miles did to Mrs.
have hei act so the worst way
Pinkhain at
Hannah Mary went on her errand with
Lynn. Mass., for the advice which she
her foolish heart in a flutter.
If Almira
offers free of charge to all women.
did not go it would mean that John StetI'ctni -r teet. with the burning, aching sensason would walk
home with her alone.
tion, mi- Iectively cured by using
She blushed in the dark and put the
thought away as altogether unworthy.
o
Almira had so plainly settled upon John
It i* soothing, healing, and comforting to the
as belonging to herself,
and Almira alskin, because of its wonderful medicinal properways got what she wanted.
ties.
M .A.Howe, trained nurse,31ilford,Mass.
Mrs. Baker s eyes, roving abstractly
about the loom, spied the hat.
“Fur the land’s sake, if Hannah Mary them half a dozen times if Almiry ain't
hain’t got regrets on her hat, and I dun- cornin’.*'
no hut what they’re full prittier than AlMiss Penelope was in a tremble, but
had the stuff of martyrs in her.
miry’s.”
ki the
“Think so,” said the old lady with a
little bustle over finding the places she
twitch of her grim mouth,
managed to whisper to Hannah Mary: “I
“Fact of it is, Mis’ Baxter, Almiry’s don’t see how you dast bring an
offering
makiu’ all this to-do over them regrets.
to the Lord with the blood of liis murderin
this
afternoon
Winters
came
ed minstrels on your head.”
Penelope
to git my risin’ sun pattern and I showed
Hannah Mary stared at Miss Penelope
You ought to have in mute wonder.
her Almiry’s hat.
What on earth did she
heard how she went on, telling how’t mean? Did she thiuk she had killed Althey get them leathers oft the backs of mira? or what in the world—
birds down in Florida and leave all the
The tuning fork twanged sharply, ami
My! it was just Hannah Mary was instantly intent upon
young ones to starve.
awful.
And she said she’d send me a
her part. The lamps with their tin retrac’ that told all about it.
Well. 1 can flectors were arranged to light the gallery
tell you them regrets came out quicker n only, and the meeting house below was
:i
wink, and the hat was every mite as dark. Here and there a little gleam struck
the top of the
pi- tty without ’em—ribbons and roses
or the polished oak of
agree better’n feathers with young girls a pew door, and one could easily fancy
to
if
’cording
my judgment—but
you’ll dusky shapes wandering about aisle and
believe it Almiry went in a regular tant- ehaneei, ui grouped in shadowy corners.
rum over it when she come home; said
All the romance of Hannah Mary’s life
she wouldn’t never put that hat on her hung about the oid nn
The
et.ng 1 >use.
head unless she could have 'em bark.
Of I gray slab in the little hui\:;m ground that
course I couldn’t give up in a matter ot | commemorated Hie \irtms «-t her
greatprinciple and i was a good mind to burn ! grandmother added to its list of domestic !
'em up and done with it, only \ didn’t | graces the unusual tribute, ">he was a l
know but what Althea would take ’em j marvelous sweet sin; er."
hack towards doin’ over rnv Dunst’ble.
J Old lad} Baxter loved to tell the story !
Almiry said Penelope Winters was a reed- of that Sunday morning when a British j
dlin’ old maid, and made it all up out of j officer in the congregation stood
spell- j
spite, but ’taint so. I read some of it j bound after the hymn was ended, his
myself, a real movin' piece about the ! eyes fixed upon the lovely face of the
millions of innocent little birds slaughter- ! singer and Ids senses enthralled
by the j
ed every year.”
beautiful voice, quite forgetting to sit j
“I dare say/' burst out the old lady. [ down till Mistress
Doddridge plucked
“1 w.-nder if Penelope Winters ever ! him by the coat-tails.
Always when j
counted up how many innenent little Hannah Mary sang in the unlighted meet
w orm
are baked to death in then' cradles
ing house she fancied it tilled again with
to git the stuff for her changeable silk.
the men and women of those days.
In
And how's she g< in' to reconcile it raisin’ the great Doddiidgc pew she could see
innercent little chickens just a-purpose to the flash * f scarlet and the rapt face
j
kill off and eat; 1 dunno but what a
of the lovei upturned to the gallery, |
chicken has the same right as any other where she, 1 er own great-grandmothei. :
bird”
poured out her soul for his ears alone.
“Don’t seem to me that’s the same It was the one little touch of fantasy that
thing,” said Mrs. Baker, but with a dis- kept her life from fading utterly into tlie
tinct iegret at not having thought of the commonplace.
To-night the imagination
“Folks have to cat took possession of her as never before,
argument in time.
and have clothes, but feathers are just and John Stetson, released from Almira’s
|
pride and vanity, and you destroy the lit- vigorous oversight, caught the full icrvor !
tle birds ‘that siug among the branches’ of her lips and eyes as she turned from |
as David says”
the lover of her dream an instant towards
j
“Them regrets never sung among the him.
I
can
tell
But Miss Penelope’s tender heart was
branches,
ye now,” chuckled
Mrs. Baxter.
still burdened with her message, and she
j
“Anyway, l don't see what I'm goin’ pulled Hannah Mary by the sleeve as she \
to do with Almiry.
When she gets up sat fanning her flushed face.
“J don’t!
about a thing she'll stick to it if she was s’pose you know,” she said, “about the !
to die for t.
She takes that from her way they get them egrets—half a dozen :
father’s folks”
beautiful birds killed at nesting time for i
“JSlioh, Lucindy, she takes it from you. "liat one bunch, and all the young birds
You’re as set as the liberty pole once you !eft to starve”
take a notion; makes
no
“Give us the key, Penelope,” called
difference
whether or no you’ve got a rag of reason Elmer Sharp, and Miss Penelope turning
to tly a-top. .See here,” she added, fierceto the organ, but not before she had seen
ly, as the gate sounded its warning, a smile break over Hannah Mary’s face
“don’t you say a word about them re- and perceived that she was inwardly convulsed with laughter. Her lingers’tremgrets to Hannah Mary.”
Hannah Mary’s face was mildly troub- bled ou the keys and two tears splashed
led.
“She won't go, Mis’ Baker, and she down upon the bony bands from a founwon’t say why.
Don’t seem much use in tain that was very near to overflow.
But after rehearsal Hannah Mary's arm
my going”
“You go along, use or no use,” com- crept quickly around the flat waist, and
manded her grandmother.
“I sh’d hope her fresh cheek almost touched Miss
you ain’t afraid to travel the main road,
Penelope’s as she whispered: “O Miss
with houses dost enough to pass the time Penelope, don’t think I laughed about
most
all
the
the
little birds it’s dreadful and I don’t
Turn
round
and
o'day
way.
let Mis’ Baker see that bunnit. Don’t see bow anybody can be so cruel—but
you call that tasty and becomin* ?”
grandmother made these regrets out of
“It's becomin’
admitted Mrs. Baker, turkey feathers. We thought they looked
with significant emphasis.
real pretty, but 1 wouldn’t wear ’em for
wen, tnat s wliat buunits are tor.
anything to have folks s’pose they were
Fur’s use goes a body might as well go real.
I'll take ’em right out soon’s l
bareheaded like the Injuns.”
get home.”
Hannah Mary looked back beseechingly,
“lou’re a good girl, Ilannah Mary,”
feeling that she had in some way offend- said Miss Penelope. She looked curioused, and then her gentle face vanished in ly at the girl,conscious of a sort of illumithe soft dusk of the summer night.
She nation about her face, and added, ferwent along the little footpath conscious of
vently, “1 hope you’ll be happy.”
a pleasant sensation that was not
Half an hour later John Stetson was
really
.‘•till
but
a
faint
of
excitement,
stirring
saying good-by to Hannah Mary at
expectation.
Just beyond the first group of the gate.
Neither of them had noticed
houses was the only lonesome bit of the the old tanner}, or the smell of the four
o’clocks as they passed the minister’s
way, past the old tannery with its bleached front and empty windows, and the garden, but now Ilannah Mary looked
acrid smell of bark and lime from the across the road and saw the lamp burnugly pits. But almost before she had ing in the front room at Mrs. Baker’s.
time to notice it John Stetson came across
“O John,” she said, “I meant to tell
the footbridge to meet her.
you, Almiry said if you wanted to know
“Dosliy Sharp brought word Almiry w hy she didn’t come to choir meeting you
was sick and
1 thought you might be should ask her.
Mebbv you better go
’fluid.”
over; she’s sit tin’ up.”
what
“1
should I be ’fraid of?”
ain’t frettin’ ’about A’miry’s coinin’
“No;
laughed Hannah Mary, but when John and goin’,” said John. “1 got the only
took her singing-book and drew her hand girl 1 care about right here now, but I’m
through his arm she found it very pleas- bleeged to Almiry for stayin’ home to
ant to be protected and taken possession
give me a chance.
of.
“There goes grandmother, thumping
p?f.
They exchanged a few commonplace re- for me to come in,” said Hannah Mary,
marks on the way, but for the most part with a start.
“1 musn’t stay another
they were silent. A night hawk swooped minute. Why John, you've got my reover their heads with a sharp ping, some
1 guess I didn’t
grets on your shoulder.
wild creature abroad on a secret errand sew ’em very good.
ran rustling into a clump of elder bushes
A fresh cannonade and Hannah sped up
as they passed, once there was an odor of
the w alk and let herself softly in at the
and
warm
door.
She took off her hat and sat down
swreetbrier
once a
honey sweetness seemed to fill the air from the four
to view it judiciously, with a new sense
o’clocks in the minister’s garden. A mass of competence and mastery.
Without
of tansy ran down the bank from the knowing it she had entered upon that
fence, and its rank, pungent smell clung that sovereignty with which love alone
endows a woman.
to Hannah Mary’s skirts as they brushed
“Ilannah Mary, what you doin’ out
it, yet she felt as if she had walked all the
flowers
of
She
there,” demanded her grandmother.
way through
paradise,
“Just fixin’ my hat a little before I put
came up the stairway into the lighted gallery with such shining eyes that Elmer it away,” quivered Hannah Mary.
“You takin’ out them regrets?”
Sharp stopped tuning his base viol to
stare, and Miss Penelope beamed sympa“They came out, grandmother. 1
thetically towards her, and then her gen- guess they wa’n’t sewed good,” but in an
instant
love rose up to shame the cowardtle old face, full of regret and trouble,
ly evasion. She came into the bedroom
drooped over the keys of her organ.
“Come now, let’s git started,” said shielding the flaring candle with her hand.
A great tenderness swelled within her
the leader.
“We got to go over that an-
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barrel,

BY EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER.

Old lady Baxter sat by the front window sewing carpet rags. The stiff, distorted fingers and the swollen feet upon
the cushioned stool told their story o

disablement,

and it was in fierce defiance
that their owner maintained her
reputation for being “tasty” in mixing
colors, even after it bad to be admitted
that her “jinin” was not what it once was.
Each time she selected a bit from her
motley material her keen black eyes
traveled to the window, pouncing upon
whatever came within range with the
clutch of possession; but there were few
passers along the sleepy road except now
and then a tow-headed boy ou bis way
after the cows, plowing his bare feet
through the yellow dust and switching at
the ragged mayweed along Lite edges.
The smallest incidents moved her to
querulous comment, and her gusty old
voice had a dominant
ing, as if all the
repressed energy of locomotion had gone
into it.
of
meek servitude
Twenty years
had not accustomed Hannah Mary to its
quality of unexpectedness, and she still
started \\ believer the strident tones came
her way.
The little stand that held Hannah
Marx's basket was out of range of her
grandmothers eyes, and she was quite
abseibrd in her own fancies as she held
up the hat she had been trimming and
turned it from side to side with an air of
glowing disapproval. What she really
saw a was
distracting vision of shimmering ribbons, roses of I'leHiest pink and
mysterious, phantom-like leathers of glistening white fluttering over Almira
Baker's red-brown curls.
“Massy sakes, Hannah Mary,” demanded the imperative voice, “ain't you
dour Hosin' over the bunnitt1 Fetch it
here an’ lent me see it.”
Hannah Mary meekly obeyed, and the
poor little hat seemed actually to wilt
under her grandmother's stare as if conscious of its lack of merit.
“It don't look right but 1 can't make
out what ails it.
It’s done up real han'Rome and the ribbon’s
good as ever ’txvas
on thi> side, but it seems to want someI
don
no
what"
thing—
“Well," laughed the old lady 1 can
teliwhat it wants, it's air—they ain't a
mite of air to it, Hannah Mary. Them
bows ought to perk up. an’ not look so
dreadful meachin' and
pologizin.5 Jf
you had a nice bunch of regrets to set it
off"“What?*1
of late

“Regrets—them slim, white, spraggly
feathers Mis* Baker bought for Almiry.”
“<

as

them.

*.

things

if

a

There’s

lots

of

body’s got money.”

pretty

“Money ain’t all. There’s such a tiling
gumption, but if folks ain’t born with

If I had the
you can’t pur it into 'em.
of my bands I’d show you a thing or
two
I been stud yin’ over it ever since I
laic my eyes on them regrets.”
She laid down the ball of rags, and her
eyes gleamed with, a sudden inspiration.
“See hen
Hannah Mary, you look in the
blue chist and fetch me them white
turkey feathers we saved up.
Hannah Mary east an imploring look at
the back of her grandmother's head, but
went obedient y.
There was but one
opinion in That house and that was old
lady Baxter’s. Other people might agree
with it or not as they pleased, but it made
no difference.
One might not chance to
j
believe in the revolution of the earth, but !
i* w lt .»n all the same.
Hannah Mary
j
knew the old lady was perfectly capable
of inventing any absurd decoration for*
he: hat. and she already saw herself I
standing up in the singer’s sear with a
dal" >i turkey leathers around her head, i
"l will mu wear it, I will not,” she
'‘UU
v-aiem nth as she raised the corner
"1 tin- _i
pnj 1 diade t" admit a little
Relit into the sa<ued darkness of the
spare room, ami s-luetantly lifted the lid j
of ti:e blue cl-e.-r.
Perhaps something
das happened to
them—perhaps the
moths had eaten them—but no, there
they lay under the little sprigged shoulder
shawl.
With a sudden instinct of rebellion*she seized the horriale things and
thrust them under the puffy bolster of the
An insaue plan to smuggle
spare bed.
them -at of the house at d burn them was
taking shape in her min i with a delightful sense of excitement.
“(Ain't you find ’em?” called her grandmother. and Hannah Many blushed as she
faltered, “I don't seem to see ’em anywheres.”
Involuntarily she lifted her eyes to encounter the grave, reproachful face of
Jonathan Edwards look ug down upon her
from the tarnished frame that fenced him
in.
In that very room s >.e had done solitary penance through an endless summer
day after tel’ing a lie fr« n childish terror,
and she always believed that the text in
the open book upon which The solemn
linger was laid was the very one which
predicted a sulphurous fate for all such
transgressors as she. Back to her memory came tne warning couplet which declared :
it

use

}

|

Fur liars always are f'umd out,
Whalt-' er way they wind about.

And with Tie old terrified quake of childhood, she snatched the feathers from their

hiding place.
“Here they are grandmother, after all,”
she announced, with hypocritical cheerfulness, and the old lady gave a grunt of
satisfaction as the bundle of plumage was
laid in her lap.
“Now you fetch me that p’tater knife,”
she said, eagerly, 1 ‘and put one of them
old case knives where it’ll get het up. I’ll
show ye I ain’t so crippled up’t I’ve lost
all my knack. I’ve trimmed bunnits ’fore
now, I should say.
No, I shan’t cut my
fingers off. I'm used :o my fingers as
you be to yours; it kind of braces ’em up
havin’ the jints set this way. I took a
good look at them regrets—you see they
have to be spraggly so’s to wave about
and curl over.”
“Oil. gra.nctmother,
ventured Hannah
Mary, “I like my hat well enough the way
’tis.”
“Well, then I don't. They ain’t a mite
of style to it.
It looks like a last year’s
bird’s nest. Just you war, Hannah Mary,
I’ll show you a thing or two.”
Hannah Mary looked on with the fascinated interest of a prisoner under whose
eyes the scaffold for his execution is slowly rising, yet, in spite of her distress, she
marveled at the skill with which her
grandmother split the stiff quills and the
grace into which she contrived to coax
them by judicious scrapings of the hot
knife. As the wore went on, her spirits
lose, and when the long filaments, Keenforced by a few Huffy feathers, trembled
in liei grandmother’s shaking hand, she
laughed with the pleased excitement of a
child.
“There,” said the old lady triumphantly, “needn’t to tell me what I can’t do.
Just you perk up them bows, .Hannah
Mary, and plant, the regrets in the middle,
so’s they’ll lean kind of easy and graceful.”
Hannah Mary caught something of the
inventor’s spirit, and there was innocent
delight in the soft, girlish face that surveyed itself in the slanting mirror, dimpling and smiling under the novel adornment.

“You never looked so well in all your
born days,” said her grandmother, exultantly; “now you spry round, Hannah
Mary, and mix up some sody biscuit and
make me a cup of green tea; I’m clear
beat out. No need to put your hat away;
just leave it where it ’tis till choir meetin’.
“Don’t you think it’s most too dressy
for choir meeting?” ventured Hannah

Mary.
“No, ’tain’t,
Stetson had
owl”—

as

not

a

mite; and if John

much sense

as

a

screech

PAIN.
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(miifoit

wrier

|
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j
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heart as she looked at this wreck of life
and hope aud ambition, and she said,
gently.
‘Tve fixed it without ’em,
grandmother, and I like it better. They
were just as
pretty as real ones, but after
Miss Penelope told me about the birds iu
Florida, and how cruel it all was, I should
be ashamed to have anybody think I’d be
so wicked”
The old
lady glared at her without a
word.
“And John Stetson says lie’s read iu
the Advocate how they kill off singing
birds by millions just to trim women’s
hats, and he thinks if women knew”
“I don’t see what difference it makes
to us vhat John Stetson thinks,” said
the old lady,
belligerently.
“It makes a good deal of difference to
me, grandmother,” said Hannah Mary,

Amid the Shadows.
The shadows have gathered
densely,
So dense that I cannot see
One ray of light through the

I grope in the thick black
And 1 strain my eyes to

John Stetson has made out

to

speak up. Well, of all things. Won' t
Lucindy Baker be mad! My, my! to
think of her upsettin’ her owu dish, bein’
so sot to have her own
way.
My, my!

it’ll learn her a lesson.
You set
salt risiu’, Hannah Mary, and put
the beaus a-soak ’fore you go to bed.”
Hannah Mary tinkled about the pantry,
and old lady Baxter heard the faint click
of the spoon on the yellow bowl, the soft
gush of the water from the spout of the
! kettle; gentle, housewifely noises,
but
running through them all a slender
thread of song, sometimes altogether lost,
and then coming out clear and sweet like
a little brook
slipping along a meadow,
and the dear old Pharisee turned contenton
her pillow', her last thought
edly
serouely exultant over the dow nfall of her
neighbor’s hopes, and sank to sleep*, at
peace for once with herself and all the
world.
[Cnngregationalist.

Answer my

bush,

He bears e’en thy faintest whisper,
He knows all the grief of tlmie

Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at New
York June 10 from Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York May 2b for San Francisco; spoken
June 5, lat 08 50 N, Ion 53 07 W.
A J Fuller, 0 M Nichols, sailed from
Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Buenos Ayres June 10from Apalachicola.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
May 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Buenos Ayres May 27 from Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 8
from Philadelphia.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Pensacola July 14 from Key West.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong June 28 from Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
at

Boston June 21 for Bridgewater, S S.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New York June 13 from Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Crotmaru, w ft liriniu, cleared
from Boston July 2 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Barbadoes July 1<> from New York.
nomas a

8CHOOKSK8.

R

Gilkey, sailed

from

Rockland July 12 for New York.

Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York
July 18 from Bangor.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared
from Carrabeile, Fla, July 2 tor New York.
John C

Smith, Kneeland, arrived

at

Bruns-

wick, Ga, July 12 from New York.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New

York July IS from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor
June IS for New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Jacksonville July 15 from Boston.
K 1' Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Bath
July lb lor Philadelphia.
R \\ Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Baltimore June 5 from Port Tampa.
Sallie I'On, \\ H West, arrived at Carrabelle, Fla, July 15 from Pernambuco.
Tufa, A S Wilson, cleared from Philadelphia July 20 for Santiago.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York July 7 from Bangor.

Good Cooks
The Maine

troops

From Maine.

Chickamauga get
points of view'. The

at

pale

moon’s

Saturdays

silvery glory,

at

Forever gone are the shadows :
For the beautiful earth-dimmed
eyes
Behold now the bloom and glory
In the gardens of Paradise.
Ella Alwilda Wentworth.

Mrs.

Noble and Mrs. J. D. Wentworth have visited relatives in Montville.

Haying is mostly finished
though there are a few who

in this
are

vicinity,

left behind

The Dobson families have returned from
Sebastirook where they spent last

Lake

week.

J
j

Dr. W. G.
the

summer

Fuller ami family are spending
their cottage at Windermere

at

Park, Unity.
Fred Sallery ami little son Earl are
in Shawmut and surrounding towns
few weeks.

Mrs.

visiting
for

a

hundred ami fifty or more school teachers are attending the two week’s summer
school at Pittsfield.
A

representa-

Ginn & Co., publishers of text books,
in town recently. He was for several

tive of
was

an

years

instructor

at

the Maine Central In-

stitute.
C.

E.

\

icktry

is making great improvethe homestead stand on Main
street. A nev basement has been put in
under the main house and the ell practically built over with a large addition to the
same.
A bath room is being fitted up and
ments

other

the

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday of
July. A. I). 1898.
MOSHER, Administrator ot the estate of
.1
JOHN A Smedburg. late of Unity, ii- said
bounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased and described in said petition.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published three weeks successively
in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to ho
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of August, next, at ten of the
flock before noon, and show cause, it and they
liave, why rite prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A t rue copy.
Atte.'t
< HA-. P. IlA/.i.i.r;.\k, Kegi.-ter.

111.

improvements made.

leaving

j

University.

Mr. Everett Libby of Augusta was badly j
hurt at the Universalist church in tins town, j
by a heavy stick of timber falling on his leg J Ai .1 Probate
the Conn tv
while he was at work on the building,
llis
July. A. l».
was broken in two
and be. had to I

leg

places

be carried

on a stretcher to Dr. Taylor's ofwere set by Dr. Taylor and bis assistant. The man was carried
on the cars to his home, in Augusta.

lice, where the bones

j

i

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

1aiirKi//er
THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RELIEVE.

IIZZIE

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

like it.

package. Sold by all grocers.

K 11 MAYo, Administrator of the estate
bee o| M-.in'oe, in
MARY t: 1.11.MORI
A
said Counry >•! \\ aldo, deceased, having presented a petition pray ing that the balance femainiue.
in his hands on settlement, of !n^ Imal aeeount
may he ordered to be distributed among the heir
of said deceased and t he share oi each determined.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy oi tliis
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Rellast. that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Eel last, wi. h in and tor said County, on the .second
Tuesday ot A ugust next. at ten ol tin- lock bctoiv
noon, and show eause.it any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNS!)N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazei.tink, Register.
Sill
ot

At a Probate Court nent at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July A.I>. 181)8.
M. ELLIS. Administratrix of the estate
of JOHN c. ELLIS, late of .Monroe, in said
County of YY aldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that she may he licensed to sell
at pul^io or private sale the whole of certain real
estate belonging to the estate of said deceased,
and fully described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of saiii petitioner should not bo

LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBTHE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
BEARS THE NAME,

GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per

< •■urt held .it BelCmt, w it hin and for
uesdav > f
i>; \\ aldo, on the second
1 8 PS.

<

ACHE,

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
of GRALN-O, the new food drink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it

Bellas-, within and for
the second Tuesday of

At

in

Rev. L. W. Coons, pastor of the Universalist church, received last week from the
St. Lawrence University, N. V., the degree
of Bachelor of Divinity. This honor was
conferred upon him for a special line of
work in German theology, taken up since

at
on

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of CEOROE A. INNES
lure of Searsport. in said County ot Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to bopublished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to he held at
Belfast within and tor said County, on the
Second Tuesday of August next, at ten of tin
•lock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed.
CrK.o. E .JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Haziutink, Register.

time.

Bryant, traveling

held

V

Libby arrived home from Bangor recently, accompanied by Mrs. John
Gerrard of that city, who will be her guest
a

Court

the County of \\ aldo,
July, A. I). 1 S‘J8.

Mrs. H. F.

Prof. H. H.

Probate

At

Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Haskell have had a
week’s trip with ttie Maine Press excursionists to St. John and Halifax.

TRY GRAIN-0!

CASTOniA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

PROBATE NOTICES,

The Universalist people will hold their
meetings in Union hail until they get their
new church completed.
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for allowance.
Ordered, that notice rhevem
weeks .success!VCi\
in tin
lie
printed in Be Haw. in said Conn:,
sons interested ma\ attend ,•.: a !
be held at Belfast, on the
gust next, and show ••au-e, 11
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CKO. E. JohnA true Copv.
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granted.
A true
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GEO. E.
copy.

JOHNSON, Judge.
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Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Register.
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B. M.
Sd„ v:,„
EREAS.
ROBERTS .•!
Springs, in the Comm e Waldo ami State
ol Maine, by bis mortgage deed dati d
vt ntli
p,
day oi May. A. I >. 1875, and rec
do Registry ot Deeds, Book 105. Pag.- ;;<»•.», (•=.]».
veyed to the Belfast .-savings Bank.a e-.rpor.iti..n
established by law at Bella-t, "1 rbe State of
Maim-, a certain parcel of land situated in said
Stockton Springs,
lm
bn-n.erl;. Sto<ktoni in
Po-inty of Waldo and State' ol Maine, bounded
and described a* follows, to wit: Beginning in
west line of Church street, at the southeast coiner of land ot Paul H. Crockett ; them e western
by land of said Cro.-kett and the Blanchard lo: t«‘.
the road leading i-y the house
Mrs. Chen.
thence southerly i.y said road t< W. 1
<,riflin'*
house-lot; thence easterly I>\ said (.rulin'' le.uselot and land said to be owned i.y lk-nry Aim Hive ry, to the west hue of said
hureli *1 reef
h.me.
northerly by 'aid streer to tl e place of beginning,
together with the building- standing thereon, being the same premises then occupied l>\ *aid B.
•M Robert* a* a homestead ; and whereas’t he condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, said Be-fast Savings Bank, by reason ,.j
the breach ol the condition thereof, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this eighteenth dav of ,lulv. A. 1>. is;»s
BEL F A ST SAYLNCS B.\ NK.
1 iy .Jo 11 x H. (p iMiiv, Treasurer.
3w2;»

a
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>:,n
last, on the
fu»KEI KI M. BEKIiY. E>.
ELLEN M EOWEEB, hit.
ty, deceased, having presented in
account of administration o! -,u
lowance.
Ordered. That tu-ri.-e there.u
week- sinve--ivei> :n it.e in-:
printed in Belfast,’in saidC-n n
inter --ted in
att.-nd o
C
held a! Belfast;
the
...d
am
:i
next, and show cause,
saiil account should not be allow.
(iKO K. JOHN
A true copy.
Attest
(Has. P. Hazki,

•*
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Haskell celebrated her 80th
uly 12th.

Mrs. C.

land at about »> c. m.
at Lewis wharf. Belfast, Tuesdays and
at 3.30 i*. m.
Mondays and Th irsdavs

Notice of Foreclosure.

parent of

Probate Court

and show cause if any i!
sameshould not be proven. ap| >•>•
dFo. K.JOII
A true copy. Attest
CllAS. I*. Hazkl

••

Paragraphs.

at a

«

noon,

\t Squirrel Island for Boothbay
Iions
Harbor, Heron Island, Christmas Cove am iVtmi•i!l*d. At Rockland for Ymalhaven, North Haven
and Stoiiington.
At Belfast with Maine ('mitral
Railrmul. and ->u Mondays and Thursday* with
steamer for lslesboro and Castine.
1 AIlKs !ROM l’OKTl.A VI) TO
Squirrel Island.> .75, round trip >1.25
Rockland or Camden
1 ."*0,
r.n
Belfast.
3.50
4.50
Bangor.
Weather permitting
<'.
<»LI YLR, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.
2d

R. M.
,1

appear

Tuesdays and j within and for said Conn:;,
day id August next, at ten

at 8 a. m.
< oiiium

nine-pound boy.
birthday

Port

Lands

$100.

Berdeen is the happy

Portland.

a.

Saturday*

Dr. K. Detclion’s Anti Diuretic
May be worth to you more than slOO if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures
old and young a.ike.
It arrests the trouble
at onee, SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & ('<>.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
i v28

John

t»

Returning—Leave Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at. a. m making above landings. Arriving

Falls fair o’er the face of the dead.

Pittsfield

4 certain instrument, purport!!.
"'ill and testament ot BEBi-.i

OLETON, late of Belfast, m said
do, deceased, having been preset
Ordered, That notice he given
terested by causing a n.],j ,,f n
published three weeks sue’essive
lican Journal, printed at Bellas*

m.
Touching at Squirrel
l-laiid, Rockland, < amdci), Nortliport. Bella*! and Bucksport. arriving at P.angoratT r.M.
at

NEW YORK CITY.

*»■

Steamer SALACIA
leaves Franklin wharf

STREET.

At a Probate Court he 1.1 at Belfast
the Countv of Waldo, on the
July, A. 1). 18J8.

Coniiueuciug Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

parts the sweet lips Softly,
A sigh and the soul has tied,

And the

7T MURRAY

PORTLAND AND BANGOR.

wheelman’s tool bag isn’t complete
without a bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. Heals cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
Monarch over pain.
A

Bear, the

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

Maine Coast Navigation Co.

from all
Medical News, in a recent article on the
camp says: Regiments, like the First Maine
and the Wisconsin troops, which came with
good camp cooks, drawn from the lumber
camps, who could properly prepare the
rations, have had little or no trouble
with their food, but some of the regiments
from other States, mainly recruited from
small towns, have had much to contend
with in this respect.

compliments

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

A smile

Yokohama; spoken,

Tarpon Bay.

W

shall unfold to thee

rapturous look of gladness
Dawns bright o’er the fair young face

BARKS.

Georgia Gilkey,

soon

more

“I hear thee, my angel mother,
And thy dear face I soon shall
see;
For our Father in mercy will take me,
To my heavenly home with thee.”

June 13, lat 7 S, Ion 28 W.
E B Sutton, E I. Carver, arrived at Honolulu June 20 from Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Shangbae June 14 loading for New York
Emily Reed, I» C Nichols, arrived at Zan-

Alice Reed, Alausou Ford, arrived at
Weymouth, N S June 80 from Providence.
C P. Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
Natal Juiy 12 from New Yura.
Edward May, sailed from Vladivostok
July 8 for Port Angeles.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
Auckland, N Z, May 23 for New York.
Harriet S Jackson, cleared from Balti-

Bov

Always
OF

THE'SIGNATURE

BEARS

Of the maiden kneeling so lowly,
In her innocent beauty and grace.

SHIPS.

June 4 for

“The Kind You Have

and

And the eyes of thy soul shall see
clearly,
The splendors no tongue can tell
The gleam of the crystal river
And the bloom of the asphodel.”

Vessels

zibar June 4 from New York.
Gov Robie. B. F. Colcord, sailed from New
York April 7 for llong Kong; spoken .May
22, lat 58 S, Ion 80 W.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
New York Juiy 17 from Honolulu.
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New
York April PI for Hong Kong; spoken April
27, lat 8b 25 N. Ion 40 48 W.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Hong Kong June s from New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at Hiogo May 31
for New York
P uitan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R I) Rice, Carver, arrived at San Francisco
July 8 from New York.
Reaper. O C Young, arrived at Sail Francisco April 23 from Philadelphia.
R R Thomas, (' G Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong May 25 for New York.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, arrived at Boston
July 18 from Singapore.
S I> Carletou, Amsbury, cleared from New
York July 8 for Hong Kong.
St Paul, .F W Treat, sailed from New York
March 20 for Japan.
^t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived a: San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
llong Kong May 12 from New York: in purl
May 28.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, .-leared
from Philadelphia July 0 for Portland, O.,
Win H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Yokahaina June 30 from New York.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York April 20 for Shanghai
W J Rotcii, Sewaii X Lancaster, sailed
from Seattle June 4 for New York.

••

glorious beauty,
In a city where all is light;
Where there is no gloom or sadness,
And where never is known a
night.

A

more

there

Vet

A rarer,

Women love a clear, healthy complexion.
Pure blood makes it.
Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.

10 for

endanger the life of your child by
substitute
which some drumpst may
cheap
he
makes
a few more
(because
pennies on hi,
of
which
even
he
does
not know.
yredients

Though the beauty of bud ami blossom,
Ami the glory of land ami sea
Are sealed to thine earthly vision,

years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best,
remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, aud
take no other kind.

May

a

not

pain that thou bearest,
Ali the anguish and fear and smart.

fifty

New York

-c3j..

a

heart;

f or Over Fifty fears.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
At inslow’s
.SoothingSyrup has linen used for

/

Do Not Be Deceived.
Do

Ami

^x

Water

^

a

sorrow

on

—

■

agonized prayer!

from out the silence
mystical voice so sweet.
“My child, lay thy life’s sad burden
At the crucified Saviour’s feet

For

the same

bear

_

and

Comes

All the

Deep

shadows,
see

Grant me, I pray Thee, my vision,
That I yet once again may see
The faces so true and tender,
And the beauty of ocean and lea.
A

new

the fac-simile signature of
wm
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been u
the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
y
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see tin:
the kind you have always bought
and has the signature of
per. No one has authority from me to use my mum
The Centaur Company, of which Ckas. 11. Fletcher is Ft
March 24,1898.
/?

But in vain, all is gloom and darkness!
And my heart and my soul
despair!
Oh, Father iu infinite mercy,

mebby

originator cf “CASTORIA,”

the

has home' and does

One gleam of the earth’s fair
beauty.
That is sealed forever to me.

some

of

I, DR. SAMUEL PiTCHER, of Hyannis, Massac!::
was

Never again see the faces
Of the friends that I love so well ?
Ah, God! how such darkness presses,
Only those who are blind can tell.

bravely.

Register

To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
CASTORIA," w
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

Can it be that again I shall never
See the flowers with their rainbow
dyes ?
The green of the trees about me,
Or the blue of the summer skies?

“Slioli,” said Mrs. Baxter, with a
pleased twinkle of her black eyes, “you

over

Thee.

me, oh merciful Saviour!
For Thou and Thou only canst know
The weight of my awful affliction,
Or the depth of my terrible woe.

—

me

AN OPEN LETTEp

darkness,

I turn to

Help

—

don’t tell

helpless

And

1
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under the Insolvent Law
and for a certificate then
upon the same is ordered i*
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News and Notes.

,ferar>

Kansas wit and huhor.

be Solved in the
by the English expert,
in an article which
July 30 reproduces.

News Notes.

Mcnis to
..

Work is being rushed
[From the Atchison Globe.]
the various navy yards.
cured ham sounds better than it

tastes.

nportant question of
men

■

Some people only have
they get sick.

for domestic life

Mary Heberts Smith

a

A cheap woman’s way of
is to pity his wife.

Miilar Science Monthly
smith shows that a
nst as desirable and as
in domestic life as
;;:i’ 1

A

r.iim School is the
Henderson’s third
appear in Appleton’s
ntlily for August. Its
.Mil some of its dangers,
:al adoption throughs m important means of
lined out.

man

leaves
No

a

a man

Col. William J. Bryan’s Nebraska
regiis ready for service,
j
Good rains throughout
Virginia insure a
full crop of tobacco iu that State.

calling,

Guited States Senator
Kenney is ou trial
for alleged
complicity in a bank robbery.

abusing

Dry weather lias nearly destroyed the
grape crop in some sections of California.

looks live years younger when lie
barber shop.

W eylermay be prosecuted
by the Spanish
Government for his comments on the war.

is a thoroughbred unless he
owns two umbrellas.
man

Needy
teers

The devil is a good deal more watchful
at a picnic than the chaperon.

The 1st New York Regiment of Volunteers lias been selected for garrison duty
at Honolulu.

There is nothing more ridiculous than
old person trying to act young.

k's delightful romance
in" is concluded in the
Harper’s Bazar. The
novelist has added to his
hat is possible, by this
if Highland life.
Its
in the Bazar,
will be
well’s new story, entitled
which will ruu during
the year, beginning in
.u

This is tiic season when a man realizes
what little satisfaction there is in getting
mad at a fly.

When you call oil anyone, aud he
where did you come from,”
not glad to see you.
It is a pretty safe rule to go by
wlieu all the papers dou't refer to a
as prominent, that lie is.

entertaining story of
y Augusta’s Price,” is

M m
■}.«• issue

of the Youth's
the week of July 21st.
:_htful stories for young
■f Brewer, and has reland Brunswick, besides
Portland.
A volume of
mg the title “Billberry
as just come from the
i Publishing Co., Bos-

largely

a

that
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Vo cutting < peration,
detention from daily
duties.
no
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has been done to
the Isthmus of Tehaun-

We guarantee
in

35c.

Orders have been received at the
navy

II

Abe last of the monuments erected in
C’hickamauga Park has just been dedicated,
It is to the
memory of Wisconsin
soldiers.

The
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or-
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A destructive storm of wind,
lightning
bail passed over part of Berks
County,
Bit., on Saturday. Thousands of panes
ot glass were broken, fruit trees
stripped,
crops leveled aud grain stacks scattered.
On one farm eight cows were killed bv

ir.r
hlvil I

Y

Opera!ing Surgeon
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The Nebraska State Board of Agriculreports this year's wheat crop one of
j the heaviest evei raised in the State. The
yield will exceed lAO,000,000 bushels, and
the grain is sound and of excellent
quality.
Corn is also in splendid condition aud an
immense yield is anticipated.

FMiSALF hi I*. II. MOODY.

1

v
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in

Proposals

Lake-

-Xsalt rheum, dyspepsia and other diseases due to impure blood

cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Barnes,

entitled “The

Bloekaders,” opens tlie
Harper’s Bound Table for
Joseph II. Adams’s directions

number of

terest

a

house-raft will prove of in-

and value

to many,
being fully
illustrated by pictures and working plans.
The issue also includes the winning story
of tlie recent “Short Story Competition,”

further instalments of “The Adventurers”
and “The Copper Princess,” and the
usual variety of entertaining fiction and
instructive articles. Suiting the paper to
the season, the proprietors are making
the attractive offer of a summer subscription of three months for twenty-five
cents, which will undoubtedly attract
considerable attention.
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler's Extract
of
Wild
Strawberry. Cures dysentery,
diarrhoea, seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to
take. Perfectly harmless.

■

Tht

ACTS AT ONCE !
same

wonderful

properties that render

TRUE’S vXSm ELIXIR

highlyeffiencioas in expelling wormsfrom the
system make it a IVrlVct Itlood I’uiilur.
It expels all waste and poisonous matter,
leaving the blood rieh and pure.
cents,
Ask your druggist for it.
l>r, J, b. T|{| |-: tV HI., Auburn,

s<>

“‘T‘

,

Fine farm in Nortliport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy

40tf

terms.

x'x
VX

,

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS.

And all kinds of

x'x
ViT

Legal Printing
7tt

NOTICE.
:

The subscriber desires
hat he has leaseiUhe

inform

:

the

public

MOTEL MAINE
Freedom and the sane- hi- m-eu recently and
thoroughly renovated, and lias been ret iruishod
witli new furniture, and be '■■o'>ntident the
stained in the
high reputation tlii- Hotel has
t.: me.
past u ill be maintained it.
of

■

■

The traveling public and t<
;sts will find here
11: ribmitheir comfort
every thing which can
and hapi>iness. Those who desire to take a sum■

mer vacation will find this
pleasant and did c_ ht! ul v 111

>nro| tile most
pina
t m- uteri*»r of
u
Waldo county
There is goon iM
mi the lake
a short ilista n<e t roin the vii aue and
perhaps the
be -t trout tishing in the gra\d!y brooks which
abound in tliis section that can he tound any
wliere this side o| Aroostook e■ i.i.;
Now let me say to tin* obi pat: n- •>; tin- lot el,
come and see it
M««t*• Maim li.iesi t still -c! a
good table, have clean beds and ”ive you council s treatment. Lome and >ee.
■

■

WILLARD W. RICH, Proprietor.

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

Duck, Cordage, Paints, ,tc.
No. 13

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
no

as

AND DEALERS IN

the BEST

Immediate relief, no danger,

J. W. Frederick & Co.,

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,

Th®m
iLnUILO
aniPQ«4av®Used
Recommend as
DR. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

to

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

HILL,

Miller St., Belfast

Always Bought

JOB PRINTERS,
Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

Newton $. Lord k Go.

M. C.

The Kind You Have

Burgess Press,

_v

...

Children.

Itf

neatly and promptly done.

...

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and

The

for Sewers.

o’clock
m., for the construction of the following
described sewers and all materials therefor, or so
much of them as may lie determined by said committee
► Cedar street, from Drove to Park, 390 feet, 1
manhole. Cedar street, ftom Drove ?«.end somli'.,
35o feet. Congress street, from near Park to end
'.north), about (515 feet, 2 manholes. Congress
street, from Dro\<- to end (south', about 25o feet.
Park street, fiotn Cedar to end. 375 feet, 1 manhole. Charles street, from Park to end .-■.u111
250 feet. Main street, from < 'll 11 r<-Ii to Congress.
1 280 feet, 2 uiunlioie?Sewers to he laid in mo..rdar.ee with the plans
of Wheeler A. park?., which plans, together with
the specifications, max m- seen a tii.-Ciiv Clerk’s
otliee.
Th't* Citv Couin-i! reserve* the right to accept
anv one of the proposal* or t.- r- je.-r ill
CLAKEN( i: 1 >. PDi »K.
Chainnan C"iiiin:itiy m Sewei*.
Belfast. Julv 19, ls-.is.
2w29

Scrofula, hip disease,

August.
for building

LOHJSi

TELEPHONE 4-2.

proposals endorsed “Proposals for constructing sewers” and addressed t<> the City Clerk.
Belfast, will lie received by the committc- on sewers of Belfast, until Monday. August 1, 1898, at f>

improvement

lames

.

p

Sealed

Me.

by

.if

XX, XX, XT Front >tlic/fost, Me•

Dated this 21st day of Julv, A. D. 189.8.
3w30
SAM TEL <L NORTON, .Sheriff.

human, mange on horses, dogs
and all stock, cured in JO minutes by Wool*
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never fails.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggist, Bel-

naval story

-^a!j

of

.1

Blacksmith

noon.

on

timely

tin

Anthracite and

.-

field, Ontario, in her 07th year, having
maintained literary activity for more than
eighty years, and exhibiting in her old
age a bright and keen interest in all that

A

Iinj>ori(‘rs
IX* tiers in rlu*

><

living author in her Majesty’s dominions, Mrs. Catherine Parr
is
now
Traill,
living in rather straitened

are

GROOEP* ES„

WALDO >S.

.-

The oldest

fast,

SEtOSand

Taken this 21 *t day ot duly, A. D. 1 sax. hi ex.eution dated duly li'.ti A. i». is*is. i<<n.-,t ..n
judgment rendered by tin* Supreme dn.iii-i.il ( mirt
for the Colliny of \\ 11 d>a; a term
I -;iid
ir
the
hegun aim ludden at Belfast, wit!.in an 1
County of Wa’do.oiit ue third Tm-xlcy "1 Ain',
A. I >. 1 898, on tin* loth da\ ot the tern heim_ 1
30th day of April. A. I). 1898. in fa\<
d I,
I
Mason of said Bel last. collector of ta\«— t
city of Belfast; in said County, foi the yeat
and against the land and buildings known a- th>Crosby Inn. between Main and Franklin sir--. :-,
being Lot 1. Div. 87. contain ing ma- and e
eighth acres, situated in said I '.»• 11 a i, for the >um
of three hundred and six dollar?., d« b: or damage,
add twenty-seven dollars and six.cents cost ot sui;.
and will be sold at public auction. t<> the highest
bidder, at tlie otliee of <Jeo. E .lohnson in Beiiast.
in said County, on Wednesday, the 31st day .d
August, A. D. 1898, at nine o’clock in the tonnoon, the above described real estate, to wit: Tinland and buildings known as the Crosby Inn. between Main and Franklin streets, being Lot 1, Div.
37, containing one and one eighth acres, situated
in said Belfast; the same having been attached on
the original writ in the same suit on the 30th day
of July, A. D. 1890, at six o’clock in the after-

of Cedar Creek
Crown Point, ImL, has
just celebrated his 105th birthday, aud is
still strong aud active and in
good health.
Not a day passes that lie does not share
in the light work around his son’s farm
and when not engaged in this he
spends
his time in grubbing trees.
IIis only
wish is that Le may live to be 110
years
old.

Itch

Yachting
Canoeing

Sheriff's Sale.

Surprise

makes for the welfare aud
of her race and country.

Hunting
Camping

Trap and
Target
Shooting

Nature

SAIAE OF .MAINE.

near

at

Fishing

'.^ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

large letters “May success and a glorious victory attend
you, Brother Americans, in your just cause of humanity, is
every true Englishman’s wish. Success
to the stars and stripes. J. \Y. L."

home

FEED,

The Dog

Travel
Adventure

>

A case of goods received hi New York
recently from Liverpool, England, had

her

i\

i-;:s

works on outdoor ‘ports. Send for our free illus-ks.
trated catak yue of
FOREST AM) STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
340 Bruudwav Nov York.

1 lie highest honors at the eommenceexercises of the Kansas City ( ollege
of Pharmacy were conferred upon a
young
woman graduate.
Slit? was Miss Harriet
Bent on, of Odessa, Mo. She received a
diploma, and also a gold medal, which
was the first
prize for the highest grade
in all the branches taught at the college.

at
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<

ment

circumstances

s

...Til i

Forest and Stream i> h autifullv illustrnted journal. dcvoiml t the sp"N t the
field an.; tliee w< -i:t m i:v_- in n;en and wnmai
of a healthy inlet 1 in outdoor recreation.
Weekly, 12 pay- term'.
_p«-r ; •\vr; $2 for
t-. a copy.
six monii s.
Sample fiee.
We are the i.o ye>t A mere an pubii-hers of

ture

Uncle Peter

~

;

CRAIW,

!

Township,

>
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lightning.

it

effected.

E

and

on

1 iuvesti-

;

]v

M-.

Ic i to Constnr

Ollicials of the Treasury Department!
report that the entire war bond issue oi
$200,000,000 has been taken by the people
in small amounts, and that" the
money
sharks have been balked in their intrigues
to secure bonds by fraudulent means.

message written

au

already

Consultation and examination free.

gans

Manhood,

ic;

meteoric stone weighing four tons fell
on a warehouse in Flume,
Austria, and set
it on lire.
The stone crashed thro igh the
house and was found buried in the eellai.

following

cal!

to

cures

SucTi CIS

A

the

>

-r:>

a ?

all n
;; diseases ot
i:

Over ;>

v

nerve

i

c

greet

J

4-

Ex-Senator Don Cameron of
Pennsyl vania lias oiferen tii Lin* government for a
military hospital the fiee use of his line
estate on the Ninth Carolina coast.

uate.

II

Omaha union printers who
go to war
will have theii dues
remitted, and if
.$•_>
a
week
will
married,
be given their
families.

rare

case we

plete.
Physicians invited

a

|

sota.

a

accept for tiva: meut, and
money is required until cure is com-

every

110

bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

earthquake shocks.

yard. Charlestown, Mass.. to expend $10,OHO in repairs
upon the old frigate Mini e-

1

YOUfiTRUSSaWH

Of Men, Women and
the

Ki.N'I. Me.
I have taken y nir
L. i.
Atwood’s Hitter', and ean ■.
ana in!
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.

damage
on

I

children, cured by
Fidelity Method.

She Knows front experience

At Dawson City, Klondike, the
price of
flour has fallen from
to $S a sack, and
dust
is
gold
selling ay si.') an ounce.

■

is^ Catarrh.

sell it by t ic bottle.
Druggists by the glass. Get the Genuine.

Rancor. Me.
Dear Sirs,
I have tvoannirnded
T. IV' Hi;;. is
»r 1 >\ -y ]■■-is.
your
and shall aiway- d
..

The eight public bath houses in Philawere patronized last week In- 230
SO.) men, women and children.

Considerable

nerves it overcomes

A11 Grocers

"

She recoimtienas

delphia

mountain towns

part of a picis delicious,

it

Mattawamki-ac, Me.
I hav
i
L. ] /' Hitters
Sirs,
for twenty years. They are ilk- most
salable bitters we have in the >; >iv.
t. no. \Y. Smith.

The uext point of attack on
Spanish territory will be Porto Rico. Gen. Miles and
a
force
are
there.
large
going

.•

j

by nourishing the

as

THROW

twenty thousand ex-Confederate soldiers held a reunion at
Atlanta, Ga.
from July 20 to 23, inclusive.

■

■

enjoyable
healthful

as

Re Sells “C.T.”

A ship load of Irish sod has
just arrived
in Philadelphia.
It is consigned to an
Irish fair iu San Francisco.

mau

by
Fat,- lias awnnled a strangely incongruous fame to tlie
peaceful little town of Sanand
•The 1 and Chief
tiago, whirl, has been slumbering so long on tbe southern coast of Cuba.
'J’he scene
!
Marriott Watson. Mr. ('t
Whenever we want to get cooled, we
the Inst eni ountei of .Vnterieau troops with tile1 soldiers
t Spain is a spot ,,,
>iie\ contributes an inwaik into a room where a pair of lovers
eharacteristic tropical beauty, with wooded hills
the placid water* of the
ti t
reminiscences
and
surrounding
are
sitting, and take a chair, and sit a
harbor, and a typically lazy village resting at the head of the ba\
Hamer’* Weekly
Gladstone, and a valu- lias
scoured a charming photograph of a view of the town and harbor from one of the while.
•'stive estimate of the j
a
reproduction of this picture is an attractive feature of tile
1km't forget that worry kills as surely
i'.ire ot' Wales is con- j neighboring heights:
issue of July dtl).
as consumption.
The ouly difference is
aitiele entitled “If the
tha' you ,'.;!n break yourself of the worn*
heated."
The number t
habit.
Waldo County Crop Reports.
I'lie Convict System in j
A Remarkable Year.
1'neler the j
I ten Bonsai;
It a father calls his
twelve-year-old
I
>
-.1 iiit
rand < anon."
l-.\j>ort* I
by 1. j [From tlie Board of Agriculture
Import- bv !*<>!.*».‘‘Jiild ai nine o'clock at night, and asks
Bulletin.]
‘i04.
Mor.
and tin < uneluding I
i'ii.
..old I inpori a! ion* Tlian ti.at lie
to
go
bed, some people' call it a
\\ .vi.i*«• Station,
r.v.-i lirlon.
it is no use trying
\il < ounlii.-* ol tin- World
en's Coi mw.'' by Ileury j
‘roast.
I'ai.l Tribute to I nileil s?;il«\-.
Three short stories, in t" fiiiin without stock, and good stock
I’v the time a man gets a few dollars
already mentioned, the j toast be kept in order to get pay for feed
Washington. July 17.
The record of saved
>s. am! an
abundance of j and care.
up t.*j his oid age. lie is told that
This locality mows very little tliis most rein a liable
year in the com- l!l> daugkiei lias talents which should be
eomj'li o- a ]>articu- hay that selis for the highest price in the
merce of tlu- United
mimbei ot tliis famous
States, which lias cultivated.
I market; but a good quaiity for feeding jest been
complete.! by the bureau of stai lie linen pants the men are
The raising of
purposes is easily mown.
wearing
vows for
becomes especially interesting are mole comfortable than shirt waists,
the western market has been tistics,
:•
ii iiie Wheelei in the
lor
the
business
reason
for
several
that
there
are
no
when
corsets
iscnsses tin* world ques- \ good
years.
Dairycompared-with that of preceding
pressing upon our at- ing has also been, and is now, a good | years. Not <»uh does the year's record, uni er them.
business
monsiiates that until le>elling cream is the best way j
1 is veiy creditable in so
many women
of disposing of the product for us.
Our surpass that of any previous year in the in
ft the world that has
the United States taking up lfed Cross
d attention was limited pastures are not good enough to carry | total exportations and the exports of woi k; the
costume isn't becoming to any
■as of
the conquests of beef cattle enough for a business, and we j manufactured articles, but for the first one over sixteen.
:eat.
India and China to could hardly afford to feed eight or ten
time iu the history of the country the ex\\ lieu there is
re practically
unknown months from the barn, as we do our dairy
company, the boy of the
The gi eat interests em- stock, unless the price of beef goes above ports are twice as great as the imports, 1 a mi ly usually says something that results
ami exports of manufactures exceed the in his mother giving him a flag raisiug as
named the Ncarei World present prices.
[J. (». Harding.
soon as the
Monkhk.
To the average farmer, there
a ere
centered aiound tue
company has gone.
imports of manufacture
Sea.
Suddenly and re- is no question of more importance than
It is easier to open a can of corn than
i’lie
value
of
the
of
the
that of how best to convert the raw prodexportations
ecu changed, the centre of
to prepare a dozen ears of fresh corn. For
ucts of
the farm into cash or its equi- li cal year. 1898, is more than seven times
;i shitted from the H’.gean
tl*is reason, some women
argue that the
valent.
Some
form
of
stock
must
that of 1897), four times as much as in canned
>-*a.
From the Nearer
keeping
corn is “better” for
you.
-: ilted !■• the (Heat World, ! be adopted by most farmers in Maine, who
twice as much as in 1877, <30 per
1809,
A woman lias a
is th.« transition of more i wish to be successful in their business.
instinct
terribly
strong
!umlamental importance The kind ot stock to keep must depend cent, more than in 1n*7, 20 per cent, in in an affair of the heart. If she could use
excess of the great commercial year of the same
genius in ferreting out murder•pie of the United States, on circumstances and can only be decided 1892 aud
8180,000.000 more than the crs, she would soon be a bondholder.
by each individual fur himself. It seems !
•1:i\ and involuntarily find
.-session of the key of the to me that dairying has been pushed to ! greatest year of our export trade—1897.
Doctors keep a rich sick man alive longThe balance of trade in our favor is
the neglect of other tines of work.
Net !
-sor Wheelei analyzes all
er t han a
poor one, but that is the only
; more than double that of any previous
’lent races, ami finds in the returns are what count, and a large in
difference.
Doth die when they get good
e
element- of final mas- come hum cows, that is mostly sent West | year, and nearly equal to that of the past
ami
and
the poor man’s doctor bill is
bvc
sick,
The net importafor iced, is no measure of a man's suceess.
years combined.
own share in vvhat is to
tions of gold exceed those of any pre- less.
/■•vu’> as, we The man who grows beef, wool and mutton, i
which.
ceding year in the history of the country,
It is a great pity that Uncle Sam didn’t
or beemie an American j may not get so large gross returns, but he
< ome out on
a ins that we must be true : is very apt to
top in the long the total gold imports in excess of exports put a revenue stamp on kisses, and make
1
for
the
full
inrun.
it
hills
being
would
seem
as
the
year *104,987),279,
though
our past, that character ;
Silly Hilling cost the young men more. It
and valleys of Maine should be made to cluding coin, bullion and ore, while no already costs the
ms as in individuals, that
girls more than they can
j
j
moie sheep and steeis, as well as \ preceding year ever reached the *100,000,ever pay.
suppoit
and
made
but
unfolded,
|
j cows, than
000 line iu net imports of gold.
aie now doing.
they
.sheep
tl
e
can
we
past
-tauding
A man who works hard all day
1
When to this is added the fact that the
pays a
!
an
iiitei pret and serve aie good seavengeis and every pastme
i
impoits of merchandise of the year are great deal of attention to what he'will
| will be bettei if it is pastured iu part with j less
have
to eat at night.
He
than
iu
hasn’t
had
his
since
and
with
them.
C.
Dow.
any year
1887,
[Enoch
!
idents oil t he coast of I
|
m: \kswont.
The large amount of hay | this single exception less than in any appetite spoiled by any pink teas or
last
will
make
|
fortnight
from last years crop yet in farmers’ hands, 1 year since 1879, it becomes apparent that luncheons.
n* future histories
of the
and the bounteous yield promised the i the record of the fiscal year 1808 is an al- I
An Atchison woman wasn’t satisfied
o
like a romance. The
j*
with the j together unusual one.
mlil she had married her
present season, taken
daughter in
iy lighting on the Santiago limited outlet and low together
The
balance of trade in our favor iu the several st ations
juices, bring stock
above her, and now the
mtiy of Hobson and his
of some kind to the front, as year under consideration is 8917,279,024, girl’s father is heart broken because lie
husbandry
despairing dash to almost one of the most
important questions that against 8289,293,144 in 1897, 8294.991,(389 has a son-in-law who snubs him.
t ion -no more sensational
j
a Maine fai met' lias to consider.
Although in 1879, 8279,712,718 iu 1881, *277,814,294
ents
than
these
could
well
\
iu 1878, *287,147,1170 in 1894 and
in addition to the loug lists of heroes to
no class of stock seems to present to the
8-02.877,I
Among the many pictur- average fanner a chance for
large re- 989 in 1892, while no other year, except be honored, aon’t forget the farmer who
.'s connected
with
the
dej
muneration for the raising, still, after these mentioned, ever reached the 8200.- has stuck so faithfully to his harvest field
be Spanish lleet, the heroic
(
the expense and waste of 000,000 line in its balance of trade, or that he doesn’t know yet that a lot more
med by Lieut-Commander deducting
\
marketing, and the value of the manure, “excess of exports over imports’’ as it is Spaniards have registered in hell.
will long be remembered,
j
when led on the farm, from the price re- termed by the official reports of the buwas executive officer of the
j
A woman writes this office to ask what
ceived in the market, it leaves the net reau of statistics.
|
tragic night in the harbor value of his hay in the barn or stable so
Indeed, it is only since 1877 that the her 15-year-old boy is to do in the evenhe was recently placed in
She says that if be bums around
small that it would leaVe a question iu my balance of trade has been as a rule in our ings.
From 1791 to 1870 there were but witli other boys lie gets tough, and if lie
mind whether or not almost auy class of favor.
calls
on
a
young girl, he gets tender, and
stock, handled with reasonable intelli- 10 occasions in which the exports of the
I am not in year exceeded the imports. Since that the result is more fatal. What is the matgence, might not pay better.
ter
with
the
the
balance
however,
of
trade
has
a
to
with
in
time,
boy going to bed?
position
speak
authority
regard to the best paying stock to raise; beeu almost constantly in our f ivor, only
The
world is full of trouble for the
but should judge that it would largely three years, 1888, 1889 and 1898. showing
women.
An Atchison man noticed that a
depend upon the knowledge, taste and an excess of imports of merchandise over
young lady looked pale and distressed
situation of the different persons.
One our exports.
1 he excess of imports over exports in this morning, and asked her if she was
important thing to take into consideration
sick.
She replied that she was
when deciding upon the variety of stock the 85 years prior to 1870 was §2.215,404,
perfectly
to raise, is to select such as always have
010, while the excess of exports over im- well, but she was worrying for fear a new
a ready market, and iu that class come
ports since that time have been $3,191,- shir waist she had put in the wash might
Thus the centennial year seems fade.
cows, as there always seems to be a ready 208,300.
salt* tor tlie right class ot cows, to be to have been a
turning point in our
n here
is a cooler at this oltice iu which
shipped out of the State; but iu order to commercial relations with other parts ot tli 3 “John" of the ofliee
every morning
the
world.
prosper in this enterprise, one must be .so
a
piece of ice. Fully three people
In the 85 years prior to that date the puts
situated that he can do a certain amount
every morning step to the cooler to get a
of dairying iu some of its forms.
Sheep, balance of trade was almost constantly (iiina and grumble because the
boy'didn't
when one is properly situated, is another against us, but since that time has been
water in the cooler, and walk
class that, in my judgment, it would pay almost constantly in our favor. The ex- ! put any
without getting a drink. The fourth
away
better to feed than to sell hay at present cess of imports over exports in the 85
person puts the water iu.
prices, and lambs and wool are always years prior to 187'* having been §2,215,- \
A\:j: It AVaIjnVRIGHT
saleable.
404,010 and the excess of exports over ! Mrs. Lysunder John
[Otis 1). Wilson.
Appleton is the
''h. J. r. Morgan’s yacht
Mouiuli,. There are specialties iu farm- imports in the 23 years since the begin- I
chaperon at more parties than any other
>d t<« a fighting boat and ing by which men attain a good degree of ning of that year having been §3,191,208,- woman in
Atchison.
Mrs. Appleton will
tester.
When ( ervora's success financially, without any attempt 2.00. Agricultural productions, of course, leave her dishes in the
pan to go off to a
i
boat destroyers came in to keep stock for profit or to keep up the form a very large proportion, 71 per cent, j
ami sit on the damp ground, and
Vet when we of the exportations of this greatest year i picnic,
L
the (ilouees- fertility of their farms.
on July
Miiile indulgently at
young people who go
* ai at full
oil by themselves to flirt.
speed and whip- come to consider the State as a whole, the in the history of our commerce.
It is an easy
A comparison of the exports of 1898
although the little Ameri- crops we raise, and the methods employed
way to get the reputation of being a lovely
the same time under the in producing them, it seems to me that with those of 1888 shows an increase of character.
At the dances, the boys dance
<■ batteries and the
[i.
guns of stock husbandry must ever be iu the mind practically 100 per cent, in that period, with her occasi
and her heart nearIn tiie total for 1888 being §095,954,507, ly flutters out ofmally,
The c ulmination ot Wain- of the farmer who hopes for success.
kher corset.
ti
nisliiug fearlessness was this section of the country there are some against §1,231,311,809. This extension of
lie actually engaged the big very nice steers, which have matured into our export trade has been in all parts of
I
Widow’s Island Hospital.
"'T. and maintained the acprofitable beef at two and three years of the world, but especially with the distant
ported by our men-of-war. age, which shows what can be done iu the points and with those countries and conThe talk of bringing to Widow’s Island
f
"f Lieutenant-Commander line of beef raising.
Sheep, just now', tinents which but a decade ago purchased
and a picture of his ship are are in favor with many farmers, and there but little of our productions. Compared the soldiers who contract the yellow fever
iu Cuba, has been the first news to
be issue of Harper’s Week- is no doubt but that raising lambs and with 10 years ago the figures are:
many
1898.
mutton and wool for market is
better
Country.
1888.
Maine people that such an island existed
§ 17,000,000
than selling hay.
But I believe that, Africa.$ 3.000,000
Japan.
21,000,0(0 off the coast. The island is situated in
4,000,000
discouraging as the dairy outlook often China. 4,500,000
10,000,000
5,000 000 Penobscot bay and lies between North
500,0610
is, there is nothing like a good butter Austria-Hungary.
47,000,000 Haven and
Belgium.
10,000,000
when
handled
to
cow,
rightly,
Vinalhaven at the eastern end
put money Denmark. 3,000,000
12,000,000
into the farmer’s pocket and fertility into Netherlands.
Catarrh of the stomIt is an
65,000,000 of Fox Island Thoroughfare.
16,000.(00
ach often manifests ithis acres, improve liis pasturage, and, France. 40,000,000
100,u00,000 ideal location for the treatment of the sick
Germany.
150,000,000 sMdiers. The island is about half a
56,500,000
w liat is better still, make tlie farmer himself in the form of indimile
British X. America.
85,000,000
38,000,000
self a kind-hearted citizen.
gestion. Pe-ru-na cures
[Daniel O. United Kingdom. 362,000.000
540,000,0(H) long by a fourth wide, and there is a fine
such troubles.
brick hospital upon it which was erected
Bowen.
“For several years
Freedom. Stock raising is very importsome years
ago when the epidemic of yelCASTORIA.
I was troubled with inlow fever w'as feared in the
ant to farmers, and should be more carenavy. As yelKind
You
Have
a
low
locked
after.
It
is
the
Always
Bought
Bears
the
digestion, an increase
fever
fully
only way
.^Thu
germs do not thrive in a cool
of arid in the stomach,
farmer can keep up his farm and make it
climate it is safe to say that they will
1
I do not know what branches are
ueaciacne, loss oi appepay.
quickly be exterminated by the pure and
i:-.. ■ZZir?e8*i and almost complete
best adapted to Maine, but I think in the
refreshing air of Penobscot bay. No one
the
left
arm.
TookPe-ru-na.
next few years beef will pay the best, as
;
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at knows just when the first consignment of
ea cured me.
I
cannot
we
cattle.
have
;*i„
one’s vitals couldn’t be much worse than the invalids will arrive, but it will
praise
good pastures for young
probably
tr \Mrs. N. K. Brown, AlexanFor wintering cattle we should raise corn tortures of itching piles. Yet there’s a cure. be in the course of a week or two,
if, inkold by all druggists.
Doan’s
Ointment
never
fails.
and mixed feeds.
S.
Johnson.
[C.
deed, they come at all.
—

for

fcttiiTIlC

Experiments made iu the irrigated parts
of California and Arizona show that
good
dates can be raised there.

When a woman begins to talk of her
“sphere." look out for .in increased interest' in politics, and less interest in cooking.

! IRITIS IT CONSUL

It is

nic.

®

When a woman tells a hired girl story
to bei company, they wonder liow often
her husband has been compelled to hear
it.
rri.A

Is the most

it

The President is confronted
by a delicate
question, whether Schley or Sampson
should be promoted first.

I lie people who have relatives in the
Klondike have moved onto the alley until
those who have kin in the army subside.

SANTIAGO It:

200,000.

The Pope has been warned
by his physicians that heart disease
may cause his
death at any moment.

hunts up a reporter these
days, it is to tell him that he is kin to
Dewey. Sampson, Shatter or Hobson.

variety, brilliancy,

works ot notion are notI--, August number of
1
lit*
■•rile Munster."

says,
lie is

People who pet dogs at this seasou,
yearn to get off by themselves shortly
afterward, in order to scratch.
When

as

The output of gold iu the
Klondike,
is estimated at Dawson, will exceed
000,000 this year.

When a fourteen-year-old girl is foolish,
her mother is abused, but after she is
seventeen, the girl is abused.

a

Estimates as to the necessary
strength
the regular army after the war run’as

high

There are women eugaged iu sewing for
the soldiers whose husbands have to buy
their pajamas ready made.

contains a group of
sketches of unusual
The quaint drollery
All-Cby: the Kipling:-s of Morgan Kobertson,
oatlios of Mrs. Earle’s
and H. V. Wliitmarsh’s
the rollicking humor and
ation of Florence Ingeri.ulore, produce a combihiihii

of

The farther a man goes into the country these days, the further he gets from
fly screens and ice.

“Hello,

families of Pennsylvania volunpetitioning Gov. Hastings for re-

are

lief.

an

is

all vessels at-

ment

vacation when

The younger the boys who go
the later they stay.

professions.

August

ou

Honey

Front St

,

Belfast, Me.

SUBSCRIBE

pain.

Used for years by leading specialists. __.
monials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. AH Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.

KINS MEDICINE CO.. 3o« 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
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Remember
if you are dissatisfied with the size
of piece or with the qualify of the
tobacco
are usinOyou
chewing

and

worth.
moneys
you’ll get your

Ax
is larger
battle
of
piece
than the 10 cent piece of any other
brand of the same high quality and is
the largest niece of really good chewinO tobacco that is sold for 10 cents.

The 10-cent

-

pemember
l'

the name

when you buy

again.

